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“It is good that this exhibition can highlight the vital impor-
tance of religious freedom in a world where such freedom is 

so often not respected.

“It is also good that the positive resources of the Ibadhi 
school of Islam and the tolerant traditions of the Sultanate 
of Oman in particular are given more prominence. I trust that 
the exhibition will provide a space in which mutual sharing 

and learning can take place.”

Excerpt from the message of the Archbishop of Canterbury, the Most Revd. Rowan 
Williams, to the audience at St. Philip’s Centre in Leicester, 16 July 2012.

“The exhibition comes at a very important time, as violence 
and extremism prevail throughout the world, confirming the 

need for tolerance, understanding and coexistence.“

HE Dr. George Vella, the Foreign Minister of Malta, on the occasion of the inaugura-
tion of the exhibition in Valetta, 24 October 2014.

“It is crucial that we harness and learn from the best regional 
and national examples of inclusive outreach — I am sure that 
this exhibition will nurture our determinations to pursue a 

more peaceful and just world.”

Nadha Al-Nashif, UNESCO Assistant Director-General for Social and Human Sciences 
on the occasion of the inauguration of the exhibition at UNESCO Headquarters in 

Paris, 7 October 2015.
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Background: Concept and Evolution

The Ministry of Religious Endowments (Awqaf) and Religious Affairs in Oman, in cooperation with 
Arabia Felix Synform GmbH in Munich, conceived the idea to produce an exhibition about the 
religious life in the Sultanate of Oman, entitled “Religious Tolerance: Islam in Oman,” a project of  
the Ministry to promote interfaith dialogue, with special emphasis on religious tolerance, mutual 
understanding and peaceful coexistence.

The original exhibition consisted of 20 information panels, replicas of historic documents and a 
30-minute documentary film entitled “Religious Tolerance in Oman.” The materials were supplied 
free of charge to the host institutions. The hosts provided the display space and security, took care 
of any costs for promotion and advertising, and were responsible for the opening ceremony. 

A website (www.islam-in-oman.com) was created to make the contents of the exhibition available 
online so that potential hosts of the exhibition could view the displays and inform themselves on 
the details how to go about hosting the exhibition. 

The first showings of the exhibition (Project Phase I: 10 Exhibitions in Germany and Austria, April 
2010 through July 2011) took place at adult education establishments, the “Volkshochschulen,” 
thus making it well-placed and highly visible, and thereby attracting media attention and wide-
spread public acceptance.  It was very well-received and attended, even generating interest to have 
the exhibition hosted by institutions located outside of Germany and the German-speaking regions. 

Therefore a decision was taken in 2011 to have the exhibition translated into seven more lan-
guages and made available elsewhere in Europe. Arabia Felix Synform GmbH in Munich was com-
missioned to prepare and arrange an additional 30 exhibitions (Project Phase II: 30 Exhibitions in 
Europe, July 2011 through March 2015). 

As word of this timely message spread in academic and interfaith circles, the project was extended 
again in 2013 with the new title “Tolerance, Understanding, Coexistence: Oman’s Message of 
Islam.” It was translated into numerous languages and offered worldwide to carefully chosen 
institutions involved in interfaith dialogue (Project Phase III: 40 Exhibitions worldwide, April 2013 
through September 2016 and Project Phase IV: 15 Exhibitions worldwide, beginning May 2016), 
bringing the total number of exhibitions to 95. 

The number of informative panels rose to 24, and in 2015 multimedia terminals were added. In 
parallel the content of the website www.islam-in-oman.com was extended and translated into 
18 languages. The documentary film “Religious Tolerance in Oman” has been translated into 25 
languages. 

Together with the exhibitions arranged under the aegis of the Ministry in Oman, by November 
2016 the total number of exhibitions presented worldwide reached 100, with more slated for the 
future. Requests to host the exhibition continue to be received from new countries and different 
cities. The diversity of potential hosts presents Oman with the opportunity to spread its message of 
peace in ever-widening circles.

Each of the exhibitions portrayed in this report was held in cooperation between the Sultanate 
of Oman and a local community. The directors of the educational establishments took it upon 
themselves to invite the mayor and/or high-ranking representatives of the community, as well as 
representatives of Oman, and at every exhibition opening such notables were present. 

The exhibition has been hosted at a variety of institutions – adult education centres, universities, 
city halls, libraries, UNESCO branches, government ministries, museums of renown – and used as 
a focal point in meetings, conferences, and special events, all relating to interfaith dialogue and all 
promoting Oman’s message of religious tolerance, mutual understanding and peaceful coexistence. 

The success of this Omani-German venture demonstrates that constructive cooperation between 
East and West is, contrary to widespread opinion, quite possible even today. This is due mainly 
to the objective presentation of the content, free of blatant commercial interests, which helps to 
diffuse misgivings about Islam in Europe and elsewhere in the world, and ultimately yields great 
prestige to the Sultanate of Oman.

        Mohammed Said Al-Mamari 
        Georg Popp 

        January 2017

Opening of the exhibition at Valetta, Malta
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The Exhibition 

 
The exhibition “Religious Tolerance - Islam in the Sultanate of Oman” consists of printed mat-
ter, 3D objects and digital media. The heart of the exhibition consists of 24 full-color information 
panels, size 70 x 100 cm. Facsimile prints of ancient manuscripts and artifacts, like camel shoulder 
blades emblazoned with Quranic writings, enrich the setting. Shadow art, calligraphy and film add 
an artistic level to the exhibition. Multimedia terminals allow visitors to read the panels in other 
languages and inform themselves on various topics in more detail than presented in the exhibition.

—> see Appendix III: The Exhibits (see page 207)

Panel design

The colors of the exhibition panels were selected from pigments produced personally by Georg 
Popp using Omani earth and minerals. The entire color palette of the exhibition panels is 
therefore 100% authentic Omani. It is also unique, because this color set was digitalized and 
produced exclusively for the first time for use in this exhibition, and reflects the real and naturally-
occurring colors of Oman.

The border ornamentation was produced using the font “Sindbad” designed by Georg Popp, de-
rived from ornaments of Omani carved doors and door frames. The font “Sindbad” received 
the International Type Design Award in 1999.

•	 Portuguese 
•	 Russian
•	 Spanish 
•	 Swahili
•	 Turkish
•	 Urdu

Panels  
(additional 5 languages):

•	 Albanian
•	 Greek
•	 Japanese
•	 Macedonian
•	 Slovenian

Documentary Film 
(Additional 6 languages):

•	 Albanian 
•	 Japanese
•	 Macedonian
•	 Nepali
•	 Romanian
•	 Uzbek

Contracted 18 languages panels 
and documentary film:

•	 Arabic
•	 Bahasa Indonesian
•	 Bahasa Melayu
•	 Chinese
•	 Dutch
•	 English
•	 French
•	 German
•	 Hindi
•	 Italian
•	 Korean
•	 Lithuanian

Panel Contents and Texts

The concise, succinct stand-alone texts can be easily read in passing, and in any order. The cor-
responding pictures feature people in typical everyday religious and societal settings, which draw 
attention and serve to counteract stereotypes. 

A special design was required for presenting these panels in semi-public buildings with lots of 
foot traffic: professional, aesthetically pleasing, transportable and stable, durable, and giving no 
impression of advertising, especially since they are displayed not in commercial spaces but in areas 
pertaining to higher learning, continuing education, advanced training, or intercultural dialogue.

Collateral materials

Additionally two “pop-up” banners in complimentary design are supplied with each exhibition, 
which contribute to the professional appearance at the exhibition entrance and/or in framing the 
speakers’ platform.

Each exhibitor receives posters for advertising the exhibition, and pre-printed invitation cards 
for the opening ceremony, which are in the same colors and design as the exhibition.

In accompaniment to the exhibition there is a catalogue for distribution to the visitors, in which 
the texts and pictures from the panels are found, again in the same design and colors. This brochure 
can be taken home, read in peace and shared with family and friends.

Color pigments obtained by grinding Omani minerals  
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The Documentary Films
“Religious Tolerance in Oman” and “Islamic Art in Oman” 

  
Produced in conjunction with the exhibition and presenting daily life in Oman in a style accessible 
to the general public, the film “Religious Tolerance in Oman” was deliberately created not as 
an intellectual or historical documentary, but by interviewing average people spontaneously on the 
street, completely unscripted. Presented here are scenes unlikely to be seen by a foreign visitor; 
the film makes normal people palpable, reducing xenophobia and enabling viewers to discover 
similarities among the faiths. It shows rites of various religions — Catholics, Protestants, Copts, 
Hindus and Muslims — as they are normally conducted, in order to depict them realistically and not 
through clichés (such as denouncements of Western culture). Wolfgang Ettlich, an award-winning 
documentary filmmaker, works professionally, extemporaneously and with curiosity. 

Produced now in 24 languages, the film is very lively and has been very well received. It is shown 
at the exhibition openings and replayed during the exhibition. The film has proven to be popular 
even on its own, and is being presented in contexts other than the exhibition. More than 100.000 
copies of the film have been distributed worldwide. In the Internet to date more than 
200.000 people have seen the film in various languages via YouTube and the VIMEO 
platform. It is also available in 18 languages on the website www.islam-in-oman.com.

Together with another documentary film by Wolfgang Ettlich — “Islamic Art in Oman” — the film 
“Religious Tolerance in Oman” is also being offered on Oman Air’s inflight entertainment 
system. 

Still from “Religious Tolerance in Oman”

The Emblem of the Exhibition
 

  
The emblem of the “Tolerance, Understanding, 
Coexistence: Oman’s message of Islam” was 
handpicked from among a range of artworks 
held in the Sultan Qaboos Grand Mosque. It 
represents a meeting point of diverse cultures, 
civilizations, and aspects of knowledge. 

The Grand Mosque features design elements 
which have been combined from different tra-
ditions in art and architecture, such as Moroc-
can tiles and Mughal murals. The attractive cor-
ridors, domes, minarets, extensive gardens, and 
water fountains are inspired by architectural 
gems which are well-known in Europe and 
Asia. Various construction materials, including 
wood, marble, stained glass, ornamental stone, 
copper and tiles were used in making this mod-
ern masterpiece. The artworks in the courtyard 
of the Grand Mosque present a fantastic cultur-
al and artistic matrix contributing to the overall 
impression of serenity, which duly reflects the 
aesthetic sensibilities of Oman.

This emblem was selected for its symbolic value 
as it is comprised of a variety of artistic features 

and colors: meticulous floral and geometric designs derived from ancient mosaics, with modern 
calligraphy and abstract forms. The artwork integrates Islamic and classical elements: Kufic script 
mingles with Mughal and Safavid decorations reflecting historical and conventional techniques, 
and features a systematic combination of polished and rough surfaces, in which golden mosaics 
contrast with embossed porcelain pieces.

With this intermingling, the emblem of the ‘Message of Islam’ Exhibition is a beautiful mosaic mas-
terpiece and a manifestation of the beauty created by symbolically combining disparate elements 
representing the diversity and plurality of the world’s cultures, religions and people.

The emblem in the form of a glass sculpture was presented to UNESCO in November 
2015 at an event held in conjunction with the 38th General Conference. Symbolizing 
the diversity of the world’s religions and cultures, as it does, and exemplifying the 
Sultanate´s role in establishing policies of tolerance, acceptance, and peaceful coex-
istence among peoples, it is now part of the permanent art collection at the UNESCO 
Headquarters in Paris.
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The documentary film “Islamic Art in Oman” was produced in 3 languages: Arabic, English and 
German. It portrays Oman as a nation of seafarers, which has been involved in a lively exchange 
with other cultures for thousands of years. Through this exchange Omanis began naturally to inte-
grate elements of other cultures into their own, without losing their own identity. Drawing on this 
experience, modern art is developing in Oman today its own way and in accordance with Islam. 

OMAN AIR inflight entertainment guide

Still from “Islamic Art in Oman”

Still from “Islamic Art in Oman”
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The Sand Art Film
by Shaimah Al-Mughairy 

 
“Arabs Got Talent” finalist Shaimah Al-Mughairy con-
tributed to the project with a sand art performance, de-
picting the historic and religious development of Omani 
society from the times of early Islam until today.

The production itself lasted about six hours and was 
filmed throughout. This material was the basis for a 10- 
minute short film.

Due to the fact that this film works on a visual level, it is 
self explanatory and needs no text. Therefore it is perfect 
for presentation at exhibitions in a loop on a big screen 
anywhere in world.

A live performance was given by Shaimah at  
the UNESCO Headquarters in Paris in November 
2016 on the occasion of the 38th General Confer-
ence celebrating the 70th anniversary of UNESCO.

Still from the sand art film Still from the sand art film
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The Website
www.islam-in-oman.com

 
The website was initially launched as www.religioese-toleranz.de in January 2010 in order to give 
potential exhibitors a sneak preview of the exhibition, the contents of which were still subject to 
change. The information panels were displayed in their entirety in German. There are explanations 
in detail to the potential exhibitors about who the project partners are, what are their rights and 
obligations, the exhibition contract, and the dates of exhibitions which have taken place.

Completely unexpected, due to the deft programming, the website was quickly in third place in the 
search results of Google Germany using the search term “Ibadhiya.” The search terms “religiöse 
toleranz,“ “oman ausstellung“ (English: Oman Exhibition), or “oman islam“ also delivered the 
website to the first page of results. It was not only potential exhibitors visiting the website, but the 
general public!

Expanding the exhibition in the project’s Phase II, encompassing 8 languages, meant a complete 
restructuring of the website. Thanks to the architecture of this particular Content Management Sys-
tems (CMS) – Typo3 – it was possible to construct a multilingual, multi-domain website, adopting 
national top level domains as URLs leading to the localized pages. All of the alias names are linked 
to and lead to the parent name www.islam-in-oman.com.

Under this structure all of the content is centrally controlled in one CMS. In this way everyone who 
is interested can find the corresponding information in his or her mother tongue on a top-level 
domain (e.g. at www.tolerancia-religiosa.es for the Spanish exhibitors).

For project Phase III it became necessary to restructure the website to accommodate 18 languages, 
and to adapt the content, acknowledging that the website is no longer merely an information 
page for exhibitors, but has rather become a virtual showroom for the general public, with ex-
tended information dealing with Islam in Oman, and various topics related to interfaith dialogue. 
The extended website was launched in conjunction with the inauguration of the exhibition at the 
UNESCO headquarters in Paris at the beginning of October 2015.

With the cooperation and support of the Monotype company in Frankfurt, Germany, the latest 
web font technology is being used for presentation of the texts in languages which use different 
alphabets and writing systems, such as Arabic, Chinese, Hindi, Korean, Russian and Urdu. The web-
site layout is therefore displayed in a consistent way regardless of the device used. Furthermore 
the website is automatically presented in the language pertaining to the IP address, or English by 
default.

The web statistics show that there is keen interest in the website by the global public. Since its 
inception the website has seen a steady increase in the number of monthly views and unique users. 
In May 2011 for the first time there were over 5000 people recorded as visiting the site. By the 
middle of 2014 this number had increased to an average of 25.000 visitors per month. 
In November 2015 for the first time the number of visitors rose to more than 70.000.

religieuzetolerantie.nl
religieuze-tolerantie.nl
religieuzetolerantie.com
religieuze-tolerantie.com
religieuzetolerantie.info
religieuze-tolerantie.info
tolleranzareligiosa.ch
tolleranza-religiosa.ch
tolerancia-religiosa.es
toleranciareligiosa.es
tolerancia-religiosa.com

On average 250.000 pages are accessed monthly from more than 50 countries.

To optimize the findability of the website in the Internet for each of the languages, the available 
domain names pertaining to “religious tolerance“ and “Islam in Oman“ have been registered to 
the project “Tolerance, Understanding, Coexistence: Oman’s message of Islam.” (This also protects 
the project from unwanted copycats and freeloaders, preventing them from choosing similar names 
to divert or “hijack“ the search results.) Search results then point to the home page in the appropri-
ate language. 

The domain names currently registered and pertaining to this project are listed here:

religioesetoleranz.de
religioese-toleranz.de
religioesetoleranz.com
religioese-toleranz.com
religioesetoleranz.info
religioese-toleranz.info
religioesetoleranz.at
religioese-toleranz.at
religioesetoleranz.ch
religioese-toleranz.ch
tolerance-religieuse.ch
tolerancereligieuse.ch

Welcome page of the new version of the website www.islam-in-oman.com
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100 
Exhibition Locations
April 2010 through November 2016 

 

in 30 countries
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Overview

1. UN and UNESCO Institutions

United Nations, Vienna, Austria
July 29, 2011 through August 12, 2011, estimated visitors: 2.000

UNESCO Chair University Rovira i Virgili, Tarragona, Spain
October 03 through October 21, 2011, estimated visitors: 4.000

UNESCO Chair Bologna University, Bologna, Italy
January 09 through January 18, 2013, estimated visitors: 2.000 

UNESCO Nepal, Patan Museum, Kathmandu, Nepal
November 12 through November 17, 2014, estimated visitors: 1.500

UNESCO Headquarters, Paris, France
October 08 through October 14, 2015, estimated visitors: 1.000

UNESCO Headquarters, Paris, France
November 09, 2015, estimated visitors: 200

2. Governmental, Municipal and Cultural Institutions

Gasteig Culture Center, Munich, Germany
September 25, 2010 through October 12, 2010 / estimated visitors: 70.000

Bundesamt für Migration und Flüchtlinge (BAMF), Nuremberg, Germany
September 27, 2011 through October 21, 2011, estimated visitors: 1.500

Segbroek Library, The Hague, Netherlands
November 19, 2011 through January 08, 2012, estimated visitors: 7.000

Hanns Seidel Foundation, Munich, Germany
March 27, 2012, estimated visitors: 100

Biblioteca Viva al-Andalus, Cordoba, Spain
June 07, 2012 until December 31, 2013, estimated visitors: 7.000

Werkstatt der Kulturen, Berlin, Germany 
July 20 through August 19, 2012, estimated visitors: 4.000

City Hall, Vilnius, Lithuania
March 14 through March 28, 2013, estimated visitors: 2.000

Town Hall, Ljubljana, Slovenia
December 03, 2013 through January 06, 2014, estimated visitors: 6.000

Oman Business Forum, Frankfurt Chamber of Commerce, Germany
 May 27, 2014 Frankfurt Chamber of Commerce, estimated visitors: 150

Club Homs, Sao Paulo, Brasil
 June 27, 2014, estimated visitors: 1500

Culture Center, Foz do Iguazu, Brasil
 June 30 through July 03, 2014, estimated visitors: 2000

St. James Cavalier Centre for Creativity, Valletta, Malta
October 24 through November 09, 2014, estimated visitors: 2.000

Grand Rapids Public Library, Michigan, USA
November 03 through November 16, 2014, estimated visitors: 2.000

International Convention Centre (ICC), Bandar Seri Begawan, Brunei
November 11 through November 15, 2014, estimated visitors: 2.500

Korea Foundation, Seoul, South Korea
November 05 through December 06, 2014, estimated visitors: 3.500

Mrs. Nada Al-Nashif, Assistant Director-General for Social and Human Sciences. UNESCO
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Oman Solidarity Symposium, Washington DC, USA
December 03, 2014

MOHA Center, Kavala, Greece
November 03 through November 30, 2015, estimated visitors: 2.000

National Library, Sao Paulo, Brazil
July 28 through August 02, 2015, estimated visitors: 2.000

Oman Cultural Days, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
August 05 through August 09, 2015, estimated visitors: 2.000

Busan Citizens Park, South Korea
June 02 through June 15, 2015, estimated visitors: 4.000

National Library, Singapore
December 08 through December 31, 2015,  estimated visitors: 5.000

Biblioteca Viva al-Andalus, Cordoba, Spain
September 07 through September 28, 2016, estimated visitors: 1.000

YAS Mall, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates
November 18, 2016, estimated visitors: 5.000

3. Museums

Palazzo Reale (Royal Palace) Museum, Milan, Italy
February 4 through February 22, 2015, estimated visitors: 7.000

Museum for Communication, Berlin, Germany
March 05 through March 29, 2015, estimated visitors: 6.000

Multiculture Museum, Seoul, South Korea
March 16 through April 30, 2015, estimated visitors: 5.500

Museum of the World Religions, Taipeh, Taiwan 
December 01 through December 31, 2015, estimated visitors: 5.000

Maritime Experiential Museum, Singapore 
February 01 through February 29, 2016, estimated visitors: 7.000

National Cultural History Museum, Pretoria, South Africa
February 01 through February 06, 2016, estimated visitors: 7.000

Visitors reading the panels at the Bibliotheca Viva al-Andalus, Cordoba, Spain Banners at the entrance of the Palazzo Reale in Milan, Italy
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4. Institutions for Adult Education

Volkshochschule (VHS) Ludwigshafen, Germany
April 16, 2010 through May 14, 2010 / estimated visitors: 4.000

Volkshochschule (VHS) Offenburg, Germany
June 11, 2010 through July 31, 2010 / estimated visitors: 2.000

Volkshochschule (VHS) Landkreis Hof, Germany
November 12, 2010 through November 30, 2010 / estimated visitors: 3.000

Volkshochschule (VHS) Grafschaft Bentheim/Nordhorn, Germany
January 21, 2011 through February 18, 2011 / estimated visitors: 3.000

Volkshochschule (VHS) Wilhelmshaven, Germany
March 03, 2011 through April 08, 2011 / estimated visitors: 3.000

Volkshochschule (VHS) Vienna, Austria
May 02, 2011 through May 31, 2011 / estimated visitors: 6.000

Volkshochschule (VHS), Aachen, Germany
November 07 through November 30, 2012, estimated visitors: 2.000

Vocational School 5 Augsburg, Germany
July 04, 2011 through July 20, 2011 / estimated visitors: 9.000

Haus Nordhelle, Meinerzhagen, Germany
 January 10 through February 09, 2014, estimated visitors: 1.000

5. Religious and Interreligious Institutions and Events

Reinoldinum, Dortmund, Germany
August 23, 2010 through September 16, 2010 / estimated visitors: 5.000 

 
Islamic Cultural Center of Catalonia, Barcelona, Spain

November 18 through December 18, 2011, estimated visitors: 3.000

St. Philip‘s Centre, Leicester, UK
 July 16 through July 20, 2012, estimated visitors: 1000

Kuwait City, Grand Mosque, Kuwait
February, 2013, estimated visitors: 500

Kuwait City, Grand Mosque, Kuwait
March 04, 2014, estimated visitors: 500

Omar bin Al-Khatab Masjid, Foz de Iguacu, Brasil 
July 04, 2014, estimated visitors: 1000

Sociedade Beneficents Islamic, Foz de Iguacu, Brasil 
July 05, 2014, estimated visitors: 1000

Summer School, Cambridge University, UK
August 04 through August 08, 2014, in attendence: 50

“Association Coexister,” Paris, France
October 10 through October 12, 2014, in attendence: 100

The audience of the opening at the Vocational School V, Augsburg, Germany Interreligious panel at the opening at the Islamic Cultural Center of Catalonia, Barcelona, Spain
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Islamic Foundation Markfield, Leicestershire, UK
November 03 through November 10, 2014, estimated visitors: 800

Suffolk Inter-Faith Resource, Suffolk County Council, Ipswich, UK
November 17 through November 21, 2014, estimated visitors: 500

International Day of Tolerance, Hormuz Grand Hotel, Muscat, Oman
November 16 through November 21, 2014, estimated visitors: 800

 “InterFaith Dialogue and Common Action: Why and How”, Paris, France
November 15 through November 16, 2014,  in attendence: 150

Islamic Civilisation Center, Skopje, Macedonia
March 09 through March 19, 2015, estimated visitors: 2000

Tirana International Hotel, Albania
April 29 through May 12, 2015, estimated visitors: 2000

Nights of Ramadan, Lyon, France
June 19 through July 15, 2015, estimated visitors: 20.000

Parliament of the World‘s Religions, Salt Lake City, USA
October 15 through October 19, 2015,  in attendence: 10.000

6. Universities

Otto-Friedrich-University Bamberg, Germany
June 06, 2011 through June 28, 2011 / estimated visitors: 500

Universidad Complutense, Madrid, Spain
May 04 through May 11, 2012, estimated visitors: 5.000

University of Technology, Tallinn, Estonia
September 20 through October 04, 2012, estimated visitors: 3.000

Free University of Brussels, Antwerp, Belgium 
September 13 through October 10, 2012, estimated visitors: 3.000

University Salve Regina, Newport, Rhode Island, USA,
April 8 through April 23, 2013, estimated visitors: 2.000

University of Education, Freiburg, Germany
June 12 through June 30, 2013, estimated visitors: 2.000

University Hamburg, Hamburg, Germany
June 27 through July 04, 2013, estimated visitors: 1.500

Muslim, Christian and Jewish participants of the Cambridge Inter-Faith Programme, UK

The audience at the opening ceremony at Complutense University, Madrid, Spain.
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International Islamic University, Islamabad, Pakistan
March 2014, estimated visitors: 2.500

CISMOR, Doshisha University, Kyoto, Japan
April 06 through July 06, 2014, estimated visitors: 3.500

Kennesaw State University, Kennesaw, Georgia, USA
October 02 through October 31, 2014,  estimated visitors: 4.000

Grand Valley State University, Allendale, Michigan, USA
October 10 through October 31, 2014, estimated visitors: 3.500

Ohio University, Athens, Ohio, USA
October 27 trough November 25, 2014, estimated visitors: 4.500

West Suffolk College, Bury St. Edmunds, UK
November 24 through November 28, 2014, estimated visitors: 1.000

ZEF, University Bonn, Germany
December 17, 2014 through January 15, 2015, estimated visitors: 2.500

Waikato University, Hamilton, New Zealand
November 02 through November 30, 2015, estimated visitors: 700

Ismaili Center, University of Toronto. Canada
February 20 through March 12, 2016, estimated visitors: 2.500

Griffith University, Brisbane, Australia
July 12 through July 22, 2016, estimated visitors: 1.000

Jerudong International School, Bandar Seri Begawan, Brunei 
November 29 through November 30, 2016, estimated visitors: 2.500

7. Exhibitions in Oman

Barr Al Jissah Resort, Muscat, March 2012

Sultan Qaboos College for Teaching Arabic to  
non native speakers, Manah, January 2013

Al Qurm Naturel Park, Muscat, July 2013 
 

Tower Fountain, Sur, October 2013

Entertainment Centre, Sohar, November 2013

Sports Club, Mahoot, Muscat, January 2014

Sports Club, Ibra, January 2014

Sports Club, Nizwa, February 2014

Wedding Palace, Al Buraimi, March 2014

Al Nahda District, Ibri, April 2014

Khasab Fort, Khasab, May 2014

Hormuz Grand Hotel, Muscat, November 2014

Petrol Development Oman (PDO), Muscat, May 2015 

Khareef Festival, Salalah, August 2013

University of Dhofar, Salalah, February 2015

Sultan Qaboos College for Teaching Arabic to  
non native speakers, Manah, June 2015

Ahmad bin Majid Private School, Muscat, November 2015

A’nnor Hall, Muscat, June 2016

Sultan Qaboos Center for Culture, Muscat, October 2016

Avenues Mall, Muscat, November 2016

Sultan Qaboos Grand Mosque, Muscat, November 2016
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Events and Artistic Contributions

 
Not all of the exhibitions have been simple matters of putting panels on display and having an 
opening ceremony attended by notables.  We have also honored requests for the exhibition to be an 
integral part of an event, the focal point of a meeting, or the backdrop for a convocation of religious 
or business leaders.

The exhibition was the backdrop for investment forums held in both Munich and Frankfurt. 
Mr. Dieter Haller, Secretary of the German Foreign Office, Head of the Department of Economy 
and Sustainable Development, emphasized in his speech the importance of religious free-
dom in Oman for the safety and sustainability of economic investment in Oman, and 
invited the participants to take advantage of this opportunity to better inform themselves about the 
unique role of Islam in Oman.

On such extraordinary occasions it has fallen to the Ministry of Awqaf and Religious Affairs to ensure 
that the Sultanate is represented at an appropriate level, commensurate with the program planned 
and expenditures made by the host organization. 

In collaboration with the Foreign Ministry, Oman’s Ambassadors have also played a prominent role in 
presenting Oman in the best possible light at the highest levels, for instance at the Korea Foundation 
opening in Seoul.

At events with such stature, such as the UNESCO Headquarters in Paris, or in the USA during the 
commemoration of Rhode Island’s 350 years of religious freedom, decisions were taken to provide 
not only the information panels, but also original paintings, sculptures, artwork, calligraphy, historical 
and Quranic manuscripts, and traditional Omani artifacts. 

Performing artists such as religious singer Anwar Al-Asmi and calligraphers/artists Samah bint Said 
Al-Numaniya, Anwaar bint Khalifa Al-Hassani, Azza bint Salim Al-Balushi, Ramla bint Salim Al-Bal-
ushi, Iman bint Suliman Al-Abri, Saleh Al-Shukairy, Shaimah bint Said Al-Mughairy and Madny Al-
Bakry helped to enliven the proceedings at events with high levels of participation. Events which 
were enhanced by art and artistic performances:

•	 UNESCO Headquarters Paris, France 
•	 Salve Regina University Rhode Island, USA
•	 “Nights of Ramadan” in Berlin, Germany
•	 National Library and National Museum Singapore
•	 St. Philip’s Centre Leicester, UK
•	 Vocational School #5 Augsburg, Germany
•	 Tirana International Hotel, Albania
•	 Islamic Civilisation Center Skopje, Macedonia
•	 National Museum of Cultural History Pretoria, South Africa 
•	 Jarudong International School, Bandar Seri Begawan, Brunei

Omani singer Anwar Al-Asmi impressing the audience with his religious songs. Omani calligrapher Saleh Al-Shukairy writing names of the visitors.
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#ActForTolerance
“Get Involved” 

 
#ACTFORTOLERANCE is a social media initiative undertaken by the organizers of the exhibition 
Oman’s Message of Islam. It aims to direct attention to the project to artists worldwide. The organ-
izers believe that there are talented people who can embody the message of tolerance by using 
distinctive photographs and impressive works of art.

#ACTFORTOLERANCE is intended to involve the global community in promoting tolerance, mutual 
understanding and peaceful coexistence.

The winning artworks will be used in the global Hashtag #ACTFORTOLERANCE, all social networks, 
and billboards in different regions of the world, as well as selected newspapers and magazines. 
The one-minute video clips will be broadcast on TV and YouTube. Moreover, copies of the winning 
works will be provided at the exhibition Oman’s Message of Islam as it moves around the globe.

Participants are required to take into account creativity, artistic effects associated with lighting con-
figuration, and innovative viewing angles, which can contribute to providing impressive global mes-
sages. Photographers have absolute freedom to express their creativity. Participants are welcome to 
depict whatever they see fit within universally applicable criteria, conditions and rules.

Types of Art:

•	 Photography
•	 Original creations of all kinds
•	 One-minute video clips
•	 Sculpture

Wherever possible, a promotion stand for the initiative is located within the exhibition space and 
visitors get the option of being photographed with a #ACTFORTOLERANCE board. 

Visitors also receive T-shirts with the imprint #ACTFORTOLERANCE and postcards with text mes-
sages encouraging mutual understanding and peaceful coexistence, such as:

•	 Safety lies in the middle course
•	 Speak kindly to mankind!
•	 Wish people what you wish for yourself!
•	 The best people are those who are most helpful to others.
•	 We have made you races and tribes that you may become mutually acquainted.
•	 Is there any reward for good other than good?
•	 Return the trust to those who entrusted you!
•	 Do not betray even the one who betrayed you!
•	 Cooperate in righteousness and piety!
•	 Treat people with good manners!
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Public Reception

 
More than 300.000 people have personally visited the exhibition at the 80 locations 
outside the Sultanate of Oman. It goes beyond anecdotal evidence that people who have 
viewed the exhibition now view Oman as a modern, open country, with a culture of tolerance and 
openness. That people seek out the authors for continuing discussion, to create new dialogue, to 
spread the word, and are taking an interest in the history and development of the Sultanate is 
evidence of new perceptions.

The public relations aspect of this exhibition cannot be ignored. The caliber of this exhibition and 
the sites and context in which it has been presented have resulted in a most positive portrayal 
of the Sultanate of Oman. The support offered by religious, educational and municipal 
institutions could not have been purchased, and was offered in a spirit of amity and 
mutual benefit.

One of the most impressive compliments paid to this project was the decision of the 
mayor of the city of Foz de Iguazu in Brazil to name a public square after the Sultan-
ate of Oman and to build there a center for religious tolerance. 

The print media, radio and tv have promoted the exhibition with sensitively written editorial con-
tent, which is persuasive and highly regarded by the public, and publicized it in the calendars of 
upcoming events. The exhibition has been well-received in each instance, and the per-
ceptions of the public have been notably and demonstrably affected positively.

We have managed to collect an impressive number of media publications related to the exhibi-
tion, but this number must be considered as partial and selective, by no means comprehensive 
and all-inclusive. The total circulation of the newspapers and magazines from outside 
of Oman, which have printed articles pertaining to the exhibition, is estimated at 10 
million. Additional to that are TV and radio reports that are estimated to add another 
10 million.

The project partners promoted the exhibition on their websites and set a link to the website www.
islam-in-oman.com. Moreover hundreds of reports in the Internet from all over the world 
document the various activities in the many countries in the long run and can still be 
seen years after the events took place.

—> See Appendix II: Media Reach (see page 153)

Also it is evident that many of the media reports from all over the world portray the Sultanate as a 
country where you find religious tolerance, mutual understanding and peaceful coexistence. Exam-
ples given are BBC world, CNN, FORBES, Gulf News, Reuters, Bloomberg, Alhurra TV.

Educational Initiatives

 
Originally conceived for a target audience in the German adult education establishments, the ex-
hibition clearly and succinctly presents the visitors with basic information pertaining to Oman and 
Islam. This in turn has generated great interest in various other educational venues, such 
as universities, libraries, vocational and high schools. In some cases the exhibition materi-
als were even incorporated into the school’s official curriculum. It is indicative that in the ensuing 
months educational institutions comprised more than a third of the 100 exhibition 
venues.

This great interest has resulted in enthusiasm for the exhibition and curiosity about Oman’s cul-
ture. Requests have been received for more in-depth background information for use by teachers, 
outlining the similarities between Christianity and Islam, and providing general information about 
the social conditions and developments in Oman. Such materials help make discussions in the 
classroom free of prejudices and previously (erroneously) held notions.

Such a study guide, comparing Islam and Christianity, was devised by the teachers of the Beruf-
schule V (vocational school #5) in Augsburg, Germany. It was used as a teaching aid for classes 
attending the exhibition in Augsburg, and subsequently adopted by seven other vocational schools 
in Augsburg, resulting in more than 10.000 vocational students between the ages of 17 
and 23 learning of Oman’s approach to peaceful coexistence, inter-religious dialogue, 
and the relationship of Islam and Christianity.

Beyond academia, the German Navy Chaplain Christoph Sommer — who accompanies the ma-
rines on their tours of duty off the coast of Somalia, with the mission of containing piracy — re-
quested and received copies of the exhibition brochure and the documentary film “Religious Toler-
ance in Oman” on DVD to distribute to the soldiers on board, who have regular shore 
leave in Salalah for rest and recuperation.

Several organizations interested in the topic of interfaith dialogue who were familiar with the ex-
hibition took it upon themselves to go one step further and investigate the reality of inter-religious 
life in Oman by undertaking study tours to Oman. Each of these group tours explored the 
country, visited cultural and historical sites, and entered into free and open dialogue with religious 
leaders, regular Omani citizens, and expat locals. They include:  

•	 “Reinoldinum” Education Center of the protestant church in Dortmund, Germany
•	 Otto-Friedrich University Bamberg, Germany
•	 “Freunde Abrahams,” an renowned interreligious association of Munich, Germany 
•	 “Confronti,” an Italian interfaith group from Rome, Italy
•	 Kennesaw State University, USA
•	 Augsburg University, Germany
•	 USAF Air War College, Regional Culture Studies program, USA
•	 Griffith University, Brisbane, Australia
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Growing a Network

 
The project is linking together more and more people supporting the idea of religious tolerance, 
mutual understanding and peaceful coexistence. It currently involves representatives of the Catho-
lic church, Anglican Church, Orthodox Coptic church, numerous protestant denominations, Muslim 
organizations, and various educational institutions, e.g. adult education centres, vocational schools, 
libraries and universities. A number of them have been or are actively involved in the exhibition, 
others have requested to be kept informed and are interested in an ongoing dialogue.

More than 1000 institutions throughout the world have been contacted so far from 
our side, informed about the project and invited to participate.

As a result, various renowned organizations have expressed their respect for the project and ac-
tively supported and promoted it within their networks. Most importantly, UNESCO, which hosted 
the exhibition at its headquarters in Paris in October 2015; the global intereligious organization 
United Religions Initiative (URI); the St. Philip’s Centre in Leicester (UK), an organization 
under the patronage of the archbishop of Canterbury; the Deutscher Volkshochschul-Verband 
e. V. (DVV), the biggest communal adult education network in Europe, consisting of more than 
1000 local Volkshochschulen in Germany alone; and the Parliament of the World’s Religions, 
which brings together the world’s religious and spiritual communities, their leaders and their fol-
lowers to a gathering where peace, diversity and sustainability are discussed and explored in the 
context of intereligious understanding and cooperation. 

Support and acknowledgement also was given by numerous experts in the academic 
and religious fields, such as:

•	 Prof. Dr. Marcel Olivé Elias (UNESCO Chair of Intercultural Dialogue in the Mediterranean 
at Universitat Rovira i Virgili, Tarragona, Spain)

•	 Prof. Dr. Alberto Melloni (UNESCO Chair for Religious Pluralism and Peace, Bologna Uni-
versity, Italy)

•	 Prof. Dr. Bernd Feininger (Dean of the Institute for Evangelical and Catholic Theology of the 
Pedagogical College Freiburg, Germany)

•	 Prof. Dr. Patrick Franke (Chair for Islam Sciences, Otto-Friedrich University Bamberg, Germany)
•	 Prof. Dr Douglas Pratt (Chair for Religious Studies, Waikato University, New Zealand)
•	 Prof. Dr. Talabardon (Managing Director of the Center for Intereligious Studies (ZIS), Univer-

sity of Bamberg, Germany)
•	 Rev. Prof. Dr. Christiaan Vonck (Rector of the Faculty for Comparative Study of Religions, 

Antwerp, Belgium) 
•	 Prof. Dr. Katashiro Kohara (Director of the Centre for Monotheistic Studies at Doshisha 

University, Kyoto, Japan) 

•	 Prof. Dr. David Ford (Director of the Cambridge Inter-Faith Programme, Cambridge Univer-
sity, UK)

•	 Mrs Amita Vohra (Regional Programme Coordinator UNESCO - Regional Bureau for Educa-
tion in the Arab States, Beirut, Lebanon)

•	 Mr. Christian Manhart (UNESCO Representative to Nepal)
•	 Rabbi Jorge Burdman (head of the Department of Peace and Interreligious Dialogue of the 

Israelite Community of Barcelona, Spain)
•	 Rev. Tony Robinson (Bishop of Pontefract, UK)
•	 Mr. Ildar Muhhamedsin (Grand Mufti of Estonia)
•	 Mr. Romas Jakubauskas (Mufti of the Sunni Muslim Religious Centre in Lithuania)
•	 Mr Nedzad Grabus (Mufti of Slovenia)
•	 Rev. Wes Granberg-Michaelson (previous executive director of the Reformed Church in 

America)
•	 Sister Jane Gerety (president of the Catholic University Salve Regina, Newport, Rhode Is-

land, USA) 
•	 Dr. Daniel Paracka (Director of International Services and Programs, Kennesaw State Univer-

sity, USA)
•	 Dr. Douglas Kindschi (Director of the Kaufman Interfaith Institute, Grand Valley State Uni-

versity, Allendale, Michigan, USA)
•	 Mr. Steve Steeds (Director of Higher Education at West Suffolk College, UK)
•	 Mr. David Capey (Executive Officer of Suffolk Inter-Faith Resource)
•	 Mrs. Winsome Chunnu-Brayda (Associate Director of the Office for Diversity and Inclusion, 

Ohio University, Athens, USA)
•	 Mr. Farooq Murad (Director of the Islamic Foundation Markfield, Leicestershire, UK)
•	 Dr. Hyun-Seok Yu (President of the Korea Foundation, Seoul, Korea)
•	 Mr. Mohammad Nirdosh Ali (Chairperson, National Muslim Commission, Nepal)
•	 Sheikh Benyamin Idris (Head of the Islamic civilisation centre in the Republic of Macedonia)
•	 Mr. Ilir Ho Julie (Chairman of the religions committee of the presidency of the Albanian 

Government)
•	 Mr. Riaz Ravat (Deputy Director of St Philip‘s Centre, Leicester, UK)
•	 Rev. Douglas Leonard (Executive Director of the Al Amana Centre, Muscat, Oman)
•	 Dr. Brian Adams (Director of the Centre for Interfaith & Cultural Dialogue, Griffith University, 

Australia) 
•	 Dr. Leonard Chiarelli (Aziz Atiya Middle East Library, University of Utah, USA) 
•	 Mr. Bart ten Broek (President of IBS, the Interreligieuse Beraad Segbroek, The Hague, Nether-

lands)
•	 Mr. Ari van Buuren (Chairman of the United Religions Initiative (URI) of the Netherlands)
•	 Mr. Salim Benamara (Director of Centre Cultural Islàmic Català, Barcelon, Spain)
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Political Impact

 
For the past several years, western media has been promulgating more often than not negative 
images of Islam and Arabic countries. As a result stereotypes and prejudices begin to take hold. In 
Spring 2011 erroneous reports about the protests in Oman were circulated in the press, conflating 
them with the protests of the “Arab Spring,” and they were never corrected or put into perspective. 
It followed that in offering this exhibition we expected and indeed experienced that some exhibitors 
harbored reservations about presenting it.

However, after reviewing the exhibition texts and contents (which had been published in the Internet 
from the very beginning to give a clear picture of the exhibition), their fears were allayed, and the 
political, communal and educational establishments not only showed great interest 
but also decided to take a stand and put the message in the public eye, thus clearly 
making a statement against Islamophobia and promoting the ideas of religious tolerance, 
mutual understanding and peaceful coexistence.

Many members of the political, municipal, communal and educational establishments all over the 
world supported the placement of the exhibition in public spaces with high visibility, at no cost to us; 
they took an active role in the organizational phase, garnering support from the local community and 
media; and they participated personally, attending the exhibition opening and speaking publicly on 
its behalf. Numerous inauguration events drew the attention of the diplomatic missions 
of Arab states and other countries, thus raising the visibility of Oman’s initiative within 
the local diplomatic landscape. 

With the recent influx of Middle Eastern refugees into Europe it is noteworthy that prior to that, in 
2014, Germany‘s Federal Office for Migration and Refugees (Bundesamt für Migration 
und Flüchtlinge - BAMF) approached us with the request to present the exhibition in 
a contemporary context for its senior staff. It was intended to counter any negative 
perspectives held by the staff, who are confronted daily with the problematic facets of 
Islam, and to prevent them from adopting prejudicial attitudes toward Muslims. In this 
setting a lecture was given by HE Ahmed Al-Siyabi. Dr. Schmidt, President of the BAMF, said that the 
exhibition helps in widening civil and cultural communications, and pointed out that there are spe-
cialists at the Ministry whose duty it is to acquaint the German people with the authentic Islam. He 
thanked the Ministry of Endowments and Religious Affairs for organizing such exhibitions. 
The broad reach of the exhibition into many nations around the world, with a universal message 
of fraternity and goodwill, endorsed at the highest levels, did not go unnoticed by the US Depart-
ment of State and the White House.  One of the most active members of the interfaith move-
ment, based in Oman, is the Director of the Al Amana Centre in Muscat, Rev. Douglas Leonard, 
who was invited by the White House to be the keynote speaker at the President‘s Interfaith 
Breakfast on the significant date September 11, 2015, to deliver his message of the 
importance of interfaith dialogue to an assemblage of 500 leaders of academic in-
stitutions in the United States. His topic was “Preventing violent extremism: Inter-
religious coexistence in Oman.“

Dignitaries supporting Oman’s initiative:

•	 H.E. Mr Mohamed Sameh Amr (Chairman of the Executive Board of UNESCO)
•	 Mrs. Nada Al-Nashif (Assistant Director-General for Social and Human Sciences, UNESCO)
•	 Dr. George Vella (Foreign Minister of Malta)
•	 Mr. Sardar Mohammed Yusof (Minister of Awqaf and Religious Affairs, Pakistan)
•	 Mr. Faustas Latenas (Advisor to Prime Minister of Lithuania)
•	 Dr. Manfred Schmidt (President of the BAMF, the Federal Office for Migration and Refugees, 

a department of Germany’s Federal Ministry of Interior)
•	 Dr. Adel al Falah (Undersecretary of the Ministry of Awqaf and Islamic Affairs, Kuwait)
•	 Dr Zoran Ilievski (Political advisor to the President of the Republic of Macedonia)
•	 Fernando Capez (President of Sao Paulo State Parliament, Brasil)
•	 Dr. Hilde Hawlicek (former Minister for Education, Art and Culture, Austria)
•	 Mr. Damaso Lopes (Chancellor of Complutense University, Madrid, Spain)
•	 Prof. Dr. Marija Ausrine Pavilioniene (Director of the parliament’s committee for European 

Affairs, Lithuania)
•	 Prof. Dr. Heidemann (Director Asia-Africa Institute of the University of Hamburg, Germany)
•	 Mr. Dieter Haller (Secretary of the German Foreign Office, Head of the Department of Econo-

my and Sustainable Development)
•	 Dr. Thomas Haas (President Grand Valley State University, Allendale, Michigan, USA)
•	 Dr. Steve Steeds (Director of Higher Education at West Suffolk College, UK)
•	 Councillor Christopher Hudson (Chairman of Suffolk County Council, UK)
•	 HE Lee Kyung Soo (Deputy Minister for Political Affairs, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Korea)
•	 Mr. Purna Chandra Bhattarai (Ministry of Federal Affairs and Local Development, Nepal)
•	 Dr. Liselotte Kugler (Director of the Museum for Communication, Berlin, Germany)
•	 Mr. Bruno Kaiser (President of the German-Omani Association, Germany)
•	 Mr. Jose Roberto Sadiq (Under-Secretary of the Ministry of Culture of Sao Paulo, Brasil)
•	 Dr. María Jesús Viguera (Cultural Director Foundation Fundación Paradigma Córdoba, Spain)
•	 Mr. Hep Monatzeder (Mayor of the city of Munich, Germany)
•	 Mr. Manfred Sauer (Mayor of the city of Dortmund, Germany)
•	 Mr. Hermann Weber (Mayor of the city of Augsburg, Germany)
•	 Mr. Patrick Janssens (Mayor of the city of Antwerp, Belgium)
•	 Mr. Zoran Jankovic (Mayor of the city of Lublijana, Slovenia)
•	 Mr. Reni Clovis de Souza Pereira (Mayor of the city of Foz do Iguaçu, Brasil)
•	 Mr. George Heartwell (Mayor of Grand Rapids, USA)
•	 Mr. Patrick Chung (Deputy Mayor of the city of Bury St. Edmunds, UK)
•	 Councillor Jeffrey Bannister (Mayor of Hinckley and Bosworth Borough Council, UK)
•	 Mr. Giuliano Pisapia (Mayor of Milan, Italy)
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Conferences in Oman, 2014 and 2016
Conference 2014, Muscat, November 15.-19., 2014 

In 2014 Oman’s Ministry of Endowments and Religious Affairs hosted a mini-conference in Muscat 
to determine whether goals had been achieved, and the Ministry’s international projects to date 
could be considered a success; to solicit feedback and suggest improvements to the projects; to 
make recommendations on the continuation of the projects; suggest a strategy for the future; and to 
determine the best allocation of resources.

The conference participants were all educators or important figures in the field of interfaith dialogue 
who were responsible for hosting the exhibition on religious tolerance in their respective countries. 
At a small ceremony following the conference, the following persons were acknowledged by the 
Minister, HE Sheikh Abdullah Al Salmi,for their participation and contributions: 

•	 Rainer Basan, Director, Vocational School V, Augsburg, Germany

•	 Benjamin Idriz, Imam, Penzberg Germany; Founder, Munich Forum for Islam

•	 Alberto Melloni, UNESCO Chair for Religiious Pluralism and Peace, Bologna, Italy

•	 Riaz Ravat, Deputy Director, St Philip’s Centre, Leicester, UK

•	 Werner Sabisch, Managing Board, Deutscher Volkshochschulverband, Wilhelmshafen, Germany

•	 Amita Vohra, UNESCO 

•	 Christiaan Vonck, Rector, Faculty for Comparative Study of Religions (FVG), Antwerp, Belgium

The consensus achieved at the conference was that the Ministry should:

•	 Lay the foundation for a global network promoting peace, dialogue and mutual understanding

•	 Establish a central organising body which co-ordinates activities

•	 Identify key partners who will deliver actions

•	 Determine ways to measure impact and demonstrate success 

•	 Create a website with educational materials 

Suggestions were also made to improve and extend the reach of the touring exhibition, such as to 
simplify the exhibition materials to make them more more relevant to personal experience; reconsider 
terminology, e.g. replace “tolerance” with “acceptance” or use other terms; make available infor-
mation for students, teachers and researchers; utilize modern technologies and social media; and 
continue to work closely with  international institutions. 

As a result, the title of the exhibition was changed from “Religious Tolerance in Oman” to “Reli-
gious Tolerance, Mutual Understanding, Peaceful Coexistence: Oman’s Message of Islam;” some info 
panels have been added and others revised; the website was reconfigured to include a great wealth 
of information; multimedia touch-screen terminals were acquired; and the first steps were taken to 
establish a social media presence.

As to continuing to work closely with international institutions, Oman’s initiative was presented twice 
under the auspices of the UNESCO Headquarters in Paris, and at the Conference of the World Parlia-
ment of Religions in Salt Lake City, Utah before 10,000 people from 80 nations. Other international 
organizations which have collaborated are the global United Religions Initiative, the International As-
sociation for Religious Freedom, and the Aga Khan Development Network. 

Prof. Alberto Melloni and HE Sheikh Abdullah Al-SalmiConference participants visiting Sultan Qaboos Grand Mosque
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Conference 2016, Musannah & Muscat, 13.-17. November 2016

In keeping with the recommendations made at the 2014 Conference, and decisions taken since then 
by the Ministry, it is appropriate and desirable at this time to extend Oman’s influence and continue 
to promulgate Oman’s message of peace and understanding.

The recommended network, connecting influential and effective leaders in the field of interfaith 
dialogue, education, intercultural understanding, must be institutionalized to enable its adherents to 
collaborate in a coordinated fashion. 

The 2016 Conference was convened to refine the strategy for growing the network, to define its 
mission and goals, and to begin collecting and reviewing educational materials in support of these 
goals. In doing so, a complementary program will be created using modern media, social networking, 
and event planning to ensure maximum engagement and participation. 

Attending the 2016 Conference, the following persons were commended by the Minister, HE Sheikh 
Abdullah Al Salmi, for their participation and contributions:

•	 Brian Adams, Director, Centre for Interfaith & Cultural Dialogue, Griffith Univ., Brisbane, Australia

•	 Paolo Branca, Islamic & Arabic Studies, Università Cattolica, Milan, Italy

•	 Zulfikar Hirji, Prof Anthropology, York University; Director, Ismaili Centre, Toronto, Canada

•	 Imam Benjamin Idriz, Director, Munich Forum for Islam, Munich, Germany

•	 Douglas Kindschi; Director, Kaufman Interfaith Institute; Grand Valley State Univ., Michigan, USA

•	 Sushma Pant, President, Nepal Chapter, International Association for Religious Freedom, Kath-
mandu, Nepal

•	 Douglas Pratt, Religious Studies, Waikato University, New Zealand

•	 Riaz Ravat, Deputy Director, St Philip’s Centre, Leicester, UK

•	 Karimah Stauch, European Coordinator, United Religions Initiative, Europe; Bonn, Germany

•	 Amita Vohra, UNESCO Regional Programme Coordinator, Education, Beirut, Lebanon

At the conference there was a brainstorming session, in which dozens of ideas were presented and 
discussed. It was quickly recognized that the suggestions must be prioritized and an infrastructure 
created to recommend and help achieve realistic long-term goals. The first steps to be taken are to 
develop a sustainable network of committed individuals who are willing to give of their time and 
expertise; to assist in the realization of projects approved and supported by Oman; and to continue 
to promote interfaith dialogue and promulgate Oman’s message of peace.

This network is comprised of people from a multitude of countries, from numerous faith and belief 
systems, and various walks of life, who have determined four initial areas in which to take action:  
1) Education, grass roots, and youth;  2) Media, and public relations; 3) Academia and interfaith; and 
4) Technology, technical applications, Internet.

Following the brainstorming session, teams were created to conduct workshops in these four specific 
areas in order to devise action plans and project proposals pertaining to these themes, with recom-
mendations to be adopted and supported by the Ministry. The detailed report, action plans, and 
executive summary are in preparation to be presented to the Ministry in January 2017. 

Presentation at the conference.Prof. Douglas Pratt, Waikato University, New Zealand
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Personnel Involved

 
One of the keypoints for the success of the project is the fruitful and harmonic cooperation of the 
international team, led by Mohammed Al-Mamari (MARA) and Georg Popp (ARABIA FELIX), who 
together developed the idea and the content of the exhibition. The concept unites western and 

Omani perspectives, thus making the exhibition interesting for an interna-
tional audience with the most varied cultural background.

Mohammed Said Al-Mamari, Scientific Advisor to The Ministry of Awqaf and 
Religious Affairs, is director of this project.

Georg Popp, Managing Director of ARABIA FELIX Synform GmbH in Munich, 
Germany, has more than 20 years’ intensive involvement with the Sultanate. 

         Organization Team Europe:        

Alexander Moll,  
cargo management, 
Solingen, Germany

 
Stefanie Schiefer,  
cargo management, 
Solingen, Germany

Violeta Gallego 
graphic design, web 
Seville, Spain

       
Michael Dickinson, 
project coordination 
& communications, 
Munich, Germany

Juma Al-Maskari, 
consulting,  
Munich, Germany

Sebastian Schöberl,  
web programming, 
Seville, Spain

         Thanks for the artistic contributions of:

Anwaar bint 
Khalifa Al-Hassani,  
Calligrapher

Saleh Al-Shukhairy, 
Calligrapher

Iman bint  
Suliman Al-Abri 
Calligrapher

Anwar Al-Asmi,  
Singer, Composer

Shaimah  
Al-Mughairy,  
Sand Art

Madny Al-Bakry, 
Calligraffiti

         Organization Team Oman:

Mohammed  
Al-Rahbi,  
Team PR Manager

Sami Al-Jahdhami 
Project Assistant

Mohammed  
Al-Malki 
Team PR Manager

Mahmood Al-Qarni 
Project Assistant

Omair Al-Mamari, 
Project Manager

Ahmad Al-Harthy 
Team Media  
Manager

Hilal Al-Harthy,  
Technical Project 
Manager

Youssuf Al-Hooti 
Team Media  
Manager

Samah bint  
Said Al-Numaniya,  
Artist, sculptor

Azza bint  
Salim Al-Balushi 
Calligrapher

Ramla bint 
Salim Al-Balushi 
Calligrapher
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Appendix I:

Descriptions of 
each exhibition

presented
 chronologically

Diplomatic support 

The personal appearances of Oman’s ambassadors at exhibition openings around the world have 
had very positive effects, bestowing great prestige on the event, generating a higher degree of 
interest by the media, and garnering a higher level of participation in the local community. They 
include: 

•	 Ambassador Hunaina Sultan Al Mughairy in Washington DC and Newport RI, USA
•	 Ambassador Dr. Zainab Al-Qasimiyah in Augsburg and Munich, Germany
•	 Ambassador Khalid Ba’Omar in Hamburg, Germany
•	 Ambassador to the UN Dr. Badr Al-Hinai in Vienna and Ljubljana, Slovenia
•	 Ambassador to UNESCO Dr. Samira Bint Mohammed Moosa in Paris, France
•	 Ambassador Hilal Al-Maamary in Tarragona, Barcelona and Madrid, Spain
•	 Ambassador Mohammed Harub Al-Said in The Hague, Netherlands
•	 Ambassador Mohamed Al-Harthy in Seoul and Busan, South Korea
•	 Ambassador Dr. Khalid bin Said Al-Jaradi in Sao Paulo, Foz de Iguazu, Rio de Janeiro, Brasil
•	 Ambassador Riad Ben Youssef in Islamabad, Pakistan
•	 Ambassador Mubarak Bin Salim Al Zakawani in Pretoria, South Africa
•	 Ambassador Sheikh Ahmed Al-Maskery in Bandar Seri Begawan, Brunei
•	 Dr. Ahmed Al Saeedi, Deputy Chief of Mission, Embassy Washington, in Toronto, Canada
•	 Sheikh Zakaria bin Hamad Al-Saadi, Consul General of Oman to the Republic of Singapore

Their presence lent great significance to the meaning of interreligious and intercultural dialogue. 
Many thanks in this respect to HE Sheikh Ahmed Al-Siyabi, Secretary-General at the Sultanate’s 
Grand Mufti Office of the Ministry of Endowments and Religious Affairs, who actively took part at 
the opening ceremonies in Nuremberg, Tarragona, Barcelona, The Hague and Valetta. 

Also thanks to HE Ismail Saleh AL-Aghbari, member of the Council of Oman, for opening the 
exhibition at Pathan Museum in Kathmandu, Nepal, and Dr. Abdullah Said Al-Mamari, Assistant 
Professor at the College of Sharia Sciences for support for the exhibitions at St. Philips Centre, 
Leicester; Suffolk Couty Council; West Suffolk College; and Islamic Foundation Markfield in the 
United Kingdom. 

Thanks also for professional support provided by:

•	 Bildmanufaktur München Scans.de GmbH, Munich, Germany

•	 MONOTYPE GmbH Bad Homburg, Germany

•	 J. Dahmen & Co. Internationale Spedition, Solingen, Germany

•	 friendlyway Products & Services GmbH, Munich, Germany
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Volkshochschule (VHS) Ludwigshafen
 

April 16, 2010 through May 14, 2010

The exhibition “Religious Tolerance: Islam in the Sultanate of Oman“ and the accompanying doc-
umentary film by award-winning filmmaker Wolfgang Ettlich premiered at the Volkshochschule 
(adult education center) in Ludwigshafen, Germany. 

Ludwigshafen is the hometown of former German Chancellor Helmut Kohl. He started his political 
career in the same room where the opening ceremony was held.

The exhibition opened on April 16, 2010, in the presence of Mr Said bin Yahmadi, Counselor of 
the Embassy of Oman in Germany; Mohamed Said Al-Mamari, of the Ministry of Endowments and 
Religious Affairs; and Mr Wolfgang van Vliet, Head of Department of Social Welfare and Integration 
of the city of Ludwigshafen.

There were approximately 200 guests in attendance, among them nearly 50 Omani students who 
are holders of scholarships for study at various universities in Germany. The German-Omani Asso-
ciation served as benefactor, covering the costs of the students‘ transportation and accommoda-
tions. Other notables among the guests were representatives of each of the Islamic unions and 
communities of the city of Ludwigshafen, who without exception praised the exhibition and the 
film, and lauded the initiative to undertake such an exhibition.

The exhibition was prominently displayed at the entrance area and along the main corridors of the 
VHS, which are heavily trafficked, making it highly visible. The exhibition in Ludwigshafen was seen 
by approximately 4000 people. 

Excerpt from the speech of Mr van Vliet*  
at the opening of the exhibition:

“... the ‘40 Years Renaissance‘ is being celebrated this year in the Sultanate of 
Oman. This renaissance is closely tied to the name of Sultan Qaboos.  Under 
his leadership the Sultanate has achieved impressive development, success-
fully combining modernity with tradition to meet the challenges of today and 
tomorrow, while at the same time preserving and protecting local cultural 
roots.

“Oman is a modern but at the same time tradition-conscious, Islamic-oriented 
land of the Arabian peninsula.  This exhibition gives evidence of the coexis-
tence of diverse religious communities, the practice of Islam in daily life, and 
the role of women in society.

“Situated on the shores of the Indian Ocean, Oman is closely tied to the his-
tory of trade and seafaring. These traditions have left their mark: Oman is an 
open land, where a foreigner encounters hospitality and respect, and where 
tolerance is shown to other cultures and religions.

“The exhibition, which has not been seen in this format in Germany before, 
is the result of an initiative by the Ministry of Endowments and Religious 
Affairs. It depicts the many facets of a modern Arabic society and Islam in 
Oman, which is tolerant towards other Islamic interpretations as well as other 
religions. ... “

* Head of the Department for the Development of Social welfare and Integration, City of Ludwigshafen

Audience of the opening ceremony
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Volkshochschule (VHS) Offenburg
 

June 11, 2010 through July 31, 2010

The exhibition at the VHS Offenburg was opened by Mrs Woerner, Director of the VHS; Mohamed Said 
Al-Mamari, Ministry of Endowments and Religious Affairs, and Mr Georg Popp, Managing Director of 
Arabia Felix GmbH. Prof. Dr. Feininger of the Pedagogical College Freiburg and Dean of the Institute for 
Evangelical and Catholic Theology, Religious Education, gave a lecture on the theme of interreligious 
dialogue.

He expounded the following points:

-  The necessity of interreligious dialogue based on the coexistence of peoples with 
   diverse backgrounds and lifestyles;
-  The greater context of interculturality in which the vitality of culture is evolving;
-  Life needs diversity and room for development;
-  The one and only God is reflected in that He approves of, promotes and 
   values diversity;
-  In contrast to some fundamentalist religious theories, which are restrictive and 
   exclusive, God does not abhor diversity. 

The exhibition was also visited by classes from 3 schools in Offenburg, with the intention of expanding 
the students knowledge of Islam. Each of the classes was treated to a private showing of the docu-
mentary film “Religious Tolerance in Oman.” 

Students of an Offenburg school watching the film.

Reinoldinum Dortmund

August 23, 2010 through September 16, 2010

With 580,000 inhabitants Dortmund is one of Germany‘s largest cities. The Reinoldinum is a modern 
conference and educational facility which is located in the city center and is frequented by many visi-
tors. The institution has a close relationship with Islamic organizations in and around Dortmund, which 
often make use of the facilities for their own events.

The exhibition “Religious Tolerance: Islam in Oman“ was opened in Dortmund in the presence of 
Mayor Manfred Sauer; Mr Michael Westerhoff, Director of the Evangelical Education Center; and Mr 
Alex Moll, Director for Culture of the German-Omani Association.

At the exhibition opening Mohammed Al-Mamari, who is Advisor to the Minister of Endowments and 
Religious Affairs, and who serves as the director of the Religious Tolerance project, explained the goals 
of the Omani government: “Whether Jew, Muslim, Hindu, atheist or other: we strive to maintain an 
active dialogue with every religious orientation.“

As a result of this exhibition the Evangelical Adult Education Programm of Dortmund is now organ-
izing a 12-day study tour to Oman in November 2011, also with the theme of religious tolerance. 

Mohamed Said Al-Mamari and Manfred Sauer, Mayor of Dortmund
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Cultural Center Gasteig Munich

September 25, 2010 through October 12, 2010

With more than 1700 events per year, and nearly 6000 visitors daily, the Gasteig in Munich is one 
of the biggest cultural and educational centres in Europe. It is the home of Munich’s Philharmonic 
Orchestra, the Academy of Music and Theatre, Munich‘s Adult Education Centre as well as the 
Munich Municipal Library. The exhibition “Religious Tolerance: Islam in the Sultanate of Oman“ 
was displayed there in the center of the main entrance foyer, which placed it in front of practically 
all of the visitors.

The exhibition was opened on September 24, 2010 by Oman‘s Ambassador to Germany, Dr Zainab 
Al-Qasmiyah; the Undersecretary Sheikh Ahmad Al-Siyabi; Munich‘s Mayor Hep Monatzeder; the 
Managing Director of the Gasteig München GmbH, Mrs. von Welser; and the General Secretary of 
the German-Omani Association, Mr Georg Popp, who is also the exhibition‘s Project Coordinator 
in Europe. At the opening event two documentary films were also presented to the general public, 
“Religious Tolerance in Oman“ and “Islamic Art in Oman.“

Among the more than 100 invited guests were representatives of the Bavarian government and nu-
merous other notables who are active in the promotion of intercultural and interreligious dialogue, 
such as Regional Bishop Susanne Breit-Kessler; Imam Benjamin Idriz, leader of the Islam Center for 
Europe, in Munich; Bavaria‘s former Vice President, Mrs Stewens; the Islamic liaison of the regional 
Evangelical Church, Dr. Oechslen; and the Deputy Chairman of the Foreigners Advisory Council of 
the city of Munich, Mr Asgar Can.

HE Ahmad Al-Siyabi in conversation with Regional Bishop Ms Breit-Kessler and Imam Benjamin Idriz

Excerpt from the speech of Mr Monatzeder,  
Mayor of Munich:

“... Not many of us know it, but in Oman the religions other than the state 
religion, Islam, are not just tolerated but are actually supported. For example, 
in Muscat there is a religious center where Christians, Hindus and others can 
practice their beliefs in their own churches and temples. 

“Munich is also building bridges. Since four years there is a new Jewish center 
here, with a synagogue, museum, community hall, and kindergarten.

“We also know that there are approximately 100,000 Muslims living in Munich, 
and that Munich is a very attractive destination for tourists of the Islamic faith. 
There are now nonstop flights between Muscat and Munich, which means in-
creasing numbers of Omani guests. For all these reasons the capital of Bavaria is 
planning a pioneering project with the name ZIE-M, which stands for the Centre 
for Islam in Europe, in Munich. Besides providing an equitable participation in 
the social, religious and cultural life of Munich, it will be an essential purpose of 
the ZIE-M to ensure that Islam with a European character may be recognized as 
a valid part of our national identity.

“This basic connection is a foundation for people of Islamic faith to find their 
own identity in today’s Germany - indeed, throughout Europe. Additionally, we 
should also enable visitors of Islamic faith to be able to practice their religion 
in a befittingly prestigious house of worship. As you can see, there are certain 
parallels of religious tolerance between Munich and Oman, especially in Muscat 
with its houses of worship for diverse religions. It’s time that we build a repre-
sentative mosque here.  ... “
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Volkshochschule (VHS) Landkreis Hof

November 12, 2010 through November 30, 2010

Ever since the dramatic events in New York, September 2001, the Volkshochschule (VHS) of the 
Hof district celebrates with a festival of cultures, to promote mutual understanding among peoples 
from different cultural backgrounds.

The multi-day festival of 2010 with its seminars and presentations opened with the exhibition 
“Religious Tolerance: Islam in the Sultanate of Oman“ and the showing of the documentary film 
produced by Wolfgang Ettlich, who was himself present. The opening ceremony, attended by ap-
proximately 150 guests, was attended by Dr. Fichter, Mayor of the city of Hof; Mrs Roeher, Regional 
Coordinator of the Federal Office for Migration and Refugees; Mrs. Hoellering, Deputy Director of 
the VHS; with the organizer of the exhibition; Mr Georg Popp, representing the Ministry of Endow-
ments and Religious Affairs in Muscat.

Mrs Roeher of the Federal Office for Migration and Refugees had this to say about the exhibition: 
“I consider the exhibition and film to be very educational, and I liked them both very much. I was 
very pleased to see a positive side of Islam presented.... One of my colleagues was in Oman many 
times and found it to be just as it is presented here. I wish you great success.” 

 
Visitors reading the panels of the exhibition

Volkshochschule (VHS) Bentheim/Nordhorn

January 21, 2011 through February 18, 2011

“Giving diversity a face”was the motto of the Volkshochschule (VHS) Bentheim/Nordhorn for the 
first half of 2011. The exhibition “Religious Tolerance” did fit ideally into this theme. 

Fortunately, in spite of the inclement weather, more than 80 guests attended the opening cer-
emony on the evening of January 21, 2011.  Following the welcome of Mr Koop, Director of the 
VHS Grafschaft Bentheim-Nordhorn, Mr Georg Popp, Secretary-General of the German-Omani As-
sociation, gave a lecture on the development of Omani society in the last 40 years. Subsequently 
the documentary film “Religious Tolerance in Oman” was shown.

A few days prior to the exhibition’s closing, Mr Koop summed up the exhibition thusly:

“Every morning when I go to my office I am greeted by this wonderful exhibition. I’m very sad that it 
comes to a close this weekend. Tomorrow I have two more tours through the exhibition with classes 
from the high school (gymnasium). All in all the exhibition has met with great interest, especially 
that of the religion teachers and their classes, but also with the visitors who made of point of com-
ing here in the course of the day. ... It was your exhibition but it was a huge win also for me. “

Visitors discussing the content of the panels of the exhibition
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Volkshochschule (VHS) Wilhelmshaven

March 03, 2011 through April 08, 2011

Wilhelmshaven is the only port in Germany with access to the open sea. It was and is the main base 
for the German navy.  The semester‘s theme of the Volkshochschule (VHS) Wilmhelmshaven was 
“Building Bridges“. The opening in Wilhelmshaven on March 3rd of the exhibition “Religious Toler-
ance: Islam in the Sultanate of Oman“ was certainly in the shadow of the violent events occurring 
in Sohar at the end of February, which were documented in the German media and which gave the 
general public the impression that mass revolts would also break out in Oman.

After opening remarks by Lord Mayor Eberhard Menzel, Imam Mustafa Kaplan and Werner Sabisch, 
the Director of the VHS, an introductory lecture was given by Mr Georg Popp, Secretary-General of 
the German-Omani Association. The theme, “Oman: Sultanate between the poles of tradition and 
modernity“ was followed by a 2-hour discussion about the (then) current situation in Oman, at the 
end of which everyone present went home with the realization that the circumstances in Oman are 
considerably different than in the rest of the Arab world.

Among the guests present were the military chaplain Christoph Sommer of the German Navy, 
who accompanies the marines on their tours of duty off the coast of Somalia, with the mission of 
containing piracy. He obtained numerous copies of the exhibition brochure and of the documentary 
film “Religious Tolerance in Oman“ on DVD for the soldiers on board, who have regular shore leave 
in  Salalah for rest and recuperation.

Volkshochschule (VHS) Vienna

May 02, 2010 through May 31, 2011

On May 10, 2011 the exhibition “Religious Tolerance: Islam in Oman“ was officially opened at 
the Volkshochschule (VHS) Meidling in Vienna, Austria, with more than 500 visitors in attendance. 
Opening speeches were given by Dr. Gerhard Bisovky, Director of the VHS Meidling, together with 
His Excellence Dr. Badr Al-Hinai, Ambassador of the Sultanate of Oman to Austria who also serves 
as Oman‘s envoy to the United Nations in Vienna.

In his speech the ambassador highlighted the fact that Islam was peacefully accepted in Oman dur-
ing Prophet Mohammed‘s lifetime, and that ever since Oman has an unbroken tradition of peaceful 
coexistence among the religions in the country.

Subsequently a short welcoming speech was given by Dr Hilde Hawlicek, the  former federal Minis-
ter for Education, Art and Culture, in the name of the Austro-Omani Association, and by Mohamed 
Al-Mamari on behalf of the Ministry of Endowments and Religious Affairs in Muscat.

Mr Al-Mamari and Mr Georg Popp, co-directors of the project “Religious Tolerance in Oman“ pro-
vided background information as to how this initiative began and what are the intentions behind it.

The evening concluded with a showing of the short documentary film “Religious Tolerance in 
Oman“ by Wolfgang Ettlich, who was honored by the guests with a long round of applause. 

Georg Popp in discussion with military chaplain Christoph Sommer About 500 visitors joined the opening event.
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Excerpt from the speech of HE Dr. Badr Al-Hinai,  
Ambassador of Oman to UN and Austria:

“... Oman is a country which offers a welcoming home for a number of reli-
gious institutions.  Diverse religious groups thrive in the Sultanate with their 
distinct religious beliefs and practices. 

“Also Oman is among the first countries in the Gulf region with Hindus and 
Buddhists temples, and the capital Muscat hosts many different Christian 
groups, fellowships, and assemblies, thus, becoming a melting pot of different 
cultures and traditions from many places across the globe.

“With such historical background in mind, and while Oman is proud of its 
deep rooted Arabic and Islamic heritage it plays an advocacy role in promot-
ing ideas of moderation and tolerance. In this respect, the Sultanate is much 
aware of its responsibility as an active member of the international commu-
nity, and therefore, has taken many practical steps and activities such as or-
ganizing many regional and international conferences for interfaith dialogue 
and understandings, and establishing several Sultan Qaboos Chairs, which 
are endowed at prestigious universities around the world with objectives to 
encourage the idea of a global community living in peace, harmony, mutual 
understanding, and freedom of religion. ...”

Otto-Friedrich-University Bamberg

June 06, 2010 through June 28, 2011

The city of Bamberg is a unique place in Germany. It is about 1000 years old and since its beginning 
seat of a Catholic bishop. The cathedral hosts the grave of the Pope Clemens II (pope 1046 - 1047), 
who was actually from Bamberg. Bamberg is an outstanding  example of a central European town 
that has grown and evolved around a Middle Age core. Since 1993 the center of Bamberg is listed 
as a UNESCO World Heritage Site, including more than 2400 historical buildings. The city hosts the 
Otto-Friedrich-Universität, which was founded in 1647 and is therefore one of the oldest in Bavaria.

The exhibition “Religious Tolerance in Oman“ was presented in Bamberg in the foyer of the faculty 
of Geistes- und Kulturwissenschaften on the invitation by the “Center for Interreligious Studies” of 
University Bamberg. About 4000 students of the faculty, including students of theological paeda-
gogic, saw the exhibition.

The opening was celebrated by Prof. Dr. van Eickels, Dean of the faculty of Geistes- und Kulturwis-
senschaften together with Prof. Dr. Talabardon, Managing Director of the “Center for Interreligious 
Studies.” Following this, Prof. Dr. Franke, holding the chair for Islam Sciences, gave a detailed lecture 
about Ibadhiyah in Oman. The evening concluded with a report about an excursion to Oman by 
students of the University, done in March this year. 

Visitors of the exhibition in Bamberg.
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Vocational School No. 5 in Augsburg

July 04, 2011 through July 20, 2011

Augsburg is one of the oldest cities in Germany, founded in Roman times more than 2000 years 
ago. The city is known for the “Peace of Augsburg” which settled grievances between religious 
factions in the 16th century and established religious tolerance in Europe by law for the very first 
time. 

Vocational School No. 5 in Augsburg, Germany, took advantage of the opportunity of-
fered by the roaming exhibition “Religious Tolerance: Islam in the Sultanate of Oman“ 
and incorporated it into the curriculum of its nondenominational religion classes. The 
information was divided into three educational units to provide the religion instruc-
tors a teaching aid for finding the similarties between Christianity and Islam. 

Seven other vocational schools in Augsburg adopted this idea and had their classes 
visit the exhibition, resulting in more than 10.000 vocational students of the age be-
tween 17 and 23 being given the opportunity to learn about Islam and the relation-
ship with Christianity.

At the exhibition opening, Mayor Hermann Weber started his speech with an Arabic saying: 
“Pitch your tents far apart, but keep your heart nearby,“ meaning that it is important to get to 
know and appreciate each other, with dignity and respect. For Augsburg, the “City of Peace,“ this 
is a special — and historic — obligation.

Oman‘s Ambassador to Germany, Dr. Zainab Al-Qasimiyah emphasized in her speech the impor-
tance of religious tolerance for relations between countries and for the Sultanate of Oman. Addi-
tional opening remarks were offered by Mr Martin Neumeyer, the Commissioner for Integration of 
the state of Bavaria, and by Dr Nikolaus Hueck and Meinrad Hoerwick, the representatives of the 
Evangelical and Catholic churches.

Mohammed Al-Mamari, representing the Ministry of Religious Affairs of Oman, described the aims 
of the Ministry, and Mr Georg Popp of the German-Omani Association, who organized this exhibi-
tion, explained how this project came to be.

Further contributions to the success of the event were made by the Omani religious singer Anwar 
Al-Asmi, who delighted the audience with his melodious songs, which dealt with the love of home, 
country, and the Prophet Mohammed. Visitors were also fascinated by the skill of the Omani cal-
ligrapher Saleh Al-Shukairi, who wrote the names of the guests in Arabic calligraphy.

Excerpt from the speech of Mr. Hermann Weber,  
Mayor of Augsburg:

“... I am convinced that peace can be sustained only when we know and 
appreciate each other, and can treat each other with dignity and respect. To 
pave the way toward peace and tolerance is needed everywhere on earth. But 
especially here in Augsburg we feel obliged, we see it as an important and 
historic duty!

“Since the Peace of Augsburg in 1555, religious peace and parity have been 
central themes of the city’s history, continuing today, promoting dialogue 
through various projects and measures, and taking a stand for the equal co-
existence of diverse religions and diverse groups of society.

“It is in this context that the exhibition “Religious Tolerance: Islam in the 
Sultanate of Oman” is taking place, offering an overview of current Islamic 
practices in a modern Arabic society. For this I am most grateful to the orga-
nizers and to our guests from the Sultanate of Oman.” 

Mr Hermann Weber, Mayor of Augsburg, the “City of Peace.“
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HE Dr. Zainab Al-Qasmiah with Mr. Hermann Weber, Mayor of Augsburg

The audience at the opening event.

Excerpt from the speech of Dipl.Theol. Meinrad Hörwick,  
Catholic Church School Board, Augsburg Diocese:

“...Regarding themes relevant to today’s society and attitudes, I ask the stu-
dents what sort of society do we want in the future, what sort of society 
do you see yourself living in in 10 years? What should the rules be, which 
attitudes should prevail, under which circumstances? Do we want to live in 
mutual understanding with a peaceable disposition, or in a society void of 
respect, without tolerance for one another?

“Email or text messages can be used to exchange information, but to under-
stand someone requires personal contact, personal encounters, conversations 
eye to eye. Some of you have come a long way to be here, specifically for the 
personal dialogue, for the mutual exchange. Achieving mutual understanding 
might be enabled through an argument with someone, resulting in agree-
ment.

“This exhibition opens a dialogue, enables inquiries, creates a meeting point 
which encourages direct communication. It stimulates discussions which are 
worth having, and it opens new perspectives for us on the religion of Islam 
and our life together, whether global or local. It is an important stone on the 
path to the future, which begins here today. “ 

Dipl.Theol. Meinrad Hörwick,  
Catholic Church School Board, Augsburg Diocese
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The pedagogical concept provided by  
the religion teachers in Augsburg

The topic religious tolerance was treated in 3 academic hours in classes of 
religion of all confessions in following steps:

1) The country of Oman: general information with an “excursion” to the for-
eign country by way of the film “Religious Tolerance in Oman.”

2) What does “religious tolerance” mean to us? Discussions and personal 
experiences of the Christian and Muslim pupils.

3) Intensive discussions based on personal points of view.

A search for areas of common agreement (e.g. possibilities of mutual under-
standing, getting acquainted with one another, accessibility for the outsider)

5) A search for commonalities in the differences (review and comparison of 
the basic knowledge of religion): Muslim and Christian students determined 
that they actually do not know very much about their own beliefs, and were 
therefore not in a position to conduct a realistic and factual conversation 
about beliefs. Fill the knowledge gaps to the exent possible.

6) Review stereotypes and prejudices, e.g. headscarf, concepts of “jihad,” the 
Crusades, etc.

7) Visit of the exhibition, followed with discussion, explanations, and Q & A.

Benefits of the exhibition

1)  a better understanding of one another

2) many critical, intercultural, interreligious discussions; also among col-
leagues. (e.g. human rights in Oman?)

3) expanding horizons beyond ingrained thinking

4) increasing the likelihood that Oman will be visited, due to its liberal stance 
and geographical beauty.

United Nations (UN) Vienna, Austria
    

July 29 through August 12, 2011

The exhibition “Sultanate of Oman: In the Modern Age with Tradition“ was first presented at the 
United Nations (UN) in Vienna, focusing on “Religious Tolerance in Oman.“ It was the first exhibi-
tion by an Arab country in the Rotunda, a central hub of the United Nations.

At the opening on July 29, 2011 over 70 representatives were present from prominent nations 
and international organizations, as well as from the Austro-Omani Association, the German-Omani  
Association and The Omani Society for Fine Arts‘ Photography Club. 

The Omani Ambassador to Austria and Permanent Representative to the UN, Dr. Badr Al-Hinai, em-
phasized in his speech: “Our exhibition provides an introduction to cultural and historical aspects 
of Oman and its experience in political and social development. It also shows you Oman as an 
example of how people with the most varied cultural and religious backgrounds can live together 
in peace and harmony. “ 

Accompanying the exhibition the documentary film “Religious Tolerance in Oman” was shown, 
which was presented at the opening and continuously during the exhibition period.  This film was 
available on DVD in 8 different languages, which was gladly received by the UN staff from around 
the world. 
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Federal Office for Migration and Refugees, 
Nuremberg, Germany

     
September 27 through October 21, 2011

The exhibition “Religious Tolerance in Oman” was opened on September 27, 2011 in Nuremberg 
at the BAMF (Federal Office for Migration and Refugees), a department of Germany’s Federal Min-
istry of Interior, by Dr. Manfred Schmidt, President of the BAMF and His Excellence Sheikh Ahmed 
Al-Siyabi, Secretary-General at the Sultanate’s Grand Mufti Office of the Ministry of Endowments 
and Religious Affairs. The BAMF hosts the German Islamic Conference - the first institutionalized 
dialogue between Muslims and state representatives in Germany.      

Dr. Schmidt said that the exhibition helps in widening civil and cultural communications, pointing 
out that there are specialists at the Ministry whose duty it is to acquaint the German people with 
the authentic Islam based on their research. At the end of his speech, he thanked the chief guest 
and the Ministry of Endowments and Religious Affairs for organizing such exhibitions.

HE Sheikh Al-Siyabi said that Islam and tolerance are very closely related, since the Quran calls for 
tolerance in many of its verses and commands Muslims to cooperate with non-Muslims in the inter-
est of peace and happiness for humanity. 

He emphasized that the organization of this exhibition reflects the Sultanate’s approach, which is 
to present Islam and the extent of tolerance in this religion, which also corresponds to the directives 
of the country’s monarch His Majesty Sultan Qaboos bin Said.

Georg Popp, Secretary-General of the Omani-German Friendship Association (Deutsch-Omanische 
Gesellschaft) said that the Sultanate of Oman enjoys a distinguished position because of its reli-
gious tolerance, which is noticeable to all visitors to Oman. “It is a tolerant country that welcomes 
other people. Oman has been practicing globalization for over 5000 years and a person’s color, 
religion or race poses no obstacle for the development being witnessed by the Sultanate as all live 
in peace and security,’’ he added.

HE Sheikh Ahmad Al-Siyabi

Dr. Manfred Schmidt, President of the BAMF

The audience while the film “Religious Tolerance in Oman” was screened. 
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University Rovira i Virgili, Tarragona, Spain
    

October 03 through October 21, 2011

The exhibition “Religious Tolerance: Islam in the Sultanate of Oman” was displayed for the fist time 
in Spain at the University Rovira i Virgili at Tarragona. The exhibition was presented in cooperation 
with Prof Enric Olivé Serret, UNESCO Chair of Intercultural Dialogue in the Mediterranean in the 
center of the main entrance foyer of the liberary, which placed it in front of practically all of the 
visitors.

The opening ceremony was attended by His Excellence Sheikh Ahmad Al-Siyabi, undersecretary of 
the Ministry of Endowments and Religious Affairs, HE Hilal Al-Maamary, Ambassador of the Sultan-
ate of Oman to Spain, Vice Rector Sra. Anna Ardévol, Prof Enric Olivé Serret, and faculty, staff and 
students of the university.  

HE Sheikh Ahmad Al-Siyabi elaborated in his speech that this exhibition on religious tolerance in 
Oman is to remind people and that the world’s major religions do not tolerate violence, extremism 
and terrorism, and specifically forbid it; and that they are rather religions of tolerance, co-existence, 
understanding and dialogue. He added that the aim of this exhibition is to showcase the Sultan-
ate’s experience in religious tolerance, which is a pioneering experience that has been largely 
welcomed by a number of countries of the world, especially as the world is witnessing growing 
conflicts due to incidents which were attributed to Muslims and non-Muslims.  

HE Hilal Al-Maamary,  Vice Rector Sra. Anna Ardévol, HE Sheik Ahmad al Siyabi and Prof Enric Olivé Serret 

HE Sheikh Ahmad Al-Siyabi giving his speach.

Vice Rector Sra. Anna Ardévol mentioned in her opening remarks: “This exhibition, which begins 
its way through our land here at the URV, provides fundamental values    in the international field to 
help improve understanding among peoples and thereby contribute to promoting the multicultural-
ism of the members of our institution and region.” 

The supervisor of the exhibition, Director of the UNESCO Department for Dialogue Among Civiliza-
tions in the Mediterranean,  Prof Enric Olivé Serret delivered a speech in which he pointed out the 
role played by the UNESCO department in promoting dialogue and extending bridges of tolerance, 
understanding and peaceful co-existence. 

He praised the role played by the Sultanate of Oman in the Gulf Region in the field of dialogue and 
establishing religious tolerance amongst peoples. 

He concluded his speech by thanking the Sultanate for providing this opportunty for students in 
Spain to acquaint themselves with the true and peaceful Islam. He affirmed that dialogue is the 
only way to understanding other cultures and civilizations.  
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The inauguration was also attended by HE Hilal Al-Maamary, Ambassador of the Sultanate of Oman 
to Spain, representatives of Qatar and Pakistan, as well as distinguished guests from Barcelona and 
members of the local community. 

Religious singers presented Quranic verses and songs before and after the speeches. Following 
the remarks, there was informal mingling, tea and sweets were served, a calligrapher made name 
cards for the visitors, and ladies could have their hands painted with henna in traditional designs. 
In addition to the Omani manuscripts and religious artifacts, handicrafts from Morocco, Algeria and 
Tunisia were also on display. 

The vision of the CCIC is “to play an effective role within Catalan society, as well as to promote 
Islamic culture and civilization as a heritage of all mankind, through dialogue and promoting mu-
tual understanding.”  Among its principles are to promote the principles of Islam based on mutual 
respect and dialogue, with a commitment to communication and cooperation with other cultural 
institutions. 

Its stated objectives include promoting intercultural dialogue in order to promote the welfare of 
the people, and to collaborate with various organizations and institutions which share its values.

Rabbi Jorge Burdman, head of the Department of Peace and Interreligious Dialogue of the Israelite Community.

Islamic Cultural Center of Catalonia  
Barcelona, Spain

    
November 18 through December 18, 2011

The “Centre Cultural Islàmic Català” (CCIC) inaugurated this new community center with 
the presentation of the exhibition “Religious Tolerance: Islam in the Sultanate of Oman.” 
Hosted by CCIC Director Salim Benamara, the speakers panel consisted of HE Sheikh Ahmed bin 
Saud Al-Siyabi, Secretary-General of the Ifta Office, Rabbi Jorge Burdman, head of the Department 
of Peace and Interreligious Dialogue of the Israelite Community of Barcelona, Padre Jaume Flaquer 
on behalf of Christianity and Justice organization, and the Center’s Imam Mahmoud Jaafar. 

Speeches on the occasion focused on the need to promote shared values among people with 
different religions. They encouraged cooperation and peaceful coexistence and they stressed the 
importance of curbing clashes and violence. 

The speakers said over the years, the image of Islam was tarnished by some sections of the media 
which tried to manipulate public opinion and it is time to portray the true values of Islam.

Padre Jaume Flaquer, HE Sheikh Ahmed bin Saud Al-Siyabi, Rabbi Jorge Burdman, CCIC Director Salim Benamara.
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Segbroek Library at The Hague, Holland
    

November 19, 2011 through January 08, 2012 

The exhibition “Religious Tolerance: Islam in the Sultanate of Oman” is being presented in a Dutch 
city for the first time. The exhibition was part and parcel of a day dedicated to inter-religious en-
counters in the Segbroek district of The Hague, organized by the United Religions Initiative (URI) of 
the Netherlands and the Interreligieuse Beraad Segbroek (IBS).

Some 60 visitors attended the opening in the modern library Bibliothek Segbroek, representing a 
majority of the religions of the world, and obviously coming from very different family backgrounds. 
In this milieu the show was very well received, depicting as it does that also in the Sultanate of 
Oman different religions peacefully coexist.

The exhibition was opened by the President of IBS, Bart ten Broek, who presented the program for 
the day.  Also present was one of the council members of the city of The Hague, Rabin Baldeswingh, 
who is Dutch of course, but whose origins go back to the Indian minority in Surinam. He vividly 
described his relationship to three different countries, peoples, and religions - all of which he still 
clings to. It may safely be assumed that there will be ever more people around the world who are 
of mixed origins. The fundamental belief in European countries -- that no one should be discrimi-
nated against because of his origin, religion, sex or other attributes -- is of the utmost importance, 
especially for these people. The Hague, which is supporting this exhibition, is symbolic of this stand.

Ari van Buuren, Chairman of the United Religions Initiative (URI) of the Netherlands explained 
the intentional ambiguity of the abbreviation “URI” when spoken as “YOU ARE I.”  And I am you. 
We are all the same. And it is URI’s responsibility to establish contacts among the religions and to 
promote togetherness.

HE Sheik Ahmed Al-Siyabi, representing the Ministry of Endowments and Religious Affairs, opened 
the show with greetings from the Sultanate of Oman. Subsequently the film “Religious Tolerance in 
Oman” was shown -- in Dutch -- and proved very popular.

Ari van Buuren, Bart ten Broek, HE Sheik Ahmed Al-Siyabi and HE Mohammed Harub Al-Said 

Hanns Seidel Foundation, Munich, Germany 
    

27th March 2012 

On March 27, 2012 the German-Arabic Friendship Association (Deutsch-Arabische Freundschaftsge-
sellschaft e.V., or DAFG) sponsored a conference in cooperation with the Bavarian Economic Union. 
His Excellence Dr Salem Bin Nasser Al-Ismaily, Chairman of the Omani Investments and Export 
Authority, promoted investment in Oman to the more than 100 chiefs of German industry. 

Opening remarks were presented by Dr. Otto Wiesheu, former Economics Minister of Ba-
varia and current president of the DAFG. He made the point that the tolerant, open and 
very pragmatic economic policy of the Sultanate is clearly the reasons for its flourishing.  
Dr. Al-Ismaily supplemented those remarks by explaining that during the last 40 years the gov-
ernment of Oman has placed special importance on education, and taking care that the same 
professional and career opportunities are provided to women as to men. Also related is the fact 
that Oman has a very level-headed policy of peace with all of its neighbors: no country can benefit 
economically from war. Therefore Oman is bound in friendship with all and is at enmity with no one.

Georg Popp, the Secretary-General of the German-Omani Association (Deutsch-Omanische Ge-
sellschaft e.V.) concluded the remarks by noting the special role of Ibadhism in the development 
of a modern Islamic society in Oman, and invited the guests to examine the exhibition which was 
presented in the foyer of the conference room. 

The participants each received a copy of the brochure “Religious Tolerance: Islam in the Sultanate 
of Oman” and a DVD with the documentary film on the same subject. 

Dr. Al-Ismaily giving his speech, and a visitor at the event
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Universidad Complutense, Madrid, Spain 
    

May 04 through May 11, 2012 

Oman’s traveling exhibition “Religious Tolerance: Islam in the Sultanate of Oman” was brought 
to the distinguished Complutense University in Madrid by Sheikh Hilal bin Salim Al-Ma’amari, the 
Sultanate’s Ambassador to Spain, and was hosted in the Faculty of the Arts, under the aegis of the 
Director of the Arabic and Islamic Studies Department, Dr. Juan Martos. 

The opening ceremony was attended by Ambassador Hilal Al-Ma’amari, ambassadors from the Gulf 
region and other countries, the Director-General for International Cooperation and Relations of the 
Spanish Ministry of Justice, invited guests, and more than 100 university faculty, staff, and students.

Opening remarks by Damaso Lopes, Chancellor of Complutense University, hailed the religious tol-
erance in the Sultanate and its respect for religion. Chancellor Lopes said the Sultanate has played 
and is still playing an important role in disseminating Islam through religious tolerance and respect 
for other peoples’ cultures and religions. He added that the university, since its establishment, has 
had a department for languages including Arabic, in a bid to promote understanding of Arabic 
culture and religion. 

The audience at the opening ceremony.

Biblioteca Viva al-Andalus, Cordoba, Spain 
    

June 07, 2012 through December 2013, April and June 2016 

The Biblioteca Viva de al-Andalus (BVA - “Living Library of Andalusia”) was created in 2002 by the 
Fundación Paradigma Córdoba, whose essential purpose is to remember the key role of Cordoba 
in the 9th to 13th centuries, the cross-fertilization of cultures of the East (China, Indian, Arabic and 
Persian) and West (Greco -Roman and Judeo-Christian) and the symbiosis, in Al-Andalus, of the 
three Abrahamic religions: Jewish, Christian and Muslim. 

The exhibition was officially opened by Dr. Balbino Povedano Ortega,  Vice Presient of the Fun-
dacion Paradigma Córdoba, who welcomed the distinguished speakrs, guests and visitors.   Dr. 
Povedano is responsible for the promotion of intercultural and inter-religious dialogue, and this 
exhibition on religious tolerance at the Bailío Palace is the first event in the cycle entitled “Más 
Culturas,” meaning “diverse cultures.” 

Dr Maria Jesus Viguera, Cultural Director of the Foundation, explained the purpose of the Foun-
dation and the Living Library of Andalusia and introduced each of the members of the speakers’ 
panel, with a resumé of their publications and achievements and short biography. 

Mohammed Al-Mamari talking to a visitor
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Visitors reading the panels

“Werkstatt der Kulturen,“ Berlin, Germany
    

July 20 through August 19, 2012 

The Sultanate of Oman.was one of the focal points of the “Nights of Ramadan 2012” at Berlin’s 
Workshop of Cultures (Werkstatt der Kulturen). For this reason, during the Muslim fasting period, 
several exhibitions pertaining to Oman are being presented in cooperation with the Embassy of 
the Sultanate of Oman in Berlin, the Ministry of Endowments and Religious Affairs as well as the 
Diwan of Royal Court.

The exhibitions were entitled: “Religious Tolerance: Islam in the Sultanate of Oman,” “Sultanate 
of Oman: Modern Living with Tradition” and the photo exhibition “Oman: People & Moments” 
produced by the photographer Anja Menzel. 

The Secretary-General of the German-Omani Association, Georg Popp, noted in his welcoming 
speech the very positive response throughout Europe to the exhibition “Religious Tolerance: Islam 
in Oman.“ Mohamed Al-Mamari, Scientific Advisor to the Minister for Religious Affairs, emphasized 
in his speech the importance of interreligious dialogue for a peaceful future. Personal experiences, 
encounters and friendships across the denominations are crucial.

Following the concert by Anwar Al-Asmi, the Omani Embassy and the Ministry of Endowments and 
Religious Affairs invited the guests to an Iftar dinner in the café of the Werkstatt der Kulturen.

m

Mohammed Al-Mamari giving his opening speech

Dr Viguera’s said that she can see from the books which the Ministry of Awqaf has presented to the 
Biblioteca Viva that Oman has as much spiritual beauty as it does physical beauty, and that Oman 
combines its own ancient history with the history of Islam.  Nowadays Oman is a modern nation 
state with an economy fueled by oil and gas production, which has allowed the development of a 
modern infrastructure as per the vision of HM Sultan Qaboos, and is being done responsibly and 
with respect to tradition. 

Dr Amelia Sanchis Vidal, a professor of ecclesiastic law at the University of Cordoba, commended 
the Paradigm Foundation of Cordoba for its good work, and was especially grateful to the Ministry 
of Awqaf and Religious Affairs for this eye-opening exhibition. She said “it was especially nice to 
get to know something about the Sultanate of Oman and nice to have some surprises, to learn 
things you did not know and did not expect.”  

She then took the opportunity to introduce the FORO DE CÓRDOBA promoting intercultural dia-
logue. The inaugural conference (2013) will be a forum on multiculturalism, pluriculturalism and 
religions, with emphasis on the legal status of religions in society; the relationship of individuals, 
states and religious beliefs; and the role of feminism in religions and society.

Due to the great interest of the visiting public, the Bibliotheca Viva al-Andalus de-
cided to keep the exhibition on display untild end of 2013 and to present it again in 
September 2016. 
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The audience of the opening ceremony

St. Philip‘s Centre, Leicester, UK 
    

July 16 through July 20, 2012

St Philip’s Centre is a charity set up in 2006 under the umbrella of the archbishop of Canterbury 
and is rooted in the multi-faith environment of Leicester, the UK’s most ethnically diverse city.  It has 
a superb track record of promoting positive community relations through dialogue groups, leader-
ship programmes for young people, charitable activities and organisation of community events. St 
Philip’s Centre specialises in providing religion and belief training to public sector organisations 
and has received several awards in recognition its work to build bridges across communities.  In 
this respect, the Omani initiative to promote religious tolerance through an exhibition and related 
events was very much welcomed. 

On Monday, July 16, 2012, Sheikh Dr. Abdullah Al-Mamari, lecturer in the Institute of Islamic Sci-
ences, Muscat, gave a lecture on Ibadhism at St. Philip’s Church. Ibadhism is the most widely 
practiced form of Islam in Oman. The official launch of the exhibition took place on July 17 in the 
presence of many honorables of Leicester; the Revd. Canon Dr. John Hall; the Director of St. Philip’s 
Centre, Richard Brooks and the High Sheriff of Leicestershire. 

Rev. Tony Robinson, Bishop of Pontefract 

Tony Robinson, Bishop of Pontefract presented the following message 
from the Archbishop of Canterbury, the Most Revd. Rowan Williams:

“I am happy to convey my greetings as Patron of the St Philip’s Centre to all who are 
gathered for the opening of the Sultanate of Oman’s first exhibition in the UK on ‘Re-
ligious Tolerance’. I would like particularly to convey my greetings to the Grand Mufti 
of Oman, staff from the Omani Embassy in the UK and other leaders from the religious 
communities and civil society. 

“It is good that this exhibition can highlight the vital importance of religious freedom 
in a world where such freedom is so often not respected.

“It is also good that the positive resources of the Ibadhi school of Islam and the tol-
erant traditions of the Sultanate of Oman in particular are given more prominence. I 
trust that the exhibition will provide a space in which mutual sharing and learning can 
take place. 

“St Philip’s is one of the foremost institutions involved in interfaith relations in Eu-
rope and a place in which all the rich religious and cultural diversity of Leicester is 
celebrated. May your gathering and the exhibition as a whole be a sign of hope and 
encouragement.” 
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University of Technology, Tallinn, Estonia
    

September 20 through October 04, 2012

The exhibition on Omani Religious Tolerance at the University of Technology in the Estonian capital 
was opened amid wide participation of academics and religious personalities. 

Speaking on the occasion, Mr Ildar Muhhamedsin, the Grand Mufti of Estonia, hailed the success 
of the exhibition in many European countries: “Today we are lucky to have the exhibtion here.”

He expressed his hope that the exhibition fosters friendly relations between Oman and Estonia and 
provides a better understanding of Islamic civilisation. 

Mohammed bin Said Al-Mamari, Scientific Adviser at the Office of the Minister of Awqaf and Reli-
gious Affairs, delivered a speech stating that nothing is better than spreading the message of love 
among the people. The same message which has been nurtured in Oman for ages, confirming that 
the Omani people are reaching out to all civilisations. “We have embarked on this exhibition and 
will continue as we are well aware of its importance,” he said. 

Visitors examining replicas of Islamic handwritings from Oman

Free University of Brussels, Antwerp, Belgium
    

September 13 through October 10, 2012 

More than 60 visitors attended the opening in Antwerp of the exhibition “Religious Tolerance: 
Islam in the Sultanate of Oman.”

The exhibition was presented in Dutch, the preferred language in the city of Antwerp. It was hosted 
by the Antwerp faculty of the Department of Comparative Religion, of the Free University of Brus-
sels. The faculty maintains a worldwide network for religious dialogue and religious studies. 

Opening the exhibition was one of the mayors of the city of Antwerp, who reported that the city of 
Antwerp’s economic success is only because it is has been open to the world since ancient times. 
The population is multilingual, accepting of different religions and accustomed to dealing with 
people from many cultures. Mohammed Al-Mamari, Advisor to the Minister of Religious Endow-
ments and Religious Affairs of the Sultanate of Oman, described the parallels between Belgium 
and Oman, for example that for many centuries the religiously persecuted of other countries were 
accepted and assimilated. This is a principle of and basis for religious tolerance.

The audience during the opening session
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Religious tolerance and diversity of religions is a major issue both in Antwerp and throughout 
Belgium. Accordingly, representatives of more than ten religious communities in Antwerp attended 
the opening including the Catholic Church, which represents the majority of the population in 
Belgium; Coptic Christians; Jewish rabbis; and representatives of Islamic communities in Antwerp. 
Representatives of the Catholic Church and of the Ministry of State also spoke at the opening, and 
the exhibition was even acknowledged by the European Commission, and reviewed by its repre-
sentatives.

The exhibition in Antwerp was a welcome addition to the development of an interfaith network for 
religious tolerance, in which the Sultanate of Oman is contributing as one of the Islamic countries.

Exhibition visitors

Volkshochschule (VHS), Aachen, Germany
     

November 07 through November 30, 2012 

The adult education centre (Volkshochschule) in the German city of Aachen hosted the exhibition 
of Religious Tolerance in the Sultanate of Oman from November 7 to 30.

On the occasion of the opening ceremony Mohammad bin Said Al-Mamari, Scientific Adviser at the 
Minister’s Office said that the exhibition of religious tolerance in Oman is a continuing opportunity, 
a renewed effort and on-going quest for religions, cultures and peoples who love goodness, hap-
piness and security. 

Mohammed Al-Mamari said the goal of the exhibition since the beginning has been to find a 
common ground among peoples and civilisations, and that this ground gets support and presence 
of various institutions.  He added the exhibition has enjoyed since its inception in April 2010, a 
new gush of positive interaction, started simple and modest, but now has grown and expanded 
to a wide range of workshops for a better mobility in the relations between religions and cultures 
in countries visited by the exhibition so far in Germany, Spain, Netherlands, Britain, Belgium and 
Estonia. 

Mohammed Al-Mamari and the director of the Volkshochschule Aachen.
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UNESCO Chair Bologna University, Italy
     

January 09 through January 18, 2013  

The exhibition opened on January 8, 2013 on the premises of The John XXIII Foundation for 
Religious Studies, a research library with an extensive collection of nearly 1,000,000 works, 
making it one of the largest and most important centers for religious studies in Europe. It publishes, 
educates, serves, organizes, hosts and communicates research in the field of religious studies. 

The director is Dr. Alberto Melloni, who is also the UNESCO Chairholder in Religious Plural-
ism and Peace, which was established in 2008 at the University of Bologna. The Chair seeks to 
deepen the multidisciplinary understanding of religious issues, emphasizing among other things 
the relevant role of history as a tool to understand diversity and to be able to accept pluralism as 
a key to human culture. 

Also in attendance were representatives of city of Bologna and the region of Emilia Romagna; Dr. 
Massimo Baldini, Political Science Editor of Il Mulino, approx. 75 distinguished guests, and Dr. Saif 
Al-Busaidi and Salem Al-Haddad from Oman. 

Dr. Alberto Melloni, the UNESCO Chairholder in Religious Pluralism and Peace

In opening the exhibition, Dr Melloni praised this initiative of the Sultanate of Oman, and expressed 
his appreciation to the Ministry of Awqaf and Religious Affairs. The need for interfaith dialogue 
and mutual understanding is today greater than ever, and the projects conducted in the John XXIII 
Foundation for Religious Studies contribute to this effort.

Mohammed Al-Mamari, International Programs Director of Oman’s MARA succinctly described 
Oman’s historical traditions leading to today’s tolerant society, which is open and supportive of 
other religions. On behalf of the MARA, tokens of appreciation were bestowed upon Dr. Melloni, 
Mrs. Angelina Alberigo, widow of the Foundation’s founder, Dr. Giuseppe Alberigo; and Dr. An-
nelaura Trombetti, Director of the CISDI (Interdepartmental Centre of Islamic Studies, University of 
Bologna). 

The University of Bologna is generally considered the first university in the western world. Its history 
is one of great thinkers in science and the humanities, making it an indispensable point of reference 
in the panorama of European culture.  The University began to take shape in Bologna at the end of 
the eleventh century, when masters of Grammar, Rhetoric and Logic began to devote themselves 
to the law. In the nineteenth century a committee of historians, led by Giosuè Carducci, attributed 
the birth of the University to the year 1088. The term “university” was coined at its creation. Today 
it is considered a leader in the European university system.

Exhibition visitors
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City Hall, Vilnius, Lithuania
     

March 14 through March 28, 2013  

Oman’s touring exhibition with the message of “Religious Tolerance: Islam in the Sultanate of 
Oman“ opened on March 14, 2013 in the rooms adjoining the mayor’s office in the city hall of 
Vilnius, the capital of the Baltic Republic of Lithuania. 

The auditorium stage was festooned with the flags of Oman, Lithuania and the city of Vilnius, with 
windows overlooking the snow-covered central square of the Old Town, an UNESCO World Herit-
age site.

The opening ceremony was well-attended, with members of the Lithuania parliament and rep-
resentatives of various ethnic communities, and the general public filling the auditorium. In his 
opening remarks, Mohammed Al Mamari, on behalf of the Minister of Awqaf and Religious Affairs, 
told the crowd “It is my honor to be here in Lithuania to deliver Oman’s message of religious toler-
ance and acceptance. Vilnius, with its various ethnic groups, historic traditions and various religions 
represented here, is very much a centre of spiritual life and science. ... It is our strong belief that 
peace and stability only can be realised today in any society through dialogue and mutual under-
standing. Vilnius is and always has been multi-faceted and multi-lingual, and as a result, is a city 
of dialogue.“

The patron of the exhibition, Romas Jakubauskas, Mufti of the Sunni Muslim Religious Centre in 
Lithuania, thanked the Ministry of Awqaf and Religious Affairs (MARA), and he compared Lithuania 
to Oman as a country with different religions living peacefully side by side. The difference is that 

Romas Jakubauskas, Mufti of the Sunni Muslim Religious Centre in Lithuania

Muslims are in the majority in Oman, with the religious minorities protected and supported by the 
state. In Lithuania it is the reverse, with Muslims in the minority. “This exhibition presents a good 
opportunity for the people of Lithuania to learn about Islam,“ he said. 

Prof Dr Marija Ausrine Pavilioniene, the Director of the Lithuanian parliament’s committee for Eu-
ropean Affairs addressed the gathering, stating that she is very happy to see this exhibit here, and 
that this exhibition is very important:

“We need more exhibitions like this to bring us closer together.“ She was also very pleased to learn 
about the role of women in Omani society, and she expessed her appreciation “to the men of Oman 
for being supportive of the women who play an active role in society.“

The Advisor to the Prime Minister, Mr Faustas Latenas, speaking on behalf of the Prime Minister, 
thanked the MARA for providing this exhibiton and giving the people of Lithuania an insight to 
Oman. He emphasized that “the very concept of ‘tolerance’ already indicates an awareness of dif-
ferences, a necessity for making it possible to live in peaceful coexistence.“ 

On behalf of the Union of the Communities of Lithuanian Tatars, Prof Adas Jakubauskas, Chairman, 
expressed his gratitude to the MARA and to HM the Sultan of Oman for sending this exhibition 
here. “It shows a clarity of thought and progressive thinking, and in presenting Islam to the people 
of Lithuania it corrects some misperceptions. Muslims having been living in Lithuania for more than 
600 years, but a majority of people here are unaware of the tenets of Islam.“ 

Mr Julius Sabatauskas, member of parliament and chairman of the Committee on Legal Affairs 
commented that the title of exhibition, with its emphasis on “tolerance“ is excellent because dif-
ferent people have different ideas of what tolerance means. “This exhibition opens a dialogue be-
tween peoples to define and promote tolerance. And it not only promotes good relations between 
religions but also between different countries, and promotes peace in the world.“ 

The audience at the opening ceremony
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University Salve Regina, Newport,  
Rhode Island, USA

     
April 8 through April 23, 2013

Oman’s touring exhibition “Religious Tolerance: Islam in the Sultanate of Oman” opened on April 8, 
2013 for the first time in the USA at the Salve Regina University in Newport, Rhode Island, which 
this year is commemorating the 350th anniversary since its founding by royal charter of the British 
crown.

The opening ceremony was attended by Oman’s ambassador to the United States, Her Excellence 
Hunaina Sultan Al-Mughairy, representatives of the Ministry and the University, many distinguished 
guests, and students and faculty of the university. 

The president of the University, Sister Jane Gerety welcomed the Omani delegation and praised 
the initiative of the Ministry of Awqaf and Religious Affairs promoting inter-religious dialogue and 
mutual understanding. “We are a Catholic university but we welcome people of all faiths. As the 
students become involved in the greater world their appreciation of the world’s diversity should be 
in depth. Our Christian perspective leaves place for the beliefs of others.“

HE Ambassador Hunaina Sultan Al-Mughairy stated how pleased she is to see this exhibition here. 
Oman and the United States have enjoyed good relations for 200 years, and share common inter-
ests and objectives in the Arabian Gulf region. “The relationship between Oman and the United 
States stands as a model of how free people, determined to maintain their territorial integrity and 
political independence, can and do cooperate for their mutual interests.“

The nearly 200 years of the mutually beneficial and fruitful relationship between the two nations 
started with a treaty of amity and commerce — one of the first agreements of its kind with an 
Arab state — which was concluded between the United States and Muscat in 1833. The first Arab 
diplomatic mission to visit the United States was an Omani delegation arriving in New York aboard 
The Sultana in 1840.

She explained further that there are many religious groups which practice their faith freely in Oman, 
and that the sultanate, under the wise leadership of HM Sultan Qaboos, has taken many initiatives, 
inside and outside the country, to promote the core Islamic values of peace, cultural dialogue, and 
coexistence. “Oman has consistently called against bigotry, fanaticism, extremism ... which can 
only cause division and anxiety between cultures... “

Ambassador Al-Mughairy added further that several Sultan Qaboos Chairs have been endowed at 
prestigious universities around the world, including four in the United States, with the objective of 
encouraging a global community living in peace, harmony and mutual understanding.

In his opening remarks, Mohammed Al-Mamari, Advisor to and speaking on behalf of the Minister 
of Awqaf and Religious Affairs, said that “Rhode Island holds a unique place in the evolution of hu-
man rights in the modern world. When King Charles II approved the Charter in July 1663, it marked 
the first time in modern history that individuals within a society were free to practice the religion of 
their choice without any interference from the government. This freedom was extremely radical in 
an age marked by wars of religion and persecution of people for religious beliefs.“

Following the opening remarks, excerpts from the documentary film “Religious Tolerance in Oman“ 
were presented, with a question and answer session involving Mr Al-Mamari, Rev. Douglas Leon-
ard, Director of the Al Amana Centre and members of the audience. The Al Amana Centre is an in-
terfaith institution in Muscat. Rev. Leonard is an American living and working in Oman since 2010.

Artists contributing to the opening ceremony were Anwar Al-Asmi, religious singer, and Madny  
Al -Bakri, whose colorful artworks are inspired by Quranic verses and Islamic calligraphy.

Left: HE Ambassador Hunaina Sultan Al Mughairy, Right: Sister Jane Gerety
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University of Education, Freiburg, Germany
     

June 12 through June 30, 2013  

On June 12, 2013 Rector Prof. Druwe opened the exhibition “Religious Tolerance: Islam in the Sul-
tanate of Oman” in the foyer of the University of Education, Freiburg.  In attendance from Oman 
were senior representatives of the Ministry of Religious Affairs: Ahmed Al-Farsi, the Director Gen-
eral of the Ministry; and Mohammad Al-Mamari, exhibition project manager; and from the Omani 
Embassy in Berlin, Counselor Nasser Al-Manwari. The German-Omani Association was represented 
by Georg Popp, secretary general.

Prof. Feininger from the Institute of Theology gave the opening speech. He has served as religious 
education consultant in participation with this exhibition, and in 2011 was invited to Oman to 
lecture on inter-religious understanding from a Christian perspective. 

On behalf of the city of Freiburg, the exhibition was welcomed by Mr. Ibrahim Sarialtin, the first 
Turkish-Muslim member of the city council. The German federal Office for Migration and Integra-
tion was represented, as well as the Society for Jewish-Christian Cooperation, and the Freiburg-

Prof. Feininger from the Institute of Theology The audience of the opening ceremony

Isfahan Friendship Circle. From the Oriental Studies Department (Islamic Studies) of the University 
of Freiburg came Prof. Dr. Roswita Badry and Dr. Mariella Ourghi. Particularly heartening was the 
presence of numerous Freiburg Muslims.

The exhibition was accompanied by lectures on “The Art of Arabic Calligraphy” (Dr. Nabhani, De-
partment of Oriental Studies, University of Freiburg), “The idea of   tolerance” (Dr. Abbas Poya, Uni-
versity Erlangen) and “The Ibadhis - A Third Path in Islam “ (Dr. Ourghi, University of Freiburg).
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University of Hamburg, Hamburg, Germany
     

 June 27 through July 4, 2013  

Between June 26th and 28th the Omani sail training ship “Shabab Oman” visited the port of Ham-
burg in Germany.  On the occasion of this event the double exhibition “Sultanate of Oman: Modern 
Living with Tradition” and “Religious Tolerance in Oman” were shown at the Asia-Africa Institute 
of the University of Hamburg, thanks to an initiative of Dr. Mohammed Khalifa, with the support of 
the German-Omani Association, and the Omani Embassy in Berlin.

The exhibition was opened on June 27 at 6:30 PM by HE Khalid Ba’Omar, Ambassador of the Sul-
tanate of Oman; Prof. Dr. Heidemann, Director of the Institute; and Mr. Bruno Kaiser, president of 
the German-Omani Association. 

The Shabab Oman’s crew was also present, enriching the evening with a performance of traditional 
dances.

HE Khalid Ba’Omar, Ambassador of the Sultanate of Oman

The Shabab Oman’s crew performing traditional dances.

Town Hall, Ljubljana, Slovenia
     

 December 03, 2013 through January 06, 2014  

The exhibition “Religious Tolerance: Islam in the Sultanate of Oman” opened on December 3, 2013 
at the Ljubljana Town Hall sponsored by Islamic Culture Center. Ljubljana is the capital and largest 
city of Slovenia, a member of the European Union, located between Austria, Italy and Croatia. 

The exhibition was opened by Ljubljana’s mayor Zoran Jankovic, Mufti Nedzad Grabus, and rep-
resenting Oman’s Ministry of Endowments and Religious Affairs, Sheikh Ahmed Saud Al-Siyabi, 
Secretary General of the Iftaa office. 

The Sultanate of Oman was also represented by HE Dr Badr Mohamed Al-Hinai, Oman’s Ambas-
sador accredited to Slovenia and Permanent Representative to the United Nations, Vienna. Distin-
guished guests included Danilo Türk, the former president of Slovenia; Dr Marjan Cencen of the 
Foreign Ministry, and the ambassadors of Egypt and Jordan attended the opening ceremony, along 
with more than 200 guests and visitors.

Mayor Jankovic welcomed the distinguished guests by name, and welcomed the close ties to the 
Sultanate of Oman, which has demonstrated over time its commitment to openness and tolerance. 
He also expressed his appreciation to the Islamic community, and said he did not know who was 
more looking forward to the opening of Ljubljana’s only mosque, the Mufti or himself! 

Ljubljana’s mayor Zoran Jankovic
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Mufti Nedzad Grabus

Mohammed Al-Mamari explaining the exhibition to guests

Following the Mufti’s opening remarks, Sheikh Al-Siyabi reiterated Oman’s historic legacy of coex-
istence both at home and abroad, stating that “Just as inside Oman, it has been the same abroad, 
wherever the Omanis lived and traded, such as in East Africa and Southeast Asia. Omanis have 
coexisted with everyone, even with the pagans and atheists. It is the human side which has power 
over relationships and life. The Omanis understand this through the words of the prophet Moham-
med, peace be upon him, when he stood up at the funeral of a Jew out of respect for his humanity, 
and asked “Does not every man have a soul?”  

Ambassador Dr. Badr Al-Hinai stated that he hopes this exhibition “will spread further in Europe 
and cross many more borders, within the framework of Oman’s National Plan for the Alliance of 
Civilizations, devised in 2009 to promote tolerance and coexistence between civilizations and reli-
gions. Oman has been adamant about fostering religious tolerance.“

Haus Nordhelle, Meinerzhagen, Germany
     

 January 10 through February 09, 2014  

Haus Nordhelle is the Protestant conference site of the 100 municipalities in the four church dis-
tricts of southern Westphalia: Iserlohn, Lüdenscheid Plettenberg, Siegen and Wittgenstein.

Under its broad roof meetings take place to discuss contemporary issues of life and faith. In this 
context, the exhibition “Religious Tolerance: Islam in the Sultanate of Oman” was held.

Opening remarks were offered by Mr. Alex Moll, Advisor for Culture of the German-Omani Associa-
tion, and Mr. Christian Graf, director of pedagogy at Haus Nordhelle. In his speech, Mr. Moll -- who 
has visited Oman on numerous occasions -- highlighted how the different religions in the country 
manage to coexist peacefully.

Mr. Alex Moll, Advisor for Culture of the German-Omani Association, and Mr. Christian Graf, director of pedagogy.
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Kuwait City, Grand Mosque, Kuwait
     

 February 2013 and March 04, 2014  

“The Message of Islam from Oman” exhibition displaying the experience of the Sultanate and its 
role in the dissemination of a culture of understanding and moderation to nations and peoples 
opened in the Grand Mosque of Kuwait City on March 04. 

The Ministry of Awqaf and Religious Affairs (MARA) participated in the exhibition with a selection 
of books and publications including Omani Mushaf, Mushaf of Oman Tafahum (Understanding) 
and Tasamuh (Tolerance) magazines and the latest releases by MARA, as part of MARA’s mission 
in disseminating constructive concepts and ideas as messages of building, peace and life of man 
and the country.

On the sidelines of the exhibition, Dr. Adel Al-Falah, Undersecretary of the Ministry of Awqaf and 
Islamic Affairs in Kuwait, met with Mohammad bin Said Al-Mamari, the Scientific Advisor at the 
Office of the Minister of Awqaf and Religious Affairs, and the supervisor of the exhibition of “Mes-
sage of Islam from Oman.” The two sides discussed work development through the exchange of 
experiences and further cooperation between them. 

International Islamic University, Islamabad, Pakistan
     

 March 04, 2014  

Islamabad was the 43rd location for the touring exhibition “Oman’s message of Islam” which was 
commissioned by the Ministry of Religious Endowments and Religious Affairs (MARA) for presenta-
tion in various countries around the world. The intent of the exhibition is to share Oman’s experi-
ence of religious tolerance between the different religions in the country. The exhibition was held 
in the central library of the international Islamic University in Islamabad. 

The teaching staff and senior government officials were invited to the exhibition to learn more 
about Oman. The exhibition as currently presented contains 24 panels, 4 panels more than previ-
ously. The visitors learn of the cultural importance of religious tolerance.  The documentary film 
“Religious Tolerance in Oman,” produced specifically for the exhibition, was also shown.

Mr. Sardar Mohammed Yusof, Pakistan’s Minister of Awqaf and Religious Affairs, opened the ex-
hibition. In his speech he said that the exhibition “will improve the culture of tolerance between 
people; such activities are very important to reduce the gap between the religions and to correct 
the misunderstanding of Islam’s message created by small groups of Muslims. Islam stands for 
mercy and mutual coexistence.” 

Mohammed bin Said Al-Mamari, Scientific Advisor to the Minister of MARA and supervisor of 
foreign exhibitions, thanked the university for embrace the show and pointed to the efforts of the 
Sultanate of Oman in spreading the values   of understanding. He also expressed his thanks to the 
President of the Senate of Pakistan, esteemed officials and distinguished guests for the honor they 
conveyed by visiting the exhibition. HE Ambassador Riad Ben Youssef, the Sultanate’s ambassador 
to Pakistan, also bestowed his gratitude on behalf of the government. 

Visitors to the exhibition Visitors to the exhibition
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CISMOR, Doshisha University, Kyoto, Japan
     

 April 06 through July 06, 2014 

For the first time in the far east, a Japanese university at the city of Kyoto has hosted an Omani 
exhibition of the message of Islam, introducing Japanese people to an approach of coexistence and 
tolerance as embedded in the exhibition’s message.

“The Japanese public is open to learn new things. The Japanese are interested in learning about 
Islam,” Professor Katashiro Kohara, the director of the Centre for Monotheistic Studies at Doshisha 
University, said in a speech about the Exhibition cited by the Oman Observer.

“The Exhibition gives the Japanese another chance to learn about the basic principles of Islam and 
the great contributions of Oman in spreading the message of tolerance,” he added.

Oman Business Forum,  
Frankfurt Chamber of Commerce, Germany

     
 May 27, 2014

The Chamber of Commerce of Frankfurt am Main, in cooperation with the Delegates of German 
Industry in Muscat conducted a day-long Oman Business Forum on May 27, 2014.

Business practices in Oman were explained through technical papers from Oman experts, practical 
examples of successful local entrepreneurs, and panel discussions, together with personal encoun-
ters and networking.  The forum provided an exceptional opportunity to acquire comprehensive 
information and first-hand knowledge about the possibility of business engagement in Oman. The 
event was chaired by the ambassador of the Sultanate of Oman, HE Khaled Ba’Omar and the new 
Honorary Consul General of Oman in Frankfurt, Prof. Dr. Müller. The high-level delegation from 
Oman was led by Mr. Faris Al-Farsi, GM of Public Authority for Investment Promotion and Export 
Development (PAIPED), Mr. Yahya Al-Zidjali, Vice Chairman, Special Economic Zone Authority at 
Duqm, and Mr. Hilal Al-Hasani, CEO, Public Establishment for Industrial Estates (PEIE).

As part of the program the exhibitions “Modern Oman” and “Religious Tolerance in Oman” were 
on display, giving the more than 150 senior representatives of the German economy a deeper 
insight into the Sultanate of Oman. Each participant also received a DVD of the film “Religious 
Tolerance in Oman.”

Mr. Dieter Haller, Secretary of the Foreign Office, Head of the Department of Economy and Susta-
inable Development, emphasized in his speech the importance of religious tolerance in Oman for 
the safety and sustainability of economic investment in Oman and invited the participants to take 
advantage of this opportunity to better inform themselves about the unique role of Islam in Oman.

Visitors to the exhibition The audience of the business forum in Frankfurt.
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São Paulo, Club Homs, Brasil
     

  June 27, 2014

The traveling exhibition on Islamic life in Oman was held in the city of São Paulo, Brazil, after travel-
ling to 46 cities around the world.

The exhibition, ‘Tolerance, Understanding and Coexistence: Oman’s Message of Islam’ was held at 
Club Homs in São Paulo.

The event was organised by Oman’s Embassy in Brazil and supported by the Arab Brazilian Cham-
ber of Commerce.

“It is an international exhibition. It is very important to see the role of religion in life. If you look at 
the wars in the Arab world today, they are not related to religion,” said HE Khalid Salim Al-Jaradi, 
Oman’s Ambassador to Brazil.

The exhibition had a total of 44 panels and was divided into two parts. The first one showed reli-
gious tolerance in Oman while the second depicts aspects of modern life in the country. 

Foz do Iguazu, Brasil
     

 Culture Center
June 30 through July 03, 2014

The 48th stop of ‘Islam Mission from the Sultanate of Oman’s Exhibition organised by the Ministry 
of Awqaf and Religious Affairs was launched at Foz do Iguaçu in Brazil under the auspices of Reni 
Clovis de Souza Pereira, Mayor of Foz do Iguaçu, in the presence of Dr. Khalid bin Said Al-Jaradi, 
Sultanate’s accredited Ambassador to Brazil, members of the Brazilian parliament, representatives 
of Arab and Islamic communities, a number of businessmen, media men and university students.

At the beginning of the launching ceremony, the Sultanate’s accredited Ambassador to Brazil deliv-
ered a speech where he said that this mission stresses the importance of joining all hands to ensure 
work peace and constructive living so that everyone can enjoy the fruits of fair comprehensive 
development. 

Reni Clovis de Souza Pereira, Mayor of Foz do Iguaçu, in his speech delivered on this occasion,  
said that such stops help in enhancing cultural integration among peoples and will enhance the 
knowledge of Brazilians about Islam and Islamic culture.

Mayor Pereira of Foz do Iguaçu stressed in his speech that such stops help increasing the cultural 
and civilisation integration between peoples, and he called upon the Secretariat of Communica-
tions and Public Relations in Foz do Iguaçu to invite the largest number of students from all natio-
nalities to visit this cultural stop. He emphasized that this cultural event will increase the knowledge 
of Brazilians to the culture of Islam.

Mohammed bin Said Al-Mamari, the Scientific Adviser at the office of the Minister of Awqaf and 
Religious Affairs and General Supervisor of the Foreign Exhibitions, delivered the Ministry’s speech 
and hailed the support provided by the Brazilian officials to ensure the success of the exhibition.

He pointed out that the exhibition displays the Sultanate’s experience in religious tolerance and 
peaceful coexistence with other races; a unique experience the world can benefit from and build 
upon.

Visitors to the exhibition
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 Omar Ibn Al-Khatab Masjid 
July 04, 2014

On Inivitation by the Shia community of Foz do Iguaçu, the exhibition also was presented at the 
Omar Ibn Al-Khatab Mosque. Many visitors used this opportunity to get familiar with the Omani 
approach towards Islam and for talks with the Omani guests. There also was a fruitful meeting with 
the catholic head of the City. 

Sociedade Beneficents Islamic
July 05, 2014

The Sunni community requested to present the exhibition in their space on July 05. Also here many 
people came to improve their knowledge about Islam in Oman and life in the Sultanate today.

Cambridge University, Cambridge, UK
     

 August 04 through August 08, 2014  

The exhibition “Tolerance, Understanding, Coexistence: Oman’s Message of Islam” was hosted in 
Summer 2014 at Madingley Hall at Cambridge University. 

The presentation of the exhibition coincided with the annual Cambridge Inter-Faith Programme. 
The seven-day programme is organised in collaboration with the Ministry of Awqaf and Religious 
Affairs in the Sultanate. 

The idea of the Cambridge Interfaith Programme is to bring together future religious leaders from 
the Abrahamic religions for an intensive period of immersion in inter-faith and cross-cultural en-
counter, to resource practical peacemaking and conflict-transformation efforts.

Professor David Ford delivered a speech during which he thanked the Ministry of Awqaf and Reli-
gious Affairs in the Sultanate for its efforts to promote tolerance and peaceful coexistence. 

Muslim, Christian and Jewish participants of the Cambridge Inter-Faith Programme 
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Kennesaw State University, 
Kennesaw, Georgia, USA

     
 October 02 through October 31, 2014

Oman’s exhibition promoting tolerance, understanding and peaceful coexistence opened for the 
second time in the United States on October 2, 2014 at Kennesaw State University, located ap-
proximately 20 miles from Atlanta, Georgia. The university’s modern campus in a rural setting is 
conducive to academic learning for the 25,000 students enrolled here.

The American Association of State Colleges and Universities has awarded Kennesaw State Univer-
sity an award for excellence and innovation in international education, one of only two such awards 
presented among the organization’s 400 member institutions nationwide. 

Among the initiatives cited for the AASCU honor is Kennesaw State’s 30-year-old “Year of” annual 
country study program that dedicates each academic year to a particular country or region. The 
program features more than 30 lectures, performances, exhibits and other cultural events and an 
international conference throughout the year. During the 2014-2015 academic year, the University 
is celebrating “Year of the Arabian Peninsula.”

“The country study program has introduced thousands of Kennesaw State students to the rich di-
versity of world cultures that make up the human family,” said Daniel Paracka, director of academic 
initiatives for the University’s Global Affairs Division. “Annually, it results in the creation of new 
courses and curriculum, research projects, education abroad programs, and global partnerships. Its 
success is based upon campus-wide collaboration and input, and is based upon and builds upon 
the expertise of our faculty, staff and students.”

On behalf of the President Daniel Papp, Dr. Daniel Paracka welcomed the approx. 100 students, 
staff, faculty and guests in attendance at the exhibition opening, and introduced the other speakers.

“This award validates the extremely high value Kennesaw State places on international education,” 
said Lance Askildson, the University’s vice provost for global affairs and chief international officer. 
“The institution is profoundly committed to educating globally competent students who can un-
derstand and navigate cultural differences as both successful professionals and engaged citizens.”

Representing the Sultanate of Oman from Oman’s embassy in Washington, D.C., counselor Salim 
Al-Kindi, and information attaché Hanan Al -Kindi, expressed their gratitude to the university for 
hosting the exhibition in such beautiful surroundings. 

A member of the exhibition’s organizing team, Michael Dickinson, offered a few words on the 
background and evolution of the exhibition, and distributed samples of genuine Omani frankin-
cense, and DVDs with the  documentary film “Religious Tolerance in Oman,” produced specifically 
to accompany the exhibition.

Exhibition visitorsDr. Daniel Paracka, director of academic initiatives for the University’s Global Affairs Division
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Grand Valley State University, 
Allendale, Michigan, USA

     
 October 10 through October 31, 2014

The Kaufman Interfaith Institute was the host of Oman’s third exhibition opening in the USA, held 
in the Pew Idema Library of the Grand Valley State University, adjacent to the city of Grand Rapids, 
Michigan, the US state with the second largest Arab population, after California. Attending the 
opening reception were Dr. Thomas Haas, President of Grand Valley State University; Dr. Douglas 
Kindschi, Director of the Kaufman Interfaith Institute; Dr. Lee Van Orsdel, Dean of University Librar-
ies; Mohammed Said Al-Mamari, from Oman’s Ministry of Religious Endowments and Religious 
Affairs, and representatives from the Embassy of the Sultanate of Oman in Washington, D.C. 

Under the leadership of President Haas, the Grand Valley State University has developed state-
of-the-art facilities, a first-rate faculty, and now has more than 25,000 students. The GVSU is de-
voted to contributing to cultural understanding. The Kaufman Interfaith Institute, affiliated with the 
GVSU, is commited to facilitate mutual respect and greater interfaith understanding. Its director, Dr. 
Douglas Kindschi has come to know Oman personally through visits to the Sultanate, and has also 
collaborated with Professor David Ford, of the Cambridge Interfaith Institute (UK), in promoting 
inter-religious dialogue.

The Pew Idema Libary, co-host of the exhibition, won the 2012 Award of Excellence in Academic 
Libraries. Chief Librarian Dr. Lee Van Orsdel, stated that “This exhibition is exactly what we de-
signed this space for: a place where students can step out of their routine, can consider some of 
the important questions of the world, and — at the heart of the most important questions in the 
world —  how to understand each other’s 
deepest beliefs and practices. I believe this 
exhibition will lead us into more deeply 
understanding the country of Oman and 
its membership in the world community 
and how we can learn from the approach-
es they take.”

In conjunction with the exhibition 
“Oman’s Message of Islam,” the Grand 
Valley State University in Allendale, Michi-
gan, commissioned a series of events to 
explore the world of Islam, highlighting religion, politics and culture in the modern Arab society of 
Oman. Following the opening reception and film screening on October 13, 2014, the exhibition hall 
was used in the days following as a backdrop for a lecture on modern-day Oman by Prof. Sebastian 
Maisel; a presentation entitled “Interfaith in the Middle East: Rays of Light in Darkness;” an open 
panel discussion; video conversations with overseas alumni; and other events. 

“Association Coexister,“ Paris, France
     

 October 10 through October 12, 2014  and 
November 15 through November 16, 2014

Starting in July 2013 five French students, between 19 and 28 years old, all members of the French 
national youth interfaith movement “Coexister” – Muslim, atheist, Christian, Jewish and agnostic 
–  traveled around the world, visiting more than fifty countries. Their goal was to meet people who 
are involved in interfaith dialogue and who promote coexistence, showing that “it is possible to 
live together;” and to identify initiatives worldwide which promote interfaith dialogue. The group 
visited Oman by invitation of the Ministry of Awqaf and Religious Affairs. 

From October 10 to 12, 2014 representatives of 20 groups of Coexister in France and Belgium met 
in Paris for their 6th annual general meeting. 

The members of the InterFaith Tour took this opportunity to share their impressions and experi-
ences about Oman last year and to show the video they made documenting their time in Oman, 
with the exhibition “Oman‘s Message of Islam“ forming the backdrop for the event. 

More than 100 people from all over Europe and the Paris area gathered in Paris on invitation of 
Association Coexister to celebrate together the united Nations Day of Tolerance on November 16. 
All of them represented organizations working in the field of interreligious dialogue. The goal of 
the meeting named “InterFaith Dialogue and Common Action: Why and How” was to offer a space 
to share good practices. A panel debate was followed by various workshops to exchange ideas and 
experiences.

Exhibition visitors
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St. James Cavalier Centre for Creativity, 
Valletta, Malta

     
 October 24 through November 09, 2014  

The exhibition “Oman’s Message of Islam” was inaugurated at the St. James Centre for Creativity 
in Valletta, the Maltese capital, by His Excellency Dr. George Vella, Foreign Minister of Malta; and 
HE Sheikh Ahmed bin Saud Al Siyabi, Secretary-General of the Office of the Grand Mufti of the 
Sultanate. 

Among the guests were HE Joseph Mangion, Ambassador of Malta to the Sultanate, a number of 
ambassadors accredited to the Republic of Malta and other government officials from both Oman 
and Malta. 

HE Dr. George Vella, the Foreign Minister of Malta, mentioned that this exhibition occurs in con-
junction with the celebration of forty years’ relations between Malta and Oman, which began on 
the fourth of November 1974. He emphasized the importance of strong common relations between 
the two sides, not only at the official level, but also between the peoples of Malta and Oman.

The audience of the opening ceremony

HE Dr. George Vella, the Foreign Minister of Malta:

“The exhibition comes at a very important time, as violence 
and extremism prevail throughout the world, confirming the 
need for tolerance, understanding and coexistence. 

“Malta is proud to host this exhibition, which is ground for 
further bilateral cooperation between Malta and the Sultan-
ate of Oman and which will lead to further activities being 
undertaken between both sides in the future.“

 
At the conclusion of his speech, the Maltese Foreign Minister thanked the Ministry of Awqaf and 
Religious Affairs for its cooperation which resulted in the placement of this exhibition in Malta, and 
encouraging all to take advantage of this opportunity and review its contents.
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Ohio University, Athens, Ohio, USA
     

 October 27 trough November 25, 2014

The Ohio University Multicultural Center hosted the exhibition “Tolerance, Understanding, Coexist-
ence: Oman’s Message of Islam” at the Multicultural Center Art Gallery, with the opening ceremony 
held on November 1, 2014.

At the opening reception the Omani Student Association invited Dr. Bashar Kayali to speak. He 
spoke about the importance of tolerance in a globalized world. The speech was well received. The 
Omani Student Association handed out bags containing information about Oman. They also pro-
vided artifacts for a display case that is in the gallery.

The exhibition was held as part of Ohio University’s International Education Week (Nov. 12-16), and 
in conjunction with the UN’s declared “International Day of Tolerance” at which time the university 
hosted a Tolerance Walk on the actual Day of Tolerance (November 16, 2014). The walk ended at 
the gallery where a panel discussion about tolerance was held.

Winsome Chunnu-Brayda, Associate Director of the university’s Office for Diversity and Inclusion, 
noted that: “If we were to look in Western media to see what they have to say about the Middle 
East, we would depict it with oppression of women and violence. This (exhibition) is a counter-
narrative to that story.”

OU is the first school in the USA to simultaneously have this 
exhibit with an Omani Students Association at the school. 
Saif Al Wahaibi, president of the OSA said “I tell people I’m 
from Oman and people ask me where that is. You never hear 
anything about us, but Oman is very politically active. We 
mediate between countries on issues of petroleum business 
and territory. People will generalize in their perceptions, but 
we live in one of the calmest, safest countries in the world.” 

The Omani Students Association at OU has about 65 members from Oman. Many of the members 
are women, which reflects how well Oman represents tolerance in its own society.

“Women have a lot of opportunities. They hold high positions in the government, and other key 
positions. The ambassador of Oman in the U.S. is a woman,” Al-Wahaibi said. “In terms of scholar-
ships to the West, they are equal when competing for scholarships. At OU last year, most of the 
people from Oman were girls.”

Rashid Al-Saadi, vice president of the Omani Students Association, said the freedoms in Oman and 
America are synonymous.

Grand Rapids Public Library, Michigan, USA
     

 November 03 through November 16, 2014 

The exhibition at Grand Rapids Public Library was opened with speeches by Mayor George Heart-
well and Rev. Wes Granberg-Michaelson, who was the previous executive director of the Reformed 
Church in America. Grand Rapids is the second-largest city in Michigan (after Detroit). Michigan 
has been known to hold the largest Muslim population in the United States.

In recognition of the upcoming International Day of Tolerance, Mayor Heartwell spoke of his hope 
for the exhibit to contribute to Grand Rapids becoming more and more a place of religious toler-
ance and understanding.

Rev. Granberg-Michaelson spoke of the unsurpassed hospitality of the Omani people and His Maj-
esty Sultan Qaboos bin Said Al-Said. He traveled to Oman a few years ago for a special event and 
spent over 2 hours conversing with the Sultan regarding religious tolerance and the historic rela-
tions between his church and Oman.

Rev. Justin Meyers, who hails from Michigan and is working in Oman as Educational Programs 
Director at the Al Amana Centre in Muscat, gave a very positive presentation on the work of the Al 
Amana Centre in promoting Muslim-Christian interfaith dialogue, and his experiences there, stat-
ing that “I am grateful that this exhibition will contribute to the people of Grand Rapid’s percep-
tions of Oman and the wider world of Islam.”

Exhibition visitors
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ICC , Bandar Seri Begawan, Brunei
   

November 11 through November 15, 2014

The Ministry of Culture, Youth and Sports and the Ministry of Awqaf and Religious Affairs collabo-
rated with the Embassy of the Sultanate of Oman in Brunei Darussalam to organise Omani Cultural 
Days in November 2014 to mark 30 years of diplomatic ties between the two nations.

Leading the 39 members of the Omani delegation was Dr Abdullah bin Nasser Al-Harasi, Chairman 
of Oman’s Public Authority of Radio and Television. The delegation also included Hamad Hilal Al-
Mamari, Undersecretary of the Ministry of Heritage and Culture; Abdallah Zahar Al-Adawi, Director 
of the Office of the Public Chairman of the Public Authority for Radio and Television; Darwish Said 
Al-Hamadani, Director of Finance Department, Ministry of Heritage and Culture; Yousof Ibrahim Al-
Bulushi, General Director of Organizations and Cultural Relations; Dr Hussain Hamood Al-Abri, as 
well as administrators and representatives of the media and artists and exhibitors. 

During the event, exhibitions were held to showcase the Omani culture and heritage including 
“Tolerance, Understanding, Coexistence: Oman’s message of Islam,” photography, Arabic calligra-
phy and print materials. 

The audience of the opening ceremony.

Pehin Orang Kaya Pekerma Laila Diraja Dato Seri Setia Awang Haji Hazair bin Haji Abdullah, Minister of Culture, 
Youth and Sports, reviewing the exhibits.
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Islamic Foundation Markfield, Leicestershire, UK
     

November 03 through November 10, 2014

The Mayor of Hinckley and Bosworth Borough Council, Councillor Jeffrey Bannister, opened the 
exhibition at The Islamic Foundation in Markfield on Tuesday, November 4th, 2014. Entitled “Toler-
ance, Understanding, Coexistence: Oman’s Message of Islam,” the exhibition was held in recogni-
tion of the UN International Day of Tolerance and showcased the diverse range of religious beliefs 
held in the Muslim-majority Oman.

Farooq Murad, Director of the Islamic Foundation said that the theme of the exhibition fits in per-
fectly with the work of the Islamic Foundation over the last 40 years. Batool Al-Toma of the New 
Muslims Project highlighted humanity’s need to create a community and how the very essence of 
this community can be seen in Oman through the freedom of spiritual expression.

It was the first visit for the Mayor and his consort, Mayoress Mrs. Tricia Bannister to the Foundation, 
and the Mayor commented that it is “an asset not just to the Borough of Hinckley and Bosworth, 
not just to England or the United Kingdom, but it is a fantastic asset for the rest of the world.”

Dr. Abdullah Al-Mamari from the Ministry of Awqaf and Religious Affairs in Oman travelled to the 
UK to be at the opening of the exhibition. He shared a brief history of Islam in Oman and the impor-
tance of religious coexistence within the country, and thanked the Islamic Foundation for hosting 
the exhibition. Dr. Abdullah said in his address: “There is nothing better than to spread messages of 
peace and goodwill to all people. It is our strong belief that peace and stability only can be realised 
today in any society through dialogue and understanding.”

The Islamic Foundation, established in 1973, is a unique and pioneering institution specializing in 
the fields of research, education and publication. Since its inception the Islamic Foundation has 
striven towards building bridges between the Muslim community and the rest of society by creating 
a better understanding between communities through greater awareness about each other.

Councillor Jeffrey Bannister and Dr. Abdullah Al-Mamari 

Korea Foundation Cultural Center, 
Seoul, South Korea

     
 November 04 through December 06, 2014

The exhibition at Korea Foundation Cultural Center was sponsored by the Embassy of the Sultanate 
of Oman to Korea, and hosted by the Korea Foundation.

With the sponsorship of the Embassy of Omani, the exhibition was greatly enhanced to include 
original artworks, photography, paintings, manuscripts and facsimile prints, shadow art, model 
dhow boats, the Omani daggar (khanjar) and coffee service, symbolic of Arab hospitality, and 
panels borrowed from the touring exhibition “Modern Oman.” Videos on “Religious Tolerance in 
Oman” and the history of Oman, depicted visually through sand art, were also presented. 

At the opening ceremony on November 4th there were more than 150 distinguished guests and 
visitors in attendence, including government representatives from China, Colombia, Georgia, Ger-
many, Turkey and Ukraine, important figures from academia and the media, and religious leaders 
of various denominations. 

On behalf of the Korea Foundation, the President, Dr. Hyun-Seok Yu; the Executive Vice President, 
Zeon Nam Jin, and the Director of the KF Cultural Center, Choi Hyun-soo offered opening remarks, 
along with HE Lee Kyung Soo, the Deputy Minister for Political Affairs, from Korea‘s Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs. 

The Sultanate of Oman was represented by HE Ambassador Mohamed Al-Harthy, and the Ministry 
of Endowments and Religious Affairs by Mohammed Said Al-Mamari.

Exhibition visitors
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UNESCO at Patan Museum, Kathmandu, Nepal
     

 November 12 through November 17, 2014

On the occasion of the International Day of Tolerance, the UNESCO Office in Kathmandu, in close 
cooperation with the National Muslim Commission and the Nepal Chapter – South Asia Coor-
dinating Council of the International Association for Religious Freedom, hosted the educational 
exhibition “Tolerance, Understanding, Coexistence: Oman’s Message of Islam.” The exhibition was 
launched on November 12, 2014 at 4.30 pm at the Patan Museum in Lalitpur. 

Speakers at the opening ceremony were Mr. Christian Manhart, UNESCO Representative to Nepal; 
Mr. Purna Chandra Bhattarai, Joint Secretary, Ministry of Federal Affairs and Local Development; Mr. 
Sushil Kumar Pandey, Deputy Secretary General, Nepal national Commission for UNESCO; Mr. Satya 
Mohan Joshi, Eminent Cultural Expert and Chief Guest of the Event; and Mr. Mohammad Nirdosh 
Ali, Chairperson, National Muslim Commission.

Exhibition visitors

In his speech Mr. Christian Manhart, UNESCO Repre-
sentative to Nepal, emphasized: 

“The exhibition aims at promoting interfaith dialogue, mutual 
understanding and peaceful co-existence. It promotes dialogue 
as a tool for reconciliation of cultural, social and ethnic differ-
ences by making aware of similarities instead of marking and 
looking into distinction and differences.”

Mr. Mohammad Nirdosh Ali, Chairperson, National 
Muslim Commission said: 

“The exhibition is an initiative to spread the message of Oman; 
an Omani initiative, sharing the development process of Oman, 
including the situation of women in Oman, is commendable.

“This exhibition conveys the message of peace. The exhibition 
is the medium to give information on Islam, what Islam is doing 
for peace and development, and how other countries can learn 
from Islam. 

“It is very interesting to learn about the culture, civilization and 
overall development process of Oman. As Oman is organizing 
the exhibition in various parts of the world, it has helped to 
spread the message of peace and development around the 
world.“

HE Ismail Saleh Al-Aghbari at the opening ceremony 
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Suffolk County Council, Ipswich, UK
     

 November 17 through November 21, 2014

Suffolk Inter-Faith Resource (SIFRE) was pleased to be able to arrange for a visit of the exhibition 
to Suffolk as part of its activity for National Inter-Faith Week 2014 in the Atrium at Suffolk County 
Council’s headquarters in Endeavour House, Russell Road, Ipswich.

It was opened on Monday November 17th at 12:00, with gratitude expressed by Dr. Abdullah Said 
Al-Mamari representing Oman’s Ministry of Endowments and Religious Affairs. Attending the open-
ing ceremony were Councillor Christopher Hudson, Chairman of Suffolk County Council; Councillor 
Rebecca Hopfensperger, Cabinet Member responsible for Equalities and Inclusion; and Professor 
Nabil Sultan, of the University Campus Suffolk. Representatives of Ipswich Borough Council and of 
the Suffolk Faith Communities were also present. 

At the opening David Capey, SIFRE Executive Officer said, “We at SIFRE are delighted to be able 
to facilitate this exhibition in Suffolk. The openhearted ethos of Oman towards all religions and to 
the followers of those religions resonates with our aspirations for the society we live in. At a time 
when ‘Islamists‘ are viewed as harsh, cruel and inflexible, it is good to be reminded that Islam is a 
Way of Tolerance, Coexistence and Understanding.”

Councillor Hopfensperger said: “Suffolk County Council is delighted to be working with SIFRE to 
bring this international exhibition to Endeavour House, Ipswich. Visitors to the exhibition will have 
an opportunity to learn more about the principles of religious tolerance in Oman. Inter-Faith Week 
provides an opportunity for people with different beliefs to come together to build greater under-
standing. I hope that people will take the opportunity to visit the exhibition while it is in Suffolk.”

During the week it was on display in Ipswich, the exhibition was seen by many County Council staff 
and by parties of Ipswich schoolchildren who visited the exhibition. SIFRE created a quiz based 
around the exhibition to enhance the experience of the children.

Exhibition visitors

West Suffolk College, Bury St. Edmunds, UK
     

 November 24 through November 28, 2014

Suffolk Inter Faith Resource (SIFRE) had been given the opportunity to display the exhibition in 
Suffolk due to their background in inter-faith dialogue. The exhibition was on display in the Atrium 
in Endeavour House, Russell Road, Ipswich during Inter-Faith Week, 17th to 21st November, before 
moving to The Gateway at West Suffolk College in Bury St. Edmunds where it was displayed from 
24th to 28th November. 

It was opened on Monday by Councillor Patrick Chung, Deputy Mayor of Bury St. Edmunds; and 
Steve Steeds, Director of Higher Education at West Suffolk College. It was attended by Suffolk 
County councillors, Bury St. Edmunds Borough councillors and by members of the West Suffolk 
College Senior Management Team.

While in Bury the exhibition was seen by staff, members of the college and by visiting parties of 
Bury St. Edmunds school children throughout the week. Doctors from the local hospital visited 
as well as members of the general public. Some visitors who had lived in Oman or been there on 
holiday spoke enthusiastically about their own experiences of the country.

Exhibition visitors
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Oman Solidarity Symposium, 
Washington DC, USA

     
 December 03, 2014

‘Oman Solidarity Symposium: Oman in the 21st Century’ was held in Washington DC in the presence 
of Dr. Abdulmunem bin Mansour Al-Hassani, Minister of Information. 

The first panel session covered topics on History and Heritage and the speakers were Dr. Valerie 
Hoffman, Dr. Mark Kenoyer and Professor William Zimmerle. The second session on Geopolitics 
included panelists Dr. Linda Funch, Dr. Abdullah Baabood and Dr. Kenneth Katzman while the third 
session on economic development included Dr. Suliaman Wasty, Dr. Al Mukhtar Al-Abri and Dr. Allen 
Fromherz. 

Parallel to the symposium the exhibitions “Tolerance, Understanding and Coexistence“ and “Mod-
ern Oman“ were presented to the dignitaries to get a deeper view into Omani culture and society. 

Ditributing materials of #ActForTolerance

ZEF, University Bonn, Germany
     

 December 17, 2014 through January 15, 2015

The Center for Development Research (ZEF) is an international and trans-disciplinary scientific re-
search institute at the University of Bonn, Germany. The University of Bonn (founded in 1818) is a 
public research university with a total of 525 professors and 31,000 students, and is today one of 
the leading universities in Germany.

The ZEF has three research departments: Political and Cultural Change; Economic and Technologi-
cal Change; Ecology and Natural Resources Management. With its international doctoral program, 
ZEF aims to educate a new generation of academics as well as decision-makers for national and 
international policy and research organizations. Its international and interdisciplinary set-up as well 
as its size make this program unique in Germany and Europe. 

The exhibition “Religious Tolerance in Oman” was on display at ZEF from December 17, 2014 
through January 15, 2015. The opening took place at the “Alternative Wednesdays” event with 
the screening of the film titled “Religious Tolerance in Oman” on December 17, 2014. The event 
was attended by the head of the Omani diplomatic mission in Berlin, Mr. Hamood Al Rumhi, ap-
proximately 50 academics and scholars from ZEF, as well as members of the general public with an 
interest in Oman.

The event was well received by the viewers who, following the film screening, enjoyed Omani cof-
fee and halwa and engaged in a lively discussion.

Exhibition visitors
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Palazzo Reale (Royal Palace) Museum, Milan, Italy
     

February 4 through February 22, 2015

The exhibition “Religious Tolerance, Mutual Understanding, Peaceful Coexistence: Oman’s Mes-
sage of Islam” opened on Wednesday, February 4, 2015 in the world-famous Palazzo Reale (Royal 
Palace) Museum, in Milan, Italy.

The opening ceremony was attended by more than 200 members of the general public from all 
walks of life, government officials, diplomats and the press corps. 

In response to Mayor Giuliano Pisapia’s invitation, Oman’s Ministry of Awqaf and Religious Affairs 
provided the information panels, photographs, manuscripts, calligraphy and other art works, which 
were on display and open to the general public in the nine rooms of the “Prince’s Apartment” until 
February 22, 2015. 

Speaking at the opening ceremony, Deputy Mayor Ada Lucia de Cesaris welcomed the exhibition 
and offered the hospitality of the city to the Omani delegation.

The director of the museum, Dr. Dominico Piraina, informed the guests that for the past 70 years the 
Palazzo Reale has been promoting knowledge of cultures, even beyond Europe. “Because its doors 
are open to the world, the Palazzo Reale has dedicated its resources also to Arab art and culture.“ 

Visitors of the opening event.

In his prepared remarks, the Councillor for Culture, Filippo Del Corno, stated that Milan welcomes 
this exhibition, especially this year when Milan is hosting the world Expo and “promoting peaceful 
coexistence between peoples for a better future for our planet.”

On behalf of the MARA, Mohammed Al Mamari, Scientific Advisor to the Minister made reference 
to the 1700-year old Edict of Milan, issued by the Roman emperor Constantine, giving the same 
rights to all religions throughout the Roman Empire. The Edict of Milan marked the birth of the 
concept of religious tolerance in the western world, granting freedom of expression to all faiths 
and religions.

Also in attendance from the city council were Mr. Francesco Cappelli, Councillor for Education, and 
Pier Francesco Majorino, Councillor for Social Politics. About 7000 people from all over the world 
visited the exhibition during the three weeks it was presented in the museum.

The first presentation of a multimedia terminal 
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Museum for Communication, Berlin, Germany
     

March 05 through March 29, 2015

An extraordinary Oman exhibition took place in the Berlin Museum for Communication under the 
title “Greetings from Oman.” The event was arranged and organized by the  German-Omani As-
sociation in cooperation with the Omani Ministry of Tourism, the Ministry of Awqaf and Religious 
Affairs and the Omani Embassy at Berlin. 

The exhibition showcased Omani culture, relgion, history, society and for the first time ever rare 
pieces of Oman philately. The exhibits included also valuable silver jewelry, Omani khanjars, cloth, 
ancient trading goods and a model of a dhow, a typical Omani sailing ship.

The opening ceremony on March 5th was attended by more than 400 representatives of politics, 
society and tourism, and HE Ahmed Al-Mahrizi, Omans Minister of Tourism. The German Post issued 
a special postage stamp for the exhibition distributed at the location itself. 

Words of welcome were spoken to the audience by Mrs Liselotte Kugler, director of the museum, 
Mr. Bruno Kaiser, president of the German-Omani Association and Mrs Hind Al-Barwani on behalf 
of the Embassy of Oman.

The exhibition, held in the oldest museum for communication worldwide, was visited by about 
8000 people.

Exhibition visitors

Islamic Civilization Center, Skopje, Macedonia
     

March 09 through March 19, 2015

The exhibition opened in the Macedonian National Museum in the Macedonian capital Skopje, un-
der the auspices of Dr Zoran Ilievski, political advisor to the President of the Republic of Macedonia. 

Sheikh Benyamin Idris, head of the Islamic Civilization Center in the Republic of Macedonia, ex-
pressed his thanks to the Sultanate for conducting this exhibition in collaboration with the Islamic 
Civilisation Center in Macedonia, emphasizing the role of these activities in reminding the human-
ity of the importance of coexistence, understanding and tolerance.

Among the main activities of the exhibition, Professor Fred Mouhic presented a paper on the Philo-
sophical Vision on the East and West. 

The exhibition included 48 panels that were on display in Macedonian and Albanian and 20 pic-
tures by Omani photographers about life in Oman, paintings and calligraphies, in addition to show-
casing some of the Omani artifacts and features of life in the Sultanate in the past and present. 

An Omani Book Corner was set up on the sidelines of the exhibition. The books focus on civiliza-
tional communication, deepening of common understanding of human values, including al Tafa-
hum (Understanding) magazine issued by the Ministry of Awqaf and Religious Affairs. 

Sheikh Benyamin Idris, head of the Islamic civilisation Center
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Multiculture Museum, Seoul, South Korea
     

March 16 through Aprtil 30, 2015

The exhibition on”Oman’s Message of Islam” at the Multiculture Museum was hosted by the Em-
bassy of the Sultanate of Oman to the Republic of Korea.

The opening ceremony was attended by Mr. Woo-Young Kim, Chief of Eunpyeong-gu Office, Mr 
Chang-ik Jang, Chairman of Eunpyeong-gu Council, Mr Yuntae Kim, Director of the Multiculture 
Museum, Mr Seung-oh Choi, Korea Arab Secretary General and HE Mohamed Al-Harthy, Ambas-
sador to the Sultanate of Oman to Korea. The Ministry of Endowments and Religious Affairs was 
represented by Sheikh Salim Al-Rawas.

Among the guests were representatives from diplomatic missions, government, universities, cul-
tural associations and religious associations, including the Islamic Center of Korea.

About 5,500 people visited the exhibition at the museum, mostly students and civic society.

Tirana International Hotel, Albania
     

April 29 through May 12, 2015

The exhibition “Oman’s Message of Islam” has reached the Republic of Albania in collaboration 
with The Almasar Albanian Institution and in coordination with the religious affairs committee of 
the presidency of the republic. The opening ceremony was held in Albania’s capital city, Tirana, at 
the Tirana International Hotel in the presence of a number of diplomats from Arab and foreign 
countries; the heads of universities and colleges; representatives of various religions and religious 
and cultural centers; journalists; and a large number of interested people.

The opening ceremony began with welcome words from Ilir Ho Julie, the chairman of the religions 
committee of the presidency of the Albanian Government. He said: “This exhibition is highlighting 
the heavenly message in all societies and we here in Albania have various religions living in peace, 
and tolerance.“ He added: “We hope for more cooperation between the two sides in the future.”

Sheikh Mehdi Gora, the president of the Association also gave a speech, stating: “We thank the 
government and people for the opportunity to organize this exhibition, which highlights religious 
and cultural life in Oman.” He hoped that the exhibition succeeds in strengthening the bilateral 
relations between Albania and Oman.  

In the exhibition, Mr. Salah bin Juma Al-Shukairi gave a presentation on the beauty of calligraphy, 
and showed the audience his expertise and skill in calligraphy. The artist Ramlah bint Salim Albu-
lushi also offered a presentation about calligraphy. The audience also had the opportunity to have 
their names written in Arabic. They were the first Omani artists to give presentations in Albania.  

The youth of Tirana joining the  #ActForTolerance initiative
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Citizens Park, Busan, Korea
     

June 02 through June 15, 2015

The exhibition ”Oman’s Message of Islam” was opened by the Head of International Affairs of the 
Busan Municipality in the presence of Mohammed bin Salim Al-Harthy, the Sultanate’s Ambassador 
to Korea.

During the opening ceremony, the Sultanate’s ambassador delivered a speech during which he 
stressed the Sultanate’s interest in disseminating the culture of security and peace among various 
world nations.

In turn, the Head of the Arabic Language Department at Busan University gave a speech in which 
he stressed the importance of the exhibition in familiarizing the Korean people with the Sultanate’s 
efforts in disseminating culture of tolerance, understanding and coexistence.

Meanwhile, the Sultanate’s delegation visited Busan University of Foreign Studies, during which 
they met with President of the university. The Sultanate’s delegation distributed a number of Omani 
books in the library of the university as a reference for the students and researchers.   

Ambassador Mohammed Al-Harthy explaining the exhibits to the guests.

Nights of Ramadan, Lyon, France
     

June 19 through July 15, 2015

For the second time the Muslim community of Lyon arranged “Nights of Ramadan” at the fair-
grounds of the city. The program consisted of concerts, exhibitions, panel discussions and lectures. 
The activities were open to all citizens of Lyon regardless of their faith, to meet and to learn about 
Islamic culture and traditions.

To broaden the knowledge about the diversity of Islam, the organizers requested to show Oman’s 
exhibition about Islam and life in Oman. The “Nights of Ramadan” were officially opened by Mo-
hammed Said Al-Mamari with a speech about tolerance and the peaceful coexistence of faiths.

More than 20,000 people participated in the activities during the “Nights of Ramadan.” 

Exhibition visitors
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Omani Cultural Days, Sao Paulo, Brazil
     

July 28 through August 09, 2015

The official opening ceremony of the Omani Cultural Days in Brazil was held at Sergio Cardoso 
Theater in Sao Paulo under the auspices of Fernando Capez, President of Sao Paulo State Parlia-
ment, in the presence of HH Sayyid Fatik bin Fahr Al-Said, Secretary-General of the Ministry of 
Heritage and Culture.

Dr Khalid bin Said Al-Jaradi, Sultanate’s Ambassador to the Federal Republic of Brazil delivered a 
speech at the beginning of the ceremony in which he said that there is a direct relation between 
the Brazilian diverse culture and the Omani, Arab and Islamic culture. He explained activities of the 
Omani Cultural Days in Brazil will promote cooperation, mutual understanding and the develop-
ment of bilateral relations between the two countries.

Sheikh Hamad bin Hilal Al-Maamari, Under-Secretary of the Ministry of Heritage and Culture for 
Cultural Affairs said that based on the importance attached by the Government of His Majesty 
Sultan Qaboos to enhance communication with all countries of the world, the Ministry is keen to 
extend bridges of cultural cooperation to support all components of the cultural and intellectual 
capabilities.

Fernando Capez, President of Sao Paulo State Parliament delivered a speech in which he thanked 
the Sultanate, represented by the Omani delegation to organise the Omani Cultural Days in Brazil, 
specifically in Sao Paulo city, which has large Arab communities. He stressed the importance of such 
cultural events to introduce the various principles and foundations, which undoubtedly contribute 
in promoting a culture of communication and achievement of world peace, harmony and dialogue.

Jose Roberto Sadiq, Under-Secretary of the Ministry of Culture of Sao Paulo said that the Omani 
Cultural Days in Sao Paulo, one of Brazil’s largest cities, will contribute in introducing the Omani 
cultural and civilizational heritage and strengthening the bilateral relations between the two coun-
tries. He pointed to the importance of cultural communication between the peoples of the world.

Omani Al Majd Glory Group presented a variety of performances, titled “Oman: Heart of Peace” 
that were highly appreciated by the audience. The performances were interspersed by Omani fash-
ion shows that reflect the different fashion in the Sultanate of Oman.

The Omani Cultural Days in Brazil were organised by the Ministry of Heritage and Culture in col-
laboration with the Ministry of Information, the Ministry of Awqaf, the Ministry of Tourism, the 
Foreign Ministry, the Public Authority for Radio and Television (PART), the Public Authority for Craft 
Industries (PACI), the National Records and Archives Authority (NRAA), Sultan Qaboos University 
(SQU) , Omani Society for Fine Arts (OSFA), Omani Photographic Society and Oman Establishment 
for Press Publication and Advertising.   

UNESCO Headquarters, Paris, France
     

October 07 through October 14, 2015

The exhibition at the headquarters of UNESCO was organized by the Ministry of Religious Endow-
ments and Religious Affairs in cooperation with the permanent delegation of Oman to UNESCO 
and the Sultanate’s embassy in Paris.

The opening ceremony was held in the presence of a number of prominent personages of UNESCO. 
Among them was H.E. Mr Mohamed Sameh Amr, Chairman of the Executive Board of UNESCO 
and Ambassador and Permanent Delegate of the Arab Republic of Egypt to UNESCO; Her Excel-
lency Dr. Samira Bint Mohammed Moosa, the Sultanate’s Ambassador to the UNESCO; and Mrs. 
Nada Al-Nashif, Assistant Director-General for Social and Human Sciences on behalf of and as 
representative of Irina Bokova, the UNESCO General Director. Also in attendance were a number of 
ambassadors, heads of religious centres and Arab communities,  academicians, and a large number 
of guests from French society.

Her Excellency Dr. Samira Bint Mohammed Moosa welcomed those attending this event, referring 
to the Sultanate’s efforts and responsibility regarding spreading tolerance and avoiding violence. 
She asserted that: “In 1995 UNESCO member states including Oman collectively pledged their 
responsibility to promote tolerance and non-violence worldwide.” Tolerance is one of the principles 
of humanity that plays a major role in achieving unity, solidarity, and cohesion among nations, thus 

Her Excellency Dr. Samira Bint Mohammed Moosa, the Sultanate’s Ambassador to the UNESCO
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reducing conflicts between individuals and groups. “Tolerance also means respecting the culture 
and ideology of others, which is a fundamental pillar of human rights, justice and freedom.”  She 
said further: “Encouraging peaceful dialogue and celebrating differences are indispensable in dig-
nifying the human being. Our diversity and pluralism represent an unestimated wealth that ought 
to be cultivated, through the deepening of our knowledge of one another, the broadening of our 
visions and mindsets, and the nurturing of our exchanges and interactions. These values complete 
and feed into each other and they are the ideals by which the Sultanate of Oman stands, represent-
ing the path towards peace: by putting tolerance and respect as core values of our societies, and 
by focusing not only on what unites us, but also on what makes us unique.” She emphasized that 
“Through its protective laws and inclusive socio-cultural practices, Oman actively pursues tolerance 
and non-violence.“ The Basic Law in Oman prohibits discrimination against individuals on the basis 
of religion or religious identity and provides for the freedom to practice religious rites so long as 
doing so does not disrupt public order.”

H. E. Mr Mohamed Sameh Amr, Chairperson of the Executive Board of UNESCO and Ambassador 
and Permanent Delegate of the Arab Republic of Egypt to UNESCO, made a speech in which he 
expressed the welcome and pride of the UNESCO executive board for sponsoring this important 
event. He said: “Exhibits like this one help to shed light on the diversity of the world’s peoples. 
It helps to learn just a little bit more about the cultures of The Other, thus progressively moving 
all towards a rapprochement of cultures.” He added: “The inter-connected themes of ‘tolerance,’ 
‘understanding,’ and ‘coexistence’ are the building blocks of a true culture of peace, based on a 
commitment to the universal principles of human dignity and mutual solidarity.This exhibit is an in-
ternational project that is being shown for the first time here at UNESCO headquarters, and we are 

Exhibition visitors

Mrs. Nada Al-Nashif, Assistant Director-General for  
Social and Human Sciences at UNESCO, emphasized: 

“The theme and focus of this exhibition reflect the long-stand-
ing Omani traditions of pluralism and the commitment to an 
enriching coexistence between peoples and cultures. It is a 
timely reminder of the need to embrace cultural diversity, which 
also encompasses religious diversity. 

“These are very challenging times. We witness the use of cul-
tural and religious diversity as an instrument of division. We 
see systematic persecution of people on ethnic and religious 
grounds. We see intentional destruction of irreplaceable land-
marks and a systematic and methodical vandalism of ancient 
sites. This ‘cultural cleansing’ — as the Director-General of UN-
ESCO, Ms Irina Bokova refers to it — also destroys what is 
fundamental to peoples’ lives and constitutes their identity. In 
this sense, these violent acts are attacks against our common 
humanity and the values that bind us together as a single hu-
man family.

“This calls on us — with urgency — to find innovative, more 
impactful and more significant ways to build peace. More than 
ever, it is time to protect and preserve the progress achieved 
during the last decades and build new and stronger bridges for 
dialogue and togetherness. By using the arts and new technolo-
gies, this exhibition recognizes diversity as a source of strength, 
creativity and innovation for all societies.

“This resonates strongly with our mandate to lead the Interna-
tional Decade for the Rapprochement of Cultures (2013-2022), 
and UNESCO’s mission to achieve peaceful coexistence through 
dialogue and the acquisition of intercultural competences and 
enhanced ‘cultural literacy.’ It is crucial that we harness and 
learn from the best regional and national examples of inclusive 
outreach. I am sure that this exhibition will nurture our deter-
mination to pursue a more peaceful and just world.”
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truly honored to host such a fine event.’ He continued: “Considering the context of the world we 
live in today where culture is targeted for aggression by extremists, this exhibition is most timely... 
It shows Oman’s strong commitment to the protection and preservation not only of the world’s 
physical heritage, but also of its historical and spiritual heritage as well.”

Mohammed bin Said Al-Mamari, the Scientific Adviser in the Office of the Minister of Awqaf and 
Religious Affairs and supervisor for the exhibition (Oman’s Message of Islam), spoke on behalf 
of the Ministry, expressing his thanks for UNESCO in hosting the exhibition. He also gave thanks 
to the staff of the Sultanate in Paris for their fruitful and effective cooperation. In his speech,  Al-
Mamari announced: “It is my honor to be here in UNESCO to deliver Oman’s message of religious 
tolerance, mutual understanding and peaceful coexistence.” He added: “This exhibition has ap-
peared in more than 70 cities in more than 26 countries. Now we have the honour here in UNESCO 
to deliver Oman’s message of salam (Peace).” Al-Mamari said “There is nothing better than to 
spread messages of goodwill to all people. It is our strong belief that peace and stability only can 
be realized today in any society through dialogue and understanding. And we sincerely believe that 
by working together, we can achieve the goals of religious acceptance and peaceful coexistence.”

Mrs. Nada Al-Nashif, Assistant Director-General for Social and Human Sciences at UNESCO ex-
pressed her thanks to the Ministry of Awqaf and Religious Affairs of the Sultanate of Oman for 
sharing this exhibition on ‘tolerance, understanding and coexistence’ with UNESCO and its member 
states. She added “a special thank you to the Permanent Delegation of Oman for associating the 
UNESCO Secretariat with this event.” 

Omani artists also contributed to the success of the exhibition. The calligraphers and graphic art-
ists Saleh bin Jumaa Al-Shukairi, Anwar bint Khalifa Al-Husainia, and Samah Bint Said Bin Saif Al-
Numaniya appreciated this opportunity to showcase their talents and artistic innovations in support 
of this initiative of the Ministry of Awqaf and Religious Affairs.      

Parliament of the World‘s Religions, 
Salt Lake City, Utah, USA 

     
October 15 through October 19, 2015

The touring exhibition “Tolerance, Understanding, Coexistence: Oman’s Message of Islam,” spon-
sored by the Ministry of Awqaf and Religious Affairs, was also on display at the conference of the 
Parliament of the World’s Religions, held in Salt Lake City, Utah in the USA.   

The Parliament of the World’s Religions is a convocation of people of spirit and faith from around 
the world; at this conference more than 10,000 people from over 80 countries and 50 different 
religious and spiritual traditions came together to share, learn, network, and celebrate. It was first 
held in 1893, re-established in 1993 in Chicago. Since then it has been held in Capetown, South 
Africa 1999; Barcelona, Spain in 2004; and Melbourne, Australia in 2009.

Parliament Board Chair, Imam Abdul Malik Mujahid reminded that “Faith brings out the best in us, 
and interfaith brings out the best of our faiths.”   

Oman ‘s exhibition was on display in the Cultural Hall, visited by thousands of people daily, who 
learned about the modern-day Sultanate and about Oman’s millennia of experience in trade and 
cultural exchange, widespread acceptance of religious diversity, and rich seafaring history.

On Monday, October 19, 2015, a paper entitled “Preventing Violent Extremism: Inter-Religious 
Coexistence in Oman” was presented by Rev. Douglas Leonard, Director of the Al Amana Centre, a 
centre for interfaith engagement in Muscat. 

Exhibition visitors
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Waikato University, Hamilton, New Zealand
     

November 02 through November 30, 2015

The touring exhibition “Tolerance, Understanding, Coexistence:  Oman’s Message of Islam,” spon-
sored by the Ministry of Awqaf and Religious Affairs, opened today at the Waikato University in 
Hamilton, New Zealand.

The Religious Studies Department of the Waikato University is hosting a series of events in con-
junction with the UN’s International Day of Tolerance on November 16, including a conference on 
Muslim-Christian relations intended “to seek a better understanding of one another.”

Dr Douglas Pratt, Professor of Religious Studies, welcomed the students and faculty and com-
mended the government of Oman for supporting this initiative. The Reverend Andrew McKean said 
he was happy to host this exhibition in his chapel which is an ecumenical centre “across the whole 
household of Abrahamic religions.”

Iranian PhD candidate Mortaza Shams, speaking in Arabic, welcomed the guests and commended 
the good relations between peoples. Omani student Jabir Al-Balushi, speaking on behalf of the 
other Omani students enrolled at Waikato University, gave insights into life in Oman, and is proud 
that people in Oman can live and share together.

The film “Religious Tolerance in Oman” was shown, followed by a question-and-answer session.   

The organizer of the events, Dr Douglas Pratt PhD, DTheol, is Professor of Religious Studies; Adjunct 
Professor, Theology & Interreligious Relations, University of Bern, Switzerland; Academic Advisor, 
Waikato Islamic Studies Group New Zealand Associate, and holds the UNESCO Chair in Interreli-
gious and Intercultural Relations – Asia Pacific.

MOHA Center, Kavala, Greece
     

November 03 through November 30, 2015 

Mohammed Ali Research Center (MOHA) under the auspices of the Greek Ministry of Education, 
Research and Religious Affairs and the Hellenic National Commission for UNESCO, hosted the 
exhibition “Tolerance, Understanding, Coexistence: Oman’s Message of Islam” in the “Imaret,” an 
unique monument of significant Islamic architectural character in Kavala.

The opening ceremony on 7th November was joined by Mohammed Al-Mamari, representative of 
the Ministry of Awqaf and Religious Affairs, Oman, representatives of the local authorities as well 
as of the Greek Orthodox Church. Among the guests were representatives of the Greek academic 
community, scholars and students.

The exhibition in the Imaret was presented until the end of November and it was supported by a 
series of interactive educational programs based on the intercultural stories of the Omani “Sinbad 
the Sailor.”

MOHA Center was founded in 2006 in Kavala, the birthplace of Mohammed Ali Pasha of Egypt,  
and at the crossroads of Europe and the Middle East. The Mohammed Ali Research Center is a 
Greek, private, non-profit, non-governmental research center supervised by the General Secretariat 
for Research and Technology (GSRT) of the Greek Ministry of Culture, Education  and Religious Af-
fairs.

Housed in the only surviving integral imaret existing in the world and the only historic Islamic 
monument in Europe that belongs to an Arab country, MOHA aims at exploring and researching 
the achievements of Muslim culture and civilization before the dawn of modernity and its impact 
on today’s world.

Exhibition visitors
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UNESCO Headquarters, Paris, France
     

November 09, 2015

During the 38th General Conference of UNESCO in Paris, the Permanent Delegation of the Sultan-
ate to UNESCO held a reception on the occasion of Oman’s 45th National Day under the auspices 
of Dr Madeeha bint Ahmed Al Shaybaniyah, Minister of Education, in the presence of Irina Bokova, 
UNESCO Director-General, and HE Dr Samira bint Mohamed al Moosa, Sultanate’s Permanent 
Delegate to UNESCO. 

Director-General Bokova praised the efforts of the Sultanate for its policies promoting education, 
science and culture, along with its continuous support of the international organization contribut-
ing to its ability to play its required role.

Dr. Al Moosa stated that the Sultanate has always held the culture of peace and sustainable de-
velopment among its most important goals. She also extolled the efforts of HM Sultan Qaboos to 
establish peace and harmony at home, making Oman an example of stability and progress. She 
explained further that Oman’s policies, based on mutual and peaceful respect within cultures while 
preserving Omani traditiions, enable it to play a role facilitating dialogue and seeking diplomatic  
solutions to problems among the various areas of the world where there is conflict.  

The emblem of the exhibition “Tolerance, Understanding, Coexistence: Oman’s message of Islam” 
was presented to UNESCO in the form of a glass sculpture. It symbolizes the diversity of religions 
and cultures in the world, and is sybolic of the Sultanate´s project promoting tolerance, mutual 
understanding, and peace among peoples. 

Calligrapher Saleh Al-Shukhairy presenting calligraphy to the delegates of the General Conference of UNESCO

HE Dr Madeeha bint Ahmed al Shaibaniyah handing over the emblem sculpture to Irena Bukova Sand artist Shaimah  Al-Mughairy performing her art for the delegates of the General Conference of UNESCO
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Museum of World Religions, Taipeh, Taiwan
     

December 01 through December 31, 2015 

The Museum of World Religions is the first museum solely dedicated to promoting knowledge and 
understanding of the world’s major religions. Combining the beauty of art and culture, as well as 
the insights of academic religious studies, the Museum has been the subject of considerable inter-
national acclaim. 

Since its opening, the Museum has continued to host interfaith dialogues and exchanges in order 
to increase mutual understanding and friendly interaction amongst various religions. Its collections, 
exhibitions, programs, research, and publications have developed into an invaluable resource for 
educational institutes at all levels. The museum resized all panels of the exhibiton to big scale for 
display on full wall and arranged visits to the exhibition conjoined with workshops for various 
student groups.

The exhibition was visited by by an Omani delegation led by HH Mohamed bin Salim Al-Said.  
He was joined by James Wei, director of the Taipeh Economic and Cultural Office in Muscat and 
Mohammed Al-Mamari, director of the project.   

Lisa Shih, supervisor and CEO office, Panning Division presenting the exhibition to the Omani delegation. Lisa Shih, supervisor and CEO office, Panning Division of the Museum of World Religions

Mohammed Al-Mamari receiving  a gift 
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National Library, Singapore
     

December 07 through December 31, 2015 

The exhibition at the Singapore National Library was organised by the Ministry of Awqaf and Re-
ligious Affairs, in cooperation with the Consulate General of Oman to the Republic of Singapore.

Dr Yaacob bin Ibrahim, Minister of Communications and Information of Singapore, patronised the 
opening ceremony of the exhibition.

He expressed his pleasure for the opening of the exhibition, saying: “I visited the Sultanate of 
Oman several times, and this exhibition highlights the aspects of life in Oman and appreciation of 
its people to the values of diversity and tolerance that they have both locally and globally.” 

Sheikh Zakaria bin Hamad al Saadi, Consul General of Oman to the Republic of Singapore, said 
that the exhibition carries the important message of the Sultanate, explaining that the world needs 
today to promote values of tolerance and coexistence among nations and religions. He added that 
the exhibition holds a rich importance that has particular impression in the Republic of Singapore 
where all religions and religious communities coexist in harmony.

National Cultural History Museum, Pretoria,  
South Africa

     
February 01 through February 06, 2016 

The Message of Islam exhibition opened in Pretoria, the political capital of South Africa, under the 
auspices of Semane Molotlegi, Queen Mother of the Royal Bafokeng.

Semane said, this exhibition comes at the right time. Oman is a country of tolerance and is con-
stantly pushing for dialogue to resolve problems between the countries. HE Mubarak Bin Salim Al 
Zakawani, Sultanate’s Ambassador to South Africa, praised the relations. He said this exhibition 
carries important implications about the culture of tolerance and dialogue.

The National Cultural History Museum explores South Africa’s cultural diversity in various perma-
nent and temporary exhibitions. Exhibitions include rock paintings and engravings of the San peo-
ple; thousand year old Iron Age figurines from Schroda in the Limpopo Province (described as “the 
best known artifacts indicating ritual behaviour in the Early Iron Age”); the Art Gallery presents an 
overview of South African culture through time, using cultural objects, crafts, sculpture and paint-
ings and an exhibition on Marabastad is a true example of a cosmopolitan and fully integrated 
rainbow nation before apartheid.

Mohammed Al-Mamari with Semane Molotlegi, Queen Mother of the Royal Bafokeng and other dignitiesMohammed Al-Mamari giving the opening speach
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Maritime Experiential Museum, Singapore
     

February 01 through February 29, 2016 

The Maritime Experiential Museum and Aquarium is Singapore’s first maritime museum and what 
makes it distinctive from other museums is that it boasts a themed environment along with a 
variety of complementary exhibits. It brings to life the Maritime Silk Road via life-sized  replicas of 
historic ships, shipwreck artefacts, interactive exhibits and educational programs for everyone.

One of the main attractions in the Experiential Maritime Museum is the “Jewel of Muscat,“ a 
replica of an Omani dhow from the 9th century AD that was found In 1998 off the coast of the 
Indonesian island of Belitung.  

It was reconstructed in Muscat using old templates and techniques. The 18-meter long hull was 
assembled without a single nail, as was usual at that time. The planks were sewn together with 
coconut fibers, as per ancient traditions, and joined precisely together. The hull was sealed with  
a mixture of goat fat and glue.  Once finished, it set sail to Singapore. The journey from Muscat to 
Singapore was successfully undertaken from February to July 2010 under the Omani captain Saleh 
Said Al Jabri. He sailed the ship using navigational techniques of the 9th century. 

Presented in this context, the exhibition “Tolerance, Understanding, Coexistence: Oman’s Message 
of Islam” opened a view on Omani society to the visitors of the museum.

Exhibits on display 

The Jewel of Muscat on display in the museum.

The Jewel of Muscat on display in the museum.
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Ismaili Center of Toronto, Canada
     

February 20 through March 31, 2016 

The Ismaili Center of Toronto is hosted by the Institute of Islamic Studies of the University of Toron-
to and the Aga Khan Council for Canada. Through programs ranging from lectures, seminars and 
exhibitions, to cultural and social events, the Ismaili Centres of the Aga Khan Development Network 
are bridges of friendship and understanding, and serve to enhance relationships among faith com-
munities, government and civil society. In these days of religious extremism and international strife, 
a reminder is needed that Islam is not a monolith, that peace and prosperity can still be found in 
the Middle East, and that mutual understanding helps promote peaceful coexistence. 

The 4-hour evening program was comprised of a viewing of the exhibition, followed by opening re-
marks, short presentations by Islamic and Ibadhi scholars, and a question-and-answer session. The 
event was attended by more than 260 people, among them Members of Parliament and other high-
ranking Canadian government officials, religious leaders, university officials and students, members 
of the Ismaili community, Omani citizens living in Canada, and representatives from the diplomatic 
corps of Qatar, the UAE, Pakistan and Saudi Arabia. 

Karima Karmali, Vice President of the Aga Khan Council for Canada: “By seeing everyday life in 
Oman in this way, we see that there is no dichotomy between Islam and modernity, nor any  

Visitors of the exhibition.

conflict between Islamic values and the ethical and moral underpinnings of other religions. In Oman 
we find … numerous examples … where tolerance and respect of, and for, others is a way of life; 
where inclusiveness and representation of those of different backgrounds ... are considered corner-
stones of good governance; and where intellectuals pursuits are supported instead of suppressed. 
But these aren’t the stories we hear or the pictures we see in the news today… In today’s increa-
singly fragmented world, where gaps in understanding between people seem to be widening,  and 
where campaigns of fear and intolerance – particularly in respect to Muslims – seem to be more 
commonplace, providing these windows into contemporary Islamic communities is essential.”  

…. “The diversity and plurality within Islam which is highlighted by this exhibition is important, in 
that it helps contribute to a better and more informed understanding of Islam and Muslims. Too 
often, we find that Muslims are depicted as a monolithic or homogeneous group who share a sin-
gular interpretation of the faith. … Therefore we applaud the work of the Omani government for 
making this excellent exhibition available to institutions around the world, and serving as a mes-
senger of Islam, at a time when examples of tolerance, understanding and coexistence are needed 
more than ever before.” 

Dr. Ahmed Al Saeedi – Deputy Chief of Mission, Embassy of the Sultanate of Oman, Washington DC: 
“I am honored and privileged to stand before you tonight. … I would like to express our apprecia-
tion for the support shown to this initiative … and that we now have the honor here in Canada to 
deliver Oman’s message of peace.”

Sheherazade Hirji – President, Aga Khan Council for Canada: “… This project sends a profound 
and encouraging message about the human capacity for cooperative connection. … “ 

About 260 dignitaries of Canadian society joined the opening reception at Toronto.
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Griffith University, Brisbane, Australia
     

July 12 through July 22, 2016 

The first exhibition to be hosted in Australia opened on July 12, 2016, in Brisbane on the campus 
of Griffith University, at the Centre for Interfaith & Cultural Dialogue.  Visitors were greeted by the 
aroma of Omani frankincense wafting from terra cotta burners placed at the entrance. In attend-
ance were approx 80-100 visitors, including students, faculty & staff of the university; several police 
commissioners; representatives of various faith communities; members of the Queensland Omani 
Society; plus representatives of the Department of Social Services; Middle East Connect; Access; Eid 
festival; Queensland African Community Council; the Consul of India; and others.

Presiding over the opening ceremony was the director of the Multifaith Centre, Dr Brian Adams, 
who welcomed the Omani delegation, local dignitaries, students, faculty and staff, and visitors. 
Speaking on behalf of  Griffith University,  Pro Vice Chancellor and Head of Campus (Logan) Profes-
sor Lesley Chenoweth said that “Griffith has always had a strong commitment to and relationship 
with Asia, so bringing Oman here is a new and special honor. Griffith has always been committed 
to making a difference ... “

Representing the Ministry of Awqaf and Religious Affairs, Mohammed Al Mamari expressed his 
gratitude to the university, and to the Omani Society of Queensland, whose members provided 

Dr Brian Adams, director of the Centre for Interfaith & Cultural Dialogue.

informational materials, brochures, pamphlets, flags, banners, books, etc.  Approx 10 students 
dressed in dishdashas mingled and interacted with the crowd.

In his speech Al Mamari stated “now we have the honor to deliver Oman’s message of tolerance; 
acceptance and peaceful coexistence here, at Griffith, just as we have done in Europe, North & 
South America, Asia and Africa.”

From the website of the Centre for Interfaith & Cultural Dialogue:

“Respect through understanding”

The work of the Centre for Interfaith & Cultural Dialogue (ICD) is to foster respect for one another 
through deepening our understanding of one another. The more we understand one another’s re-
ligious, cultural and philosophical perspectives, values and traditions, the better our ability to work 
together to strengthen our communities and overcome the challenges facing the world.
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Biblioteca Viva al-Andalus, Cordoba, Spain 
    

September 07, 2016 through September 28, 2016 

The Biblioteca Viva de al-Andalus (BVA, “Living Library of Andalusia”) was created in 2002 by the 
Fundación Paradigma Córdoba, whose essential purpose is to remember the key role of Cordoba 
in the 9th to 13th centuries; the cross-fertilization of cultures of the East (Chinese, Indian, Arab and 
Persian) and West (Greco-Roman and Judeo-Christian); and the symbiosis, in Al-Andalus, of the 
three Abrahamic religions: Judaism, Christianity and Islam. 

Due to the big success of the presentation of this exhibition in 2014, the exhibition was shown 
here again at this venue on request of Dr Maria Jesus Viguera, Cultural Director of the Foundation. 
This time the exhibition was presented in the context of a conference on historic cultural relations 
between Oman and Spain (ENCUENTRO CULTURAL OMÁN-ESPAÑA).

The opening session was led by Prof. Dr. Enrique Quesada Moraga, Vice President for Innovation, 
Transfer and Campus of Excellence of the University of Cordoba, who welcomed the distinguished 
speakers, guests and visitors. Among the audience were several patrons of the Paradigma Córdoba 
Foundation, journalists, academics and dignitaries, including the director of the Royal Academy of 
Sciences and Arts of Cordoba, and the director of the Municipal Museums of Cordoba.

Prof. Dr. Quesada Moraga remarked that it is the responsibilty of the University to demonstrate the 
importance of culture, of the values   of religious tolerance, and of collaboration on proposals for 
dialogue which foster actions leading to peace. 

Dr. Viguera described the contents of the 24 panels of the exhibition, and emphasized that these 
materials convey several messages by demonstrating how various religions coexistence peacefully 
in the Sultanate of Oman, and that freedom of conscience in the practice of religion is guaranteed 
by the Basic Law of the State. She also stressed the importance of the exhibition in these times 
dominated by voices of conflict and confrontation. 

Dr. Viguera explained the purpose of the Foundation and the Living Library of Andalusia and intro-
duced each of the members of the speakers’ panel with a resumé of their publications and achieve-
ments and a short biography. The following lectures were given:

•	 Hydraulic engineering in al- Andalus and Oman, by Dr. Jose Roldan Cañas , Professor at the 
University of Cordoba.

•	 Stories of Omani and Spanish authors, presented by writers of the Literary Association LONG 
TALE: Raul Avila, Antonio Olmedo and Juan Pérez Cubillo; presentation of Omani authors by 
Jose Ramirez del Rio, University of Córdoba.

•	 The Life of Omani Merchant, Scholar, and Author, Ibn Al-Thahabi, from Sohar, who settled in 
Spain and died in Valencia in 1064, by Dr. Humaid Al-Nofli, member of the National Commis-
sion for Education, Culture and Science, Muscat, Oman.
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Jerudong International School,  
Bandar Seri Begawan, Brunei 

    
November 29, 2016 through November 30, 2016 

The opening ceremony started with the Sultanate’s speech delivered by Sheikh Ahmed bin Hashil 
Al-Maskari, Sultanate’s Ambassador to Brunei Darussalam during which he said that the exhibi-
tion coincides with the Embassy’s celebration of the 46th National Day, and the 32nd anniversary of 
diplomatic relations between the Sultanate and Brunei Darussalam.

He added that this exhibition, which was organized in more than 100 cities in 30 countries, came 
at the right time where acts of violence and extremism in certain parts of the world spread, so the 
need for tolerance, understanding and coexistence have become very urgent. 

Dato Seri Setia Awang Haji Abdul Aziz bin Orang Kaya Maharaja Lela Haji Yussof, Permanent Sec-
retary at the Ministry of Religious Affairs as Co-Chairman of the Executive Committee for the Toler-
ance, Understanding, and Coexistence: Oman’s Message of Islam Exhibition in Brunei Darussalam 
gave a Welcoming Address.

His Honorable Pehin Udana Khatib Dato Paduka Seri Setia Ustaz Haji Awang Badaruddin bin Pen-

garah Dato Paduka Haji Awang Othman, Minister of Religious Affairs in Brunei Darussalam, patronized 
over the opening ceremony of the exhibition amid official and popular presence that reflects the strong 
relations between the Sultanate and Brunei Darussalam.

He delivered a speech affirming that Brunei Darussalam is proud to host the exhibition; a platform to 
spread peace and more bilateral cooperation between the two countries. Thus, the public in Brunei 
would know about the efforts made by the Sultanate of Oman in spreading the culture of tolerance, 
understanding and coexistence among peoples across the world.

It also sheds light on the similarities between the Sultanate and Brunei Darussalam in terms of religious 
culture, and preservation of cultural and traditional values.

Other guests of honour had been His Excellency Dato Paduka Haji Abd. Mokti bin Haji Daud, Deputy 
Minister of Religious Affairs, and Haji Harun bin Haji Junid, Deputy Permanent Secretary at the Ministry 
of Religious Affairs.

The exhibition was joined by verious activities of Omani artists: a Sand Art Show was performed by 
Shayma Al-Mughairy; religious singer Anwar Al-Asmi did a Nasheed Performance and Saleh Al Shukhayri   
demonstrated the art of Arab calligraphie to the audience.

Additional to that a lecture presentation was done by Dr. Abdullah Said Khalfan Al-Mamari, Assistant 
Professor at the College of Sharia Sciences in Muscat and the Brunei Mosque’s Youth performed Dikir 
Sharafil Anam.
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Appendix II:

Media Reach
 

Print Media
 Radio and Television

Internet

YAS Mall, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates 
    

November 18, 2016 

The Sultanate’s  Embassy  in  the  United  Arab  Emirates  (UAE)  organised an open day at Yas Mall 
in Abu Dhabi to mark the 46th National Day under the auspices of Sheikh Nahyan bin Mubarak al 
Nahyan, Minister of Culture and Knowledge Development.

Yas Mall, the leading destination for shopping, dining and entertainment of Abu Dhabi, paid tribute 
to Omani heritage in the celebration of the National Day through a series of cultural activities on 
the 18th of November to delight and engage local communities and tourists from across the region. 
The event was entitled: Omani Open Day: “Oman and Emirates, the Soul of Friendship and Trust-
worthiness.” Hundreds of Emiratis joined Omanis in celebrating Oman’s 46th national day.

Traditional Omani dancers marched into the square beating drums and chanting songs of joy as 
they commemorated the traditions and bonds shared between the two neighbouring countries. 
Omani orators paid tribute to the leadership of HM Sultan  Qaboos, who 46 years ago set the coun-
try on a new trajectory by laying down solid foundations for Oman’s prosperous future. Archive 
photos showing historical meetings between the UAE’s rulers and Sultan Qaboos over the decades 
also served as a visual testament of the long-standing alliance between the two Gulf nations.

The exhibition “Tolerance, Understanding, Coexistence: Oman’s Message of Islam” showcased the 
tradition of religious coexistence in the Sultanate of Oman and every day life and traditions.  

“They are showing the people that Oman and the Emirates are the same – we’re all together,” said 
Yasser Al Junaibi, 36, an Emirati who attended the festivities with his Omani friend, Mohammed Al 
Mukha. “I brought my kids to show them our cultures. We want to be close.”

The unity and friendship shared between the two countries was emphasised by the leaders of 
the UAE. The President, Sheikh Khalifa, sent a cable to Sultan Qaboos congratulating him on the 
country’s anniversary.

Sheikh Nahyan bin Mubarak, Minister of Youth, Culture and Knowledge Development also at-
tended the festivities, touring the various kiosks set up to display and sell Omani sweets, lotions, 
handicrafts and jewellery.

Emiratis taking part in the celebrations echoed the leadership’s devotion to their neighbour.

“We’re all in the same area in the Gulf, also our culture is similar to their culture and traditions and 
I feel like they are as our relatives,” said Tasneem Al Hashmi, an Emirati volunteer at the Yas Mall 
celebration that paid tribute to Omani heritage. “This makes our relationship stronger.”

Omani musician Fatma Al Blushi said she was honoured to celebrate Oman’s national day in the 
UAE.
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Media Reach

 
It is of course impossible to accurately determine the number of people who read or hear about the 
exhibition via public channels of communication, such as print media, radio, television and Internet.

Based on the circulation statistics of the German media during the first phase of the project, there 
was a potential audience of nearly three million viewers for the media reports in the two years 
that the first ten exhibitions were presented.

Extrapolating from this, we can be confident that in the subsequent years, the worldwide media 
has reported on the exhibition to millions of people.

 Media    Date  Circulation/Viewers

 Dis.Kurs    Feb 2010       1.500
 Abendzeitung München  05.03.10   130.000
 HR 2 Kultur Radio   16.04.10   133.000
 Rheinpfalz   19.04.10    249.000
 Mannheimer Morgen  22.04.10     84.000
 City Magazin Ludwigshafen  01.04.10   170.000
 Badisches Tagblatt   12.07.10     35.000
 Offenburger Tagblatt  12.07.10     25.000
 Offenburger Tagblatt  17.07.10     25.000
 Ruhr Nachrichten   09.09.10   133.000
 Glauben und Leben   12.09.10     60.000
 Arab Forum   01.11.10     30.000
 Abendzeitung München  24.09.10   117.000
 Süddeutsche Zeitung  24.09.10   152.000
 München TV   29.09.10   200.000
 München TV   30.09.10   300.000
 Programm Gasteig   Sep 2010     70.000  
 Programm Gasteig    Oct 2010     70.000
 Frankenpost   15.11.10     63.000
 Pro Hof Magazin   11.10.10      15.000
 VHS aktuell Hof   Oct 2010     10.000
 Frankenpost   08.11.10     63.000
 Frankenpost   10.11.10     63.000
 Grafschafter Nachrichten  19.01.11     25.000
 Grafschafter Wochenblatt  19.01.11     52.000
 Wilhelmshavener Zeitung  08.03.11     23.000
 VHS Magazin Wilhelmshaven  01.11.11     10.000
 EANN Bamberg   01.06.11       5.000
 Augsburger Allgemeine  05.07.11   100.000
 Abendzeitung München  06.07.11   130.000
 Süddeutsche Zeitung  06.07.11   120.000
 Augsburger Allgemeine  12.07.11   100.000
 Radio/TV Augsburg   15.07.11   220.000

 total                   2.983.500

                              Article in “Abendzeitung,” March 05,2010, circulation 130.000 
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Promotion for the exhibition in Dis.Kurs, the magazine of the Association of Adult Education Institutions 
in German-speaking Europe
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Article in “Mannheimer Morgen,” April 22, 2010, Circulation 84.000

Article in “Rheinpfalz,” April 19, 2010,  Circulation 249.000
Announcement in the City Magazine of Ludwigshafen, issue April 2010 

Circulation 170.000 households
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Article in “Badisches Tagblatt,” July 12, 2010, Circulation 35.000

Articles in “Offenburger Tagblatt,”  July 12, 2010 and July 17, 2010, Circulation 25.000

Article in “Glauben und Leben“, September 12, 2010, Circulation 60.000
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Flyer announcing Study Tour to Oman

Article in “Ruhr Nachrichten/DortmunderZeitung“, September 09, 2010,  Circulation 133.000

Article in “Arab Forum,” issue 02/2010, Circulation 30.000

Article in “Abendzeitung,” September 24, 2010, Circulation 117.000
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Article in “Süddeutsche Zeitung,” September 24, 2010, Circulation 152.000

Report about the exhibition on Munich TV broadcast  
on September 29, 2010 at 06:45 and 10:45 PM and on September 30, 2010 at 10:45 AM, 11:45 AM 
and 01:45 PM; about 100.000 viewers per broadcast

 
Article in “Franken Post,” November 15, 2010, Circulation 63.000
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Article in “Pro Hof Magazin,” November 2010, Circulation 15.000

Article in “VHS aktuell,” November 2010 

Article in “Franken Post,” November 10, 2010, Circulation 63.000

Article in “Franken Post,” November 08, 2010, Circulation 63.000
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 Article in “Grafschafter Nachrichten,” January 19, 2010, Circulation 25.000

Article in “Wilhelmshavener Zeitung,” March 08, 2011, Circulation 23.000 

Article in “Grafschafter Wochenblatt,” January 19, 2010, Circulation 52.000
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Cover and Article in “VHS Magazine Wilhelmshaven,”  
issue 01/2011

Report about the exhibition on Radio/TV Augsburg broadcast, July 15. 2011 at 04:06 PM,
220.000 viewers/listeners per broadcast

Article in “Augsburger Allgemeine Zeitung,”
July 05, 2011, circulation 100.000 

Article in “Augsburger Allgemeine Zeitung,
July 12, 2011, circulation 100.000 
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Exhibition on religious tolerance in Oman opens in German city

8 July 2011
MUSCAT — Key Omani officials highlighted tolerance and freedom enjoyed by different religions in 
the sultanate at a show that opened in Germany on Wednesday.
The exhibition, in the city of Augsburg and titled ‘Religious Tolerance in the Sultanate of Oman’, is 
organised by the Ministry of Auqaf and Religious Affairs and inaugurated by Dr Zainab bint Ali Al Qas-
miyah, Oman’s Ambassador to Germany.
Stressing that religious tolerance meant “various religions can live peacefully side by side on one land 
without discrimination,” Qasmiyah said the sultanate respected all religious sects living on its land and 
provided all facilities to them to perform their rituals freely. She noted that Islam respected all cultures 
that “work for spreading love and closeness amongst nations”.
Hermann Weber, the Mayor of Augsburg, remarking that peace was the outcome of mutual respect, said 
tolerance was “something required all over the world and it is the responsibility of all”. He pointed out 
that more than three and half million Muslims lived in Germany.
“There is an insisting need for dialogue and deepening tolerance amongst all religious sects,” he said, 
thanking the sultanate for its contribution in this field via the exhibition.
Mohammed bin Said Al Ma’amari, Adviser at the Auqaf  and Religious Affairs Ministry and General 
Supervisor of the exhibition, said the show was part of 40 such exhibitions the ministry was planning 
to hold in ten European countries and China to “stress the importance of tolerance, coexistence and 
dialogue as a human necessity for the whole world”.

ravindranath@khaleejtimes.com

Article in “Oman Daily” July 07, 2011

Article in “Al Roya” July 07, 2011
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Article in “Oman Observer” August 07, 2011 Article in “Oman Daily,” October 04, 2011
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Article in “Oman Daily,” September 28, 2011 Diari de Tarragona / October 07, 2011, Circulation 14.000
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Article in “Oman Observer” November 27,2011

Article in Meinerzhagener Zeitung, January 04, 2014 Article in “Oman Daily,” September 28, 2011

Article in “Oman Daily,” November 27, 2011
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BBC World, April 08,2014 BBC World, April 14,2014
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Article in “Oman Daily,” May 06,2012 Article in”Al Roya” May 06,  2012 

Article in”Al Roya” January 29, 2011
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Article in “Al Watan,” November 21,2011 Article in Leicester Mercury, July 18, 2012
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Article in Oman Observer, September 22, 2012 Articles Oman Observer and Oman Daily, September 15, 2012
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Article in Oman Daily, January 11, 2013 Article in Oman Observer, January 11, 2013

Article in “La Rebublicca,“ January 09, 2013
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Article in Al Roya, January 12, 2013

Article in Oman Observer, March 16, 2013

Article in “Oman Daily,” July 22,2012

Article in Al Roya, January 27, 2014
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Article in Oman Observer, December 05, 2013
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Report on CNN, September 2010

Report on Alhurra TV, USA, July 2016

Article in Oman Daily, August 07, 2014
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Article in Oman Observer, October 27, 2014 Article in Times of Malta, October 25, 2014
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Article in Oman Daily, October 27, 2014 Article in Oman Daily, July 14, 2016
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Article in Newsroom Australia, July, 2016

Article in Oman Daily, July 14, 2016

Article in Diario Cordoba, September 08, 2016
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Internet Reports about the exhibition and film  

selected links April 2010 through July 2016

http://www.uni-bamberg.de/zentren/zis/news/wanderausstellung-religioese-toleranz-der-islam-
im-sultanat-oman/

http://www.friedensnews.at/2011/05/08/religiose-toleranz-der-islam-im-sultanat-oman/

http://www.gasteig.de/veranstaltungen-und-tickets/veranstaltungen/ausstellung-religioese-toler-
anz-der-islam-im-sultanat-oman.html,v6706

http://www.wiesentbote.de/2011/06/01/wanderausstellung-religioese-toleranz-im-sultanat-
oman-in-bamberg/

http://cms.bs5-augsburg.de/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=195:
eroeffnungsveranstaltung-zur-ausstellung-qreligioese-toleranz-der-islam-im-sultanat-
omanq&catid=36:neuigkeiten

http://www.vhs.at/642+M5a27e16e478.html

http://blog.nomad-reisen.de/06/%E2%80%9Ereligiose-toleranz%E2%80%9C-der-islam-im-sul-
tanat-oman/

http://www.nachrichten-regional.de/ludwigshafen/11018-religioese-toleranz-der-islam-im-sultan-
at-oman

http://www.myheimat.de/muenchen/kultur/ausstellung-qreligioese-toleranz-der-islam-im-sultan-
at-omanq-im-gasteig-in-muenchen-d887568.html

http://www.myheimat.de/themen/muslim.html

http://www.interkulturelle-seminare.com/event.php?id=28

http://www.dialogtexte.de/?p=943

http://www.webwiki.de/www.religioese-toleranz.de

http://www.lusznat.de/cms/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=66:news1&catid=
37:kamera-news&Itemid=59

http://www.dermuenchenblog.de/veranstaltungen/ausstellung-der-islam-im-sultanat-oman/

http://www.zocial.tv/today/Nonprofit/19375312/religise-toleranz-der-islam-im-sultanat-oman-
teil-13

http://www.vhs-nordhorn.de/index.php?urlparameter=knr%3A1111261%3Bbrowse%3Aforward
%3Bkathaupt%3A6%3Bknradd:1111290;

http://www.meinblog.at/dt/portal/content.php?regionId=0&topicId=4&language=dt&blogTyp=0
&blogId=37669

http://www.zenithonline.de/fileadmin/downloads/probeheft_pdf/zenith_3_2010.pdf

http://www.zenithonline.de/deutsch/gesellschaft//artikel/gemeinsame-werte-statt-machtstre-
ben-001257/

http://www.frankenpost.de/lokal/hofrehau/hof-land/art2438,1374636

http://www.xing.com/net/erfolgdurchdiversity/archiv-veranstaltungen-365314/25-
09-12-10-2010-munchen-ausste l lung-re l ig iose-to leranz-der- i s lam- im-sul tanat-
oman-32764956/32764956/

http://www.grafschafter-wochenblatt.de/ausgaben/pdf/19.01.2011.pdf

http://www.myheimat.de/muenchen/kultur/wanderausstellung-qreligioese-toleranz-der-islam-im-
sultanat-omanq-m1296424,887568.html

http://www.uni-bamberg.de/zentren/zis/

http://bayern.adventisten.de/news/news/datum/2011/06/01/religioese-toleranz-im-sultanat-
oman/

http://www.vhs-lu.de/suche/print?tx_indexedsearch[sword]=oman

http://www.radio-augsburg.de/index.php/radio/mediathek/videoarchiv/Freitag-15.-Juli-
2011-16-06-00-Berufsschueler-erarbeiten-Aehnlichkeiten-zwischen-Islam-und-Christentum

http://www.academics.de/wissenschaft/religioese_toleranz_im_sultanat_oman_48693.html

http://www.evangelische-kirche-dortmund.de/groups/4/uploads/pdf-dokumente/ ukdo/ukdo2010/
ukdo1035.pdf

http://www.fachbereichbildung.de/index.php?id=203

http://www.ptext.de/pressemeldung/ausstellung-religioese-toleranz-islam-sultanat-oman-dort-
mund-98036

http://www.indiaeveryday.in/video/u/islaminoman.htm?s=rating

http://www.uni-bamberg.de/?id=19462

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1qcS9n2l97s
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http://www.openpr.de/pdf/462077/Ausstellung-Religioese-Toleranz-der-Islam-im-Sultanat-Oman-
bis-zum-15-September-in-Dortmund.pdf

http://www.rajinivideos.com/index.php?tt=%20sultanat

http://interkulturelles-training.blogspot.com/2010_10_01_archive.html

http://www.gn-online.de/de/lokales/nordhorn.html?artikelid=389771&n=%E2%80%9EReligi%C
3%B6se%20Toleranz%20%E2%80%93%20der%20Islam%20in%20Oman%E2%80%9C&PHP
SESSID=66449bd03dd300451f130eba43ece69f

http://zeltmacher-nachrichten.eu/content/oman-muslimisches-land-will-religi%C3%B6se-toleranz

http://de.paperblog.com/das-sultanat-oman-the-essence-of-arabia-40048/

http://www.wikio.de/ausland/nahost/oman/qabus_ibn_said

http://www.fachbereichbildung.de/fileadmin/bildungswerk/Programm_Studienreise_Oman_
Stand_21.12.10.pdf

http://www.ebwwest.de/uploads/media/Studienreise-Oman-2011.pdf

http://islam-dialog.ekvw.de/fileadmin/ekvw/dokumente/arbeitsbereiche/islamdialog/studienreise_
oman_flyer.pdf

http://borneobulletin.com.bn/omani-cultural-days-mark-30-years-diplomatic-ties/

http://www2.anba.com.br/noticia/21864064/arts/oman-to-have-exhibit-on-islam-in-sao-paulo/

https://www.zapaday.com/page/event/1091955-0/Brazil-launches-Omani-Cultural-Days

https://www.y-oman.com/2015/08/oman-shines-in-brazil/

http://www2.anba.com.br/noticia/21864115/arts/exhibition-showcases-religious-tolerance-in-
oman/?indice=0

http://today.salve.edu/oman-sponsored-exhibition-promotes-religious-tolerance/

https://mei.nus.edu.sg/index.php/web/new_TMPL/tolerance-understanding-and-coexistence-the-
message-of-islam-from-the-sultate-of-oman/

http://www.mwr.org.tw/content_en/exhibitions/special-exhibition-details.aspx?cat=3&sid=43

http://id55.de/fileadmin/id55/download/2011/EBW-Eine-Reise-ins-Morgenland-F.pdf

http://www.vhs-landkreis-hof.de/download/vhsaktuell1_2011.pdf

http://cms.bs5-augsburg.de/@bs5/Sultanat_Oman_Arbeitshilfe.pdf 

http://www.rhein-neckar-netz.de/ludwigshafen/sultanat-oman-prasentiert-sich/

http://www.otog.de/content/griesheim/sites/28_10.pdf

http://www.eventfinda.co.nz/2015/tolerance-understanding-coexistence-omans-message-of-is-
lam/hamilton

http://en.unesco.org/events/exhibition-tolerance-understanding-coexistence

http://en.unesco.org/events/tolerance-understanding-and-coexistence-oman%E2%80%99s-mes-
sage-islam

http://www.moha.center/index.php/news-moha-en/231-tolerance-understanding-oman-message-
news-en

https://www.travel-impact-newswire.com/2016/02/iran-exports-first-shipment-of-hand-woven-
carpets-to-u-s/

http://www.fananews.com/en/oman/296156/

http://www.agakhanpark.org/events/ismaili-centre-toronto-calendar/2016/2/20/omans-message-
exhibition

https://modestm3.wordpress.com/2016/02/22/an-evening-of-coexistence-culture/

http://the21st.ca/portfolio-item/exhibition-tolerance-understanding-and-coexistence/

https://icelandpenny.wordpress.com/tag/photography-exhibitions/?iframe=true&preview=true/
feed/

http://www.fananews.com/en/oman/320435/

http://www.headlines-news.com/2016/07/14/1505847/islam-exhibition-conveys-omans-mes-
sage-of-peace

https://issuu.com/eshabiba/docs/t14-07-2016/6

http://www.eccq.com.au/event/omans-message-of-islam-tolerance-understanding-and-coexist-
ence/

http://oman.shafaqna.com/EN/OM/45775

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9ZT17mz7NY
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Appendix III:

The Exhibits

Panels
 Facsimiles

Shadow Art
Calligraphies

Multimedia Displays
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The exhibits / Information panels The exhibits / Information panels
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The exhibits / Information panels The exhibits / Information panels
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The exhibits / Information panels The exhibits / Information panels
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The exhibits / Information panels The exhibits / Information panels
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The exhibits / Information panels The exhibits / Information panels
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The exhibits / Information panels The exhibits / Information panels
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The exhibits / Information panels The exhibits / Information panels
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The exhibits / Information panels The exhibits / Information panels
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The exhibits / Information panels The exhibits / Information panels
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The exhibits / Information panels The exhibits / Information panels
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The exhibits / Information panels The exhibits / Information panels
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The exhibits / Information panels The exhibits / Information panels
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The exhibits / facsimile prints The exhibits /facsimile prints
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The exhibits / facsimile prints The exhibits / facsimile prints
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The exhibits / facsimile prints The exhibits / facsimile prints
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The exhibits / Shadow Art

Ya ALLAH (oh God)

My Lord
Have your mercy on my 
parents as they as they 
did care of me when I 
was little.

The exhibits / Shadow Art

Glory to God

Thanks God
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The exhibits / Shadow Art

My God (prayer to God)

The exhibits / Shadow Art

I ask your forgiveness!
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The exhibits / Calligraphies by Saleh Al -Shukhairy

All their affairs are a matter of councel.

The exhibits / Calligraphies by Saleh Al -Shukhairy

The decision is for ALLAH only.
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The exhibits / Calligraphies by Saleh Al -Shukhairy

Thy Lord is the Forgiver, full of mercy.

The exhibits / Calligraphies by Saleh Al -Shukhairy

Mohammed, the prophet of ALLAH.

Those who believe and do good works are the best of created beings.
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The exhibits / Multimedia Displays The exhibits / Multimedia Displays
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